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FOREWORD

An integrated technical course is one in which two or
morn disciplines that have common or complementary
content are combined into one technology. This course
outline in Elements of Electrical Technology represents
an integration of subject content in the electrical field.
The outline consists of three Divisions: Theory and Test
Electronics, and Installation and Maintenance. It is
intended for use in Grades 11 and 12.

At the secondary school level, we are concerned
with fundamentals rather than the treatment in depth
which characterizes the tertiary levels of education. An
integrated approach is desirable because students under-
stand basic principles best if they are able to relate
them to several subjects. The relation of various tech-
nical subjects to mathematics, science, English and
history should be stressed repeatedly. In this way the
technical subjects become effective educational vehicles

as sell as ^ means of learning skills.
Since the course is a two-year entity, the teachers

must decide the extent to which any unit will be studied
in either Grade 11 or Grade 12. Althou3h the arrange-
ment of the outline is logical, it is not chronological: it
is an analysis of subject content, not a synthesis. No
attempt has been made to arrange the topics in a
teaching sequence r.or has any attempt been made to
integrate the topics of the ft.-et divisions: these tasks
are reserved for the professional teacher. The need for
frequent consultation among the participating teachers
is imperative. If possible, one or two periods per week
should be set aside so that course construction, lesson
planning, and evaluation can be pursued as a team
effort.

The course outline was prepared on the understand-
ing that a total of si!.. hun,'red hours was available for
implementation: of this time allotment, about thirty-
five per cent should be devoted to Division 1, forty per
cent to Division 2, and twenty-five per cent to Division
3. Teachers may alter these ratios somewhat, and may
omit optional topics (marked "0") in favour of other
material.

Approximately sixty per cent of the available time
should be devoted to student activity that reinforces
theoretical aspects. Tne teacher may, however, increase
this ratio by developing individualized, imaginative
methods. The inductive, directed-discovery approach
should be implemented as frequently as possible.

Since Division 1 forms a common cote for the entire
course, any participating teacher may present any portion
of it. In order to avoid duplication of effort, teachers
must collaborate on a regular basis: the vertical or
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chronological sequence is the responsibility of the in-
structors who are presenting the course.

Students should feel that they are taking one tech-
nical subject. This may be accomplished by innumer-
able arrangements and varieties of presentation. To
illustrate the manner in which a given topic relates to
sections in all divisions, one might consider Trans-
forme-s (Section 17.1). Without any selection as to
sequence or to depth of treatment, Transformers can
be related to the following:

11.1 Direct current
11.2 Magnetism
13.1 D.C. generators
15.1 Alternating current
15.2 Inductance
16.1 Three-phase fundamentals
17.3 Three-phase induction motors
21.5 Transformers (electronic components)
23.1 Power supplies

23.2 Circuits using amplifying devices

24.1 Mdio amplifiers
24.3 Radio transmitters and receivers
34.4 Transformer installations
34.5 Transformer protection
34.6 Transformer tesang and maintenance

35.5 Reduced voltage starters
This list illustrates the fact that the course outline

offers an organization of content, but does not inhibit
teachers from developing a coherent sequence related
to the particular requirements of their classes and the
facilities at hand.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The primary aims ol technical education are identical
with those of edrcation as a whole: developing each
student's personality and ripabilities, and giving him
constructive attitudes towards himself and society.

Any technical curriculum should be such that (1) it
provides a sound educational base from which further
education or training may proceed, (2) it prepares for
employment by the development of basic technical
skills.

The specific objectives of Elements of Electrical
Technology are to develop the student's ability to:
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Comprehend the impact of electrical technology upon
an industrialized society
Define his vocational goals within the electrical and
electronics industry
Understand the principles upon which the operation
of electrical and electronic apparatus depends
Use simple mathematics pertinent to electrical theory,
and interpret such mathematical expressions in terms
of physical realities
Prepare coherent, orderly laboratory reports
Do independent research for technical information
from various sources
Appreciate and practise sound safety procedures
Assume responsibility, and work independently of
supervision
Interpret service information and use it intelligently
Relate schematic diagrams to actual circuitry
Select and utilize a wide variety of electrical measur-
ing equipment
Diagnose faults, and service a diversity el electrical
equipment, working from first principles.

SAFETY

The responsibility for safety consciousness rests with
the teachers of Elements of Electrical Technology. Not
only should they describe potential dangers and possible
unsound procedures clearly before any practical student
activities, but they must also lead students to "think
safety" at all times.

Representatives of recognized industrial safety organ-
izations should be invited to inspect the technical
department shops in order to assess equipment and
routines. In addition, these representatives might be
asked to speak to students and/or teachers on modern
safety practice.

ORGANIZATION

DIVISION 1: THEORY AND TEST

Units 1.1 Fundamentals of Electricity and
Magnetism

1.2 Electrical Measurement
1.3 D.C. Machines
1.4 D.C. Mutor Controls
1.5 Single-phase Circuits
1.6 Three-phase Circuits
1.7 A.C. Machines

DIVISION 2: ELECTRONICS

Units 2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Standard Electronic Components
Electron Devices
Basic Electronic Circuits
Electronic Systems
Test Equipment
Servicing and Test Procedures
Construction Methods and
Techniques

DIVISION 3: INSTALLATION AND
MAINTENANCE

Units 3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

Trade Requirements
Ontario Electrical Code
Electrical Wiring Systems
Distribution Systems
A.C. Motor Controls
Electrical Maintenance
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DIVISION 1: THEORY AND TEST

INTRODUCTION

This division should be considered basic to the entire
course. The concepts and principles relating to circuits,
components, and machines will constantly serve as a
foundation for the study of Divisions 2 and 3. This is
not to imply that Division 1 should be taught as a
whole, but rather to indicate that portions of it should
be introduced prior to related studies in other divisions.
The teacher must determine the exact chronological
sequence of the material in a manner which he con-
siders to be most viable in an educational sense. This
arrangement of content should, as far as possible,
involve student activities that can be described as
"learning experiences". To achieve this, a program less
rigidly structured than the traditional should be con-
sidered.

The emphasis in Division 1 should, for the most
part, be on underlying principles, not on hardware or
its manipulation. The studies can be used to realize
many of the objectives listed in this publication. The
related science and mathematics should be integrated
with the electrical theory, as the latter is studied within
the shop or laboratory. This integration will be furth-
ered by discussions among technical subject teachers
and those responsible for instruction in English, science,
and mathematics.

The discipline of Elements of Electrical Technology
relates to the control of the electron; therefore, a
description of the properties of the electron is a logical
beginning. All electrical phenomena may be interpreted
in light of an understanding of electron behaviour.
Students should become able to anticipate this be-
haviour under various conditions, i.e., hypothesize to a
limited extent.

Many illustrations from industrial equipment and
practices will serve to emphasize the need for a broad
background in the electrical field. The teachers can rein-
force this point by arranging plant tours, 'nd by the
use of good films and other reference material. In addi-
tion, the students' opportunities for education at the
tertiary levels will be enhanced by the comprehension
of fundamentals. In this regard, the subject content of
Division 1 provides a ve'iicle for formative learning and
experience.
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UNIT 1.1

FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY
AND MAGNETISM

Direct Current
Electron Theory
Electrical Charge..
Methods of Producing EMF
Electrical Circuits
Electrical Conductors and Insulators
Electrical Power and Energy
Magnetism
Theory of Magnetism
Magnetic Fields
Magnetic Properties of Materials
Efectromagnetism
Magnetic Circuits

UNIT 1.2

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMEN1'

D.C. Instruments
D'Arsonval Movement
Instrument Feat ling
Series ohmme:er
Insulation Tester
A.C. Instruments
Rectifier Instruments
Multimeters
Moving Iron Instruments (0)
Electrodynamometer (0)
Electrical Bridges
Wheatstone bridge
Introduction to a.c. bridges

UNIT 1.3

D.C. MACHINES

D.C. Generators
Ele^tromagnetic Induction
Single Loop Generator
Construction and Internal Connections
Self-excitation
Operating Characteristics
Commutation

D.C. Motors
Motor Principle
Construction and Internal Connections
CEMF
Operating Characteristics
Efficiency of D.C. Machines
Dynamic and Regenerative Braking (0)
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UNIT 1.4

D.C. MOTOR CONTROLS

Variable Voltage Speed Controls
Control by Armature Voltage
D.C. Constant Potential Controls
Principle of Operation
Control Devices and Circuits
Closed-Loop Regulating Systems
Theory of Operation
Methods of Obtaining Feedback Signal
Amplification of Feedback Signal
Error Correction

UNIT 1.5

SINGLE-PHASE CIRCUITS
Alternating Current
Scalar and Vector Quantities
Sine Waves
Phase Relationships
Non - sinusoidal Waveforms
A.C. power: Purely Resistive Circuit
Inductance
Self-inductance
Current in Circuits containing P,:re Inductance Only
Current in L-R Circuits
LIductive Reactance
Power Factor
Low Frequency Inductors
Series and Parallel Connections
Impedance
Capacitance
Elementary Capacitor
Construction and Characteristics of Commercial

Capacitors
Series and Parallel Connections
Time Constant
Capacitive Reactance
Impedance of a C-R Circuit
Series and Parallel Circuits
L-C-R Series Circuit
Series Resonance
L-C -R Parallel Circuit
Parallel Resonance
Power in L-C-R Circuits

UNIT 1.6
THREE-PHASE CIRCUITS
Three-phase Fundamentals
Three-phase Waveforms

Star and Delta Connections
Three-phase Power

Polypiase Power Rectification
Three-phase Rectifier Systems
Six-phase Rectifier Systems (0)

UNIT 1.7

A.C. MACHINES

Iron-Core Transformers
Mutual Induction
Construction and Function of Parts
Turn and Voltage Ratio;
Operation under load
Current Ratios
Vector Diagram Analysis (0)
Losses
Efficiency and Ratings
Single-phase Connections
Auto-transformers
Instrument Transformers (0)
Polyphase Connections
Open-delta (0)

Alternators
Single-phase Alternators Construction and Operation
Three -phase AlternatorsParts and Construction
Three-phase Connections
Losses, Temperature Rise (0)
Efficiency, Ratings (0)
Voltage Regulation (0)
Synchronization

Three-phase Induction Motors
Principle of Operation
Construction of Squirrel-Cage Induction Motor
Operating Characteristics of Squirrel-Cage Motors
Factors Affecting Speed and Regulation
Wound-Rotor Motor

Single-phase Mo`or
Stuvey of Single -phase Motors
Series
Split-phase and Capacitor-start Induction Motors
Shaded Pole
Repulsion-induction (0)

Synchronous Motors (0)

Construction
Principle of Operation
Operating Characteristics
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DIVISION 2: ELECTRONICS

INTRODUCTION

The material in Division 2 falls into two classifications:
recommended and optional. The recommended portions
are considered of a nature fundamental to the teaching
of any course in electronics while the optional items
indicate possible directions which a class or student
might pursue.

Note that the material is in no way an outline of a
course of study ready to be used by the teacher. It has
intentionally been compiled in a mr.mer which groups
topics by generic type without regard to sequence of
teaching. With this in mind the units have been as-
sembled, each comprising sections and topics of a
similar type, such as standard electronic components,
and electron devices. This method provides a satisfac-
tory overview and allows for a simple method of defin-
ing of subject depth. At the same time, being open-
ended, each unit can sustain additions or deletions from
time to time without the overall logical structure being
affected. Within this framework the teacher's traditional
freedom to plan his own course of study is not im-
paired: the onus is on him to select material, organize
the sequence, and plan lessons and projects.

There has been some criticism in the past about
"communications-oriented" courses of study. As a result
there has been a conscious effort on the part of the
committee to provide a wide enough choice in the
optional areas that a teacher can, if he so desires,
largely avoid the communications heir!.

At the same time the committee felt strongly that
our task is to teach the fundamentals of electronics and
that the areas of "specialization" such as "industrial
electronics", "data processing electronics" are simply
descriptions of the fields from which meaningful appli-
cations of these fundamentals can be drawn. This raises
the question of interest and motivation and here a
strong argument in favour of the so-called communica-
tions field appears. The average student is familiar with
and interested M such items as television, high fidelity,
guitar amplifiers, portable and car radios; this faIrtil-
iarity makes applications of fundamentals in these areas
meaningful. Ms is not to suggest that process control
applications or a data handling are unsuitable or un-
desirable topics; however, the teacher must overcome
the lack of the pre-conditioning motivation that exists
in the communications field.

Although vacuum and gaseous tubes are included in
this division, the time allotted to these arer.s should
be less than that devoted to semiconductors. With the
advent of integrated circuits and computers, students
should be given the opportunity to think in terms of
electronic systems, and come to appreciate a "systems
approach" analysis.
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UNIT 2.1

STANDARD ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Magnetic Relays
Electromechanical Features
Commercial Types
Typical Applications
Resistors
Types, Applications
Inductors
Types, Applications
Capacitors
Types, Applications
Transformers (Electronic Components)
Iron-core
Air-core
Ferrite-core

UNIT 2.2

ELECTRON DEVICES
Vacuum and Gaseous Tubes
Vacuum Diodes
Vacuum Triodes
Vacuum Pentodes
Multi-purpose Vacuum T,Ibes
Light-sensitive Tubes
Cathode Ray Tube
Radiation Detectors (0)
Readout Devices (0)
Semiconductors
Basic Physics of Semiconductor Materials
Diodes
Transistors
Other Non-linear Devices (0)

UNIT 2.3

BASIC ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
Circuits Using Diodes
Power Supplies
Clippers, Clamps and Limiters (0)
Voltage Regulation
Demodulating Circuits
Circuits Using Amplifying Devices
Vacuum tube voltage amplifiers
Vacuum tube power amplifiers
Solid state amplifiers
R.F. amplifiers
Oscillators
S.C.R. circuits
Pulse circuitry (0)
Logic circuits (0)



UNIT 2.4
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

NOTE: Select any 3 sections

Audio Amplifiers
Electrical transducer
Audio amplification
High fidelity

Industrial Control
Photoelectric control
Motor control
Regulation: generator voltage and current
Welding control (0)
R.F. heating control (0)

Radio Transmitters and Receivers
Amplitude modulation
Frequency modulation

Digital Computers
Binary notation
Digital electronic systems
Block diagram of basic computer

Television
TV receivers: block diagram
TV systems: closed circuit, broadcast

UNIT 2.5

TEST EQUIPMENT

Conventional Meters (as used in Electronics)
D.C. meters
i.C. meters
The V.O.M.

The Electronic Voltmeter
Voltmeter Function
Ohmmeter Function

The Cathode Ray Oscilloscope
Theory of Operation
Applications
Adjustment and Use

Signal Gererators
Audio FreqcPncy
Radio Frequency
Other Types (0)

L titization of Test Equipment
Exercise of Proper Care
Selection for Specific Use
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UNIT 2.6

SERVICING AND TEST PROCEDURES

Identifying the Fault
Symptoms
Intermittents
Analysis of Symptoms

Isolating the Defective Stage
Signal Substitution Method
Bracketing Method
Measurement

Isolating the Defective Component
Observation
Testing Components
Mcasurement of V, R and I

Repair of the Fault
Component Substitution
Selection Replacement
Installation of Replacement

Complex Systems
Isolation of Defective Section
Isolation of Defective Stage

Routine Maintenance
Reasons for Routine Maintenance
Methods of Preventive Maintenance

Alignment and Calibration
Necessity of Alignment and Calibration of Instrument
Alignment and Calibration Procedure

UNIT 2.7

CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

Development Methods Using Conventional Techniques
Breadboard Construction
Metal Chassis Working
Placement of Components
Wiring Methods

Printed or Etched Wiring
Copper Clad Board
Plain Board

Modular Circuits
Turrets (0)
Packaged Circuits
Plug-in Circuit Boards

Miniaturization
Discrete Components
Thin Film Techniques
Integrated Circuits
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DIVISION 3: INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

INTRODUCTION

In many schools this division of Elements of Electrical
Technology will be taught in the same room as Division
1. In such cases, one teacher may teach both divisions
and the correlation of the material will blend automa-
tically; however, where separate areas exist for Theory
and Test, and Installation and Maintenance it is im-
perative that topic sequence be established by the
participating teachers.

This division is very practical in nature, approxi-
mately sixty-five per cent of the class time being devoted
to student activity. The teacher may increase this ratio
through original and imaginative use of available hard-
ware. Every opportunity should be given the students
to develop their own circuitry as solutions to various
given problems.

Since some of the material may be difficult to present
within the electrical shop, field trips are recommended.
In this way the student may become familiar with vari-
ous installation techniques and practices.

In all projects the circuitry and installation proced-
ures should adhere strictly to the Ontario Electrical
Code Regulations. These regulations play a substantial
role in installation and maintenance, their interpreta-
tion and application presenting a challenge to the
student. It is recommended, therefore, that open book
examinations be used as a means of testing the student's
ability to locate and interpret relevant portions of the
code.

Throughout the course the instructors should intro-
duce electrical drafting exercises which integrate with
the regular course material. The drafting projects should
conform to good design practice.

UNIT 3.1

TRADE REQUIREMENTS

Apprenticeship
Educational Requirements
Apprenticeship Act

Social Structure of the Trade
Labour Orangization
Organizational Pattern
Working Conditions

External Jurlsdication
Licensing - Municipal, Provincial
Inspection - Municipal, Provincial
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UNIT 3.2
ONTARIO ELECTRICAL CODE

Content and Use
Object and Scope
Safety
Approval Procedures
Legal Stags
Utilization

UNIT 3.3
ELECTRICAL WIRING SYSTEMS

Non-metallic Sheathed Cable
Regulations
Installation Procedures

Armoured and Aluminum- sheathed Cable
Regulations
Install aticn Procedures
Testing Armoured Cable
Aluminum-sheathed Cable

Electric Metallic Tubidg
Regulations
E.M.T. Fittings
E.M.T. Installation

Ribid Conduit
Regulations
Preparation
Installation

Special Raceway Systems (0)
Types: Surface, Underfoot
Installation Procedures

Signal
Intercommunication System

UNIT 14
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

Single Occupancy Services
Regulations
Single-phase, Three-wire System
Service Calculations
Service Materials
Grounding
Service Installation

Multi-occupancy Services
Regulations
Layouts
Service Entrance Materials
Installation



Three - phase Services
Types
Regulations
Metering
Calculations and Materials
Instillation

Transformer Installations
Categories
Parts, Nomenclature, and Identification
Name-plate Information
Transformer Bank Connection

Transformer Protection (0)
Primary and Secondary Fusing
High-voltage Protection
Lightning Protection

Transformer Testing and Maintenance (0)
Inspection Prior to Installation
Fluid Maintenance
Leaks
Moisture Removal

UNIT 3.5

A.C. MOTOR CONTROLS

Elements of a Motor Control System
Regulations and Definitions
Disconnecting Means
Overcurrent Protection
Contactor
Overload Protection
Considerations in the Choice of Control System
Combination Starter

Conductors and Protective Devices
Regulations
Fuses vs. Time Delay Fuses
Circuit Breakers: Types and Sizes
Calculations for Motor Grouping

Manual Stalling Switches
Single - phase, Across-the-line Motor Starting Switches
Single - phase Reversing Drum Controllers
Three-phase Drum Reversing Controllers

Magnetic Aross-We -Llne Start.tri
Internal Cinuit
Related Control Devices
Reversing Magnetic Starters

Reduced -Vc Nage Martell

PurPose
Fe atures
Automatic Compensator
Wye-delta Starters

UNIT :Ai
ELECTitICAL MAINTENANCE

Diagnosis of Faulty Circuits
Circuit A nalysis and Tests
Test Equ iiment Requirements

Industrial Equipment
Controls
Mot-es
Preventive Maintenance

Domestic Appliances
Any two
Water He al ers
Ranges
Dryers
Oil Burners
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LABORATORY SKILLS AND IICHNIQUES

The graduate of Elements of Electrical Technology
should be able to perform laboratory experiments
accurately and report them clearly.

Before the student reaches thin stage, however, he
will need careful and explicit instru.tion in the experi-
mental method. He will need to watch demonstration.
of relevant procedures and skills and he should study
examples of good report writing and organization.

An important part of the Elements of Electrical
Technology course is the preparation of technical arti-
cles. The student will probably consult the teacher be-
fore choosing his topics, but from that point on he
will work independently, do individual research, and
supply at least three or four reference sources. This is
a good time for the teacher to emphasize the importance
of language skills in technical subjects: he may ask a
member of the English Department to judge the com-
position of the essays, with emphasis on clarity rather
than style.
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USE OF THE CURRICULUM GUIDE

This publication is a teachers' guide that expands
Elements of Electrical Technology, Curriculum
S-278. Teachers may use the additional material
to whatever degree they wish; they should not
consider the Guide as mandatory subject content.
All Divisions, Units, Siections, and Topics are
I uentical to those that appear in Curriculum
S-278. Note that (0) indicates optional material.
The Elements column continues the analytical
breakdown beyond the Topics level. It complatus
the exploded-view concept in which each Divi-
sion is analyzed in a series of five steps, each
step representing a dissection of the former.
Thus. Section content is made s'..pIicit by its
associated Topics and each Topic is made ex-
plicit by its associated Elements.
A numbering system is used to designate each
subdivision of the course, It Is organized in such
a way that, reading from left to right:

The first number indicates the Division
The second number Indicates the Unit
The third number indicates the Section
The fourth number indicates the Topic
The fifth number indicates tne Element

As an example, of this arrangement, 1125.1 refers
to Division 1, Unit 1, Section 2, Topic 5, and
Element 1. The number of digits denotes the de-
gree of breakdown: as a case in point, 32.1 indi-
cates Section 1, Unit 2 of Division '3.

Although each Unit, Section, and Topic is de-
veloped in a logical manner, no attempt has been
made to divide the course Into "lessons" nor
does the Guide provide the teacher with a chro-
nological sequence. Since the complete two-year
course is treated as an entity, the arrangement
of subject material Into weekly, monthly. and
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yearly sequences is the task of the teachers.
They must shape the subject content Into a co-
hesive pattern in which relationships and prin-
ciples are stressed.
The Cross-Reference column utilizes the num-
bering system to facilitate integration of the
course as a whole. Many, but by no means all of
the possible cross-references have been listed.
Undoubtedly the teacher will add or delete ac-
cording to his own perspective. The numbers do
not necessarily correspond to the element which
appears in the same horizontal line: rather, the
numbers relate to the topic with which they are
associated, No precise alignment was possible.
The Fundamentals column contains the basic
concepts and principie3 which make the study of
electricity and electronics a formative educe-
tiuilal experience. This column is an attempt to
generalize from the particular Section, Topic, and
Element material; it is not a further breakdown
of the Elements, Concepts, principles, laws, and
rules are included, along with the relevant mathe-
matical expressions. Obviously, if a student
gains a clear grasp of these fundamentals, he will
possess a sound foundation for study in elec-
trical technology.
In Division 3 the Fundamentals column has been
replaced by one headed Regulations. Since this
Division mainly weals with electrical installa-
tions, references to the electrical codes are par-
ticularly relevant. The theoretical aspects of the
hardware referred to in Division 3 are studied in
Division 1, as indicated by the cross-references.
The concepts that have a (C) after them are
those which have broad applications In several
disciplines or fields. For example, "feedback"
occurs in a wide, range of physical and social
contexts.
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yearly sequences is the task of the teachers.
They must shape the subject content Into a co-
hesive pattern in which relationships and prin-
ciples are stressed.
The Cross-Reference column utilizes the num-
bering system to facilitate integration of the
course as a whole. Many, but by no moans all of
the possible cross-references have been listed.
Undatibtedly the teacher will add or delete ac-
cording to his own perspective. The numbers do
not necessarily correspond to the element vhich
appears in the same horizontal line: rather, the
numbers relate to the topic with which they are
associated. No precise alignment was possible.
The Fundamentals column contains the basic
concepts and principles which make the study of
electri city and electronics a formative educa-
tional experience. This column is an rttempt to
generalize from the particular Section, Tunic, and
Element material; it is not a further breakdown
of the Elements. Concepts, principles, laws, and
rules are included, along with the relevant mathe-
matical expressions. Obviously, if a student
pains a clear grasp of these fundamentals, he will
possess a sound foundation for study in elec-
trical technology.
In Division 3 the Fundamentals column has been
replaced by one headed Regulations. Since this
Division mainly deals with electrical Installa-
tions, references to the electrical codes are par-
ticularly relevant. The theoretical aspects of the
hardware referred to In Division 3 are s.udied in
Division 1, as Indicated by the cross-references,
The concepts that have a IC) after them are
those which have broad applications in several
disciplines or fields. For example, 'feedback"
occurs in a wide range of physical and social
contexts.

The Technical Terms column consists of a list of
those technical terms that the students must
understand la order to grasp the topic under con-
sideration. Many of these items need to be
formally defined: others may only require famil-
iarity on the part of the student.

Student activities of several kinds are suggested.
These refer to those activities wnich the student
performs without direct supervision and fre-
quently include the use of hardware. The letter
(E) after the title indicates an experiment which
is to be done; the letter (X) denotes problem-
solving periods devoted to calculations done on
paper; the letter (A) refers to an application
study in which the student is directed to scruti-
nize an industrial application or applications,
particularly as to design features; the letter (P)
designates a project of some ki -I. Teachers
should encourage their students to embark upon
major projects which involve knowledge from
several Divisions: such projects provide a valu-
able integrating experience and relate to real-
life situations more closely than Isolated experi-
ments.

Note that student activity should exceed fifty per
cent of the time available. Learning situations in
which the individualized, inductive approach is
possible should Increase this ratio considerably.
Whatever the methods, student comprehension
Is the main al m rather than completion of course
content.

The Discussion column Is an attempt to corn-
menicate relevant information or ideas not con-

ed elsewhere. Items are clarified or amplified
arid some suggestions as to method are
proposed.

lr



COURSE IMPLEMENTATION

The complete course as sug-
gested in this Guide can
be implemented in approxi-
mately 600 hours of student
time, spread over a two-year
period. This would appear to
meet the needs of the com-
mitted students who intend
to seek employment or ad-
vance to a college of applied
arts and technology upon
graduation.
We must. however, adjust
also to the requirement. of
other students who may
wish a modified program.
The chart on this page indi-
cates some of the possible
courses which can be drawn
from Curriculum S-27B and
this Guide.

1c'

POSSIBLE COURSE
DESIGNATIONS

CONTENT
APPROXIMATE DURATION

YEARS HOURS

TEACHER
REQUIRE.

MENTS

Elements of Electrical Divisions Two 600 Two
Technology 1 1, 2, & 3

Elements of Electrical Divisions Two 300 Two
Technology II 1. 2. 8 3

Elements of Electrical Divisions Two 240
One
or

Technology HI 1 & 2 Two

One
Elements of Electrical Divisions Two 240 Of

Technology IV 183 Two

Electrical Theory 8 Test I Division 1 One 120 One

Electrical Theory & lest II Division 1 One Half 60 One

Electronics I Division 2 One 120 One

Electronics II Division 2 One Half 50 One

Electrical Installation & Division 3 One Half 60 One
Maintenance

An integr
wishes to

The grad
(probably
broad fiel

An integr
for univer

A truncat
omit the
though th
might elc

A truncat
omit the
covers tw
for one y

A course
foundation

A semest
mentals,
difficulty.

A course
insight in
cation.

A semest
of eiectrc
degree of

A semest
which ba.
taught.



iBLE COURSE
iiGNATIONS

its of Electrical
chnology 1

its of Electrical
chnology II

Its of Electriz:.I
hnology Ill

is of Electrical
chnology IV

1 Theory & Test I

I Theory & Test II

ectionics I

ectronics II

a Installation &
alntenance

CONTENT
APPROXIMATE DURATION

YEARS HOURS

TEACHER
REOUIRE-

MENTS

Divisions Two 600 Two
1, 2, & 3

Divisions fwo 300 Two
1, 2, S 3

One
Divisions Two 240 OF

1 & 2 Two

One
Divisiins Two 240 or

1 & 3 Two

Division 1 One 120 One

Division 1 One Hall 60 One

Division 2 One 120 One

Di iision 2 One Half 60 One

Division 3 One Half u0 One

COMMENT

monwimosoramumme. m1=111
An integrated technical course for the student who
wishes to major in electrical studies.

The graduate might proceed to tertiary education
(probably to a CA.A.T.1 or seek employment in the
broad field of applied electricity and electronics.

An integrated technical course primarily intended
for university-bound students.

A truncated version which permits the student to
omit the installation and maintenance work. Al-
though the course covers two years, the student
might elect to take it for one year only.

A truncated version which permits the student to
cmit the Electronics Division. Although the course
covers two years, a student might elect to take it
for one year only.

A course for the student who wishes to gain o solid
foundation in electrical fundamentals.

A semestered course, dealing with electrical funds-
mentals, which might be offered at a high degree of
difficulty.

A course for the student who wishes to obtain an
Insight into electronics as part of his general edu-
cation,

A semestered course, dealing with basic concepts
of electronics, which might be offered at a high
degree of difficulty.

A semestered course of a very practical nature in
which basic wiring methods and techniques are
taught.

0



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test UNIT: 1.1 Fundamentals of Etectr

Section Element

=1.../11=1,11I

6

11.1 Di:Tot
Current

40

1111.1 Structure of matter
1111.2 Structure of the atom
1111.3 Atomic particles

1112.1 Nature of an electrical charge
1112.2 Unit of electrical charge
1112.3 Electrostatic fields
1112.4 Behaviour of charged bodies
1112.5 Force between charged bodies

1113.1 Friction
1113.2 Chemical reaction
1113.3 Electromagnetic induction
1113.4 Heat
1113.5 Light
1113.6 Piezoelectric effect

1114.1 Simple circuits;
series, parallel

1114.2 Current, voltage and
resistance relationships



UNIT: 1.1 Fundamentals of Electricity and Magnetism

Element Cross-
Reference

1111.1 Structure of matter
1111.2 Structure of the atom
1111.3 Atomic particles

1115.1
221.6

Fundamentals

Electron theory

1112.1 Nature of an electrical charge
1112.2 Unit of electrical charge
1112.3 Electrostatic field,.
1112.4 Behaviour of charged bodies
1112.5 Force between charged bodies

1531 Law of Electrostatic Charges

Coulomb's Law

221.1
222.1
221.6

F

Inverse Square Law (C)

1113.1 Friction
1113.2 Chemical reaction
1143.3 Electromagnetic induction
1113.4 Heat
1113.5 Light
1113.6 Piezoelectric effect

132.3
131.1

17
2421.5
2224.1
2325.3
2411.3
2411.4

Principle of electromagnetic
Induction

Electrochemical series
Conservation of energy

1114.1 Simple circuits:
series, parallel

1114.2 Current, voltage and
resistance relationships

331.2

152.8
3611.3

Ohm's Law

21



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activi ty Di

7=111, 1IMIMMMk,

Atom
Proton
Electron
Neutron
Electrical charge
Ion

COULOMU'S LAW (E;
confirm that the force between charged bodies. 13 inversely pro- examined.

portional to the square of She distance.

The electron theory previously
understanding of voltage, curr
electron theory is obtained. En
studied in an elementary manne

The electrostatic field between

Electrcmclive force
Electromagnetic Induction
Electrochemical series
Thermocouple
Photovoltaic
Piezoelectric
Fuel cell

PRODUCING EMF (E) The various methods of produ
stud), the various methods of producing emf. relative importance of each disc

Source
Load
Control
Conduct
Open, closed and short

circuits
Series, parallel circuits

OHM'S LAW (E)
plot the volt-ampere curves of linear resistances. The basic Ideas underlying cu

should be stressed. Ohm's Lav
forms of an equation.



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

.0MB'S LAW (E)
ifirm that the force between charged bodies is inversely pro- examined.
)nal to the square of the distance.

AMM
The electron theory previously studied should be reviewed so that an
understanding of voltage, current and resistance with reference to the
electron theory is obtained. Energy levels and electron shells, should be
studied in an elementary manner.

The electrostatic field between two charged (bodies) plates should be

UCING EMF (E) The various methods of producing an emf should be demonstrated, the
dy the various methods of producing emf. relative importance of each discussed, and their application considered.

'S LAW (E)
t the volt-ampere curves of linear resistances. The basic Ideas underlying current, electromotive force and resistance

should be stressed. Ohm's Law should not merely be thought of as three
forms of an equation.

7



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test UNIT: 1.1 Fundamentals of Electri

Section

11.1 Direct
Current

(continued)

8

Element

1114.3 Series Circuit
Characteristics

1114.4 Parallel Circuit
Characteristics

1114.5 Series- Parallel
Circuit Characteristics

1114.6 Internal source resistance

1115.1 Atomic Structure of
Common Conductors and
Insulators

1115.2 Factors ,Mfecting Resistance:
Length, Area, Resistivity,
Temperature

1115.3 Physical Properties of
Insulating Materials and
Conductors

1

1

2



Test UNIT: 1.1 Fundamentals of Electricity and Magnetism

Element

iINVIEWAIM MaMMINIr.

1114.3 les Circuit
gracteristics

1114.4 Parallel Circuit
Characteristics

1114.5 Series-Parallel
Circuit Characteristics

1114.6 Internal source resistance

Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

152.7

153.3

1315.1
13152
1726.2
2212.1

H + 13..! + Fin

Kirchhoff's Voltage Law, F V = 0

R=
1/R, + 1/13.2 + 1/R

Kirchhoff's Current Law. I = o

1

Internal Resistance (C)

1115 I Atomic Structure of
Common Conductors and
Insulators 222.1

1115.2 Factors Affecting Resistance: 2224.1

Length, Area, Resistivity,
Temperature

1115.3 Physical Properties of 153.1
Insulating Materials and 153.2
Conductors 121.4

3611.2

Electron Theory

KR = L

A



Technical :arms Suggestions for Student Activity

Series Circuit

Sigma, Algebraic Sum

Parallel Circuit
Branch
Reciprocal

Series - Parallel Circuit

Terminal, OpenCircuit and
Full-Load Voltage

internal Resistance

SERIES AND PARALLEL CIRCUITS (E)
verify the E, I and R relationships for the above circuits.

SERIES-PARALLEL CIRCUITS (E)
determine experimentally the characteristic3 of serles-parallel

circuits.

IRCHHOWS LAWS (E)
verify Kirchhoff's Laws for current and voltage.

INTERNAL RESISTANCE (E)
determine the internal resistance of an electric II source.

Conductor
Semiconductor
Insulator
free, bound electrons

Specific resistance
Circular mils
Positive, negative

Temperature coefficients

Classes of Insulation

A properly organized metho
reviewed nod practice c, er
series and in parallel.

The student should realize t
sented by an equivalent seri
parallel circuit should be Wu

Internal resistance is presen
influence °nail electrical sys

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS (E) It rs important that the differ
d'amonstrate the effect of temperature on the resistance of and insulators be defined,

tungsten and carbon.

MEASURING CONDUCTOR SIZES (E)
determine the area of solid and stranded conductors usin a

micrometer and a wire gauya.

The student should be famili
merit, and with wire tables.

Superconductivity at low to
Includes a study of the char
low temperatures.



Suggestions for Student Activity

AND PARALLEL CIRCUITS (E)
y the F., I and P relationships for the above circuits.

-PARALLEL CIRCUITS (E)
mine experimentaily the characteristics of series-parallel

OFF'S LAWS (E)
Kirchhoff's Laws for current and voltage.

AL RESISTANCE (E)
rmine the internal resistance of an electrical source.

ATURE EFFECTS (E)
)nstrate the effect of temperature on the resistance of
n and carbon.

RING CONDUC1'011 SIZES (E)
mine the area of solid and stranded conductors using a

icier and a wire gauge.

Discussion

=k !MIEN
A properly organized method of solving electrical problems should be
reviewed and practice given it solving problems involving resistors in
series and in parallel.

The student should realize that the bnrIas-naralle' circuit may be repre-
sented by an equivalent series circuit an: the method of solving a series-
parallel cii cult should be illustrated.

Internal resistance Is presen, in all devices and exerts a current-limiting
influence on all electrical systems.

It is Important that the differences in the atomic structures of conductors
and insulators be defined.

The student should be familiar with the circular mil as a unit of measure-
ment, and with wire tables.

Superconductivity at low temperature is an Interesting study. This topic
includes a study of the characteristics of Insulating materials at high and
low temperatures.

9



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test UNIT: 11 Fundamentals of Electricity

Section

11.1 Direct
Curren I

(continued)

Element

1116.1 Definition of Work. Energy.
and Power

Cross-
Reference

2411.1

1116.2 Relationship between 13.1

Mechanical and Efectrtcaf 13.2

Energy and Power 17.3
17.2

1116.3 Measurement of Electrical
Power and Energy

1116.4 Power !Rating of
Electrical Equipment

SO

11.2 Magnetism

151.5
152.5
154.5
/61.3

1121 1 Relationship of Magnetism
to Motion of Electrons

1121.2 Arrangement of Atoms in
Domains

1121.3 Magnetic Poles

1122.1 Properties of magnetic
lines

1122.2 Law of Magnetic Poles

1123.1 Types: Magnetic,
Nonmagnetic

1123.2 Permeability of Materials

12.1
1.3
1.7

1.3

1123.3 Magnetic Saturation and 131.4
B-H Curses

1123.4 Hysteresis Loops



UNIT: 1.1 Fundamentals of Electricity E nd Magnetism

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

1116 1 Definition or Work, Energy,
and Power

1116 2 Relationship between
Mechanical and Electrical
Energy and Power

1116 3 Measurement of Electrical
Power and Energy

1116 4 Power Rating of
Electrical Equipment

2411.1
13.1

13.2
17.3
t7.2

151.5
152.5
154.5
161.3

Energy

Power

W = Fd; P =

Energy conversion
1 H.P. = 746 watts

P =EI

Energy = P x t

1121 1 Relationship of Magnetism
to Motion of Electrons

1121 2 Arrangement of Atoms in
Domain.;

1121 3 Magnetic Poles

Fields of Force (C)

Domain Theory of Magnetism

1122.1 Properties of magmatic 12.1 Properties of Magnetic Lines
lines 1.3

1122.2 Law of Magnetic Poles
1,7 Law of Magnetic Poles

1123.1 Types: Magnetic.
Norynagnetic

1123.2 Permeability of Materials

1123.3 Magnetic Saturation and
B-H Curvls

1123,4 Hysteresis Loops

131.4 Saturalicn (C)

= B/H

Hysteresis



rechnical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Dis

Work, Energy, Power

Horsepower

Watt, Kilowatt

..oule, Watt-Second

Kilowatt-Hour

D.C. POWER (E)
measure electrical power by the voltmeter-ammeter and watt-

meter methods simultaneously.

ENERGY CALCULATION (P)
Calculation of an energy bill.

POWER RATINGS (E) The limiting effect of heat on
check the power rating of devices at their rated voltage. appreciated.
determine the effect of volts -r variations on power of a device.

Magnetic Lines:
Magnetic Field, Flux

Domains

Induced Magnetism

Magnetic Poles, Polarity

Magnetic. Nonmagnetic

Permeability

Magnetic Saturation

Flux Density (B)
Magnetizing Force (H)
Hysteresis

U-

PERMEABILITY CURVES
plot permeability curves for commercial magnetic materials

using manufacturer's B-H data.

Firms are a good source of up-to-

The relationship between permea
may be effectively shown by mear

Hysteresis loops for varioi.is con
the relationship between the shat
the hystc asIs loss discussed.



Suggestions fcr Student Activity Discussion

ENIv
R (E)
electrical power by the voltmeter-ammeter and watt-
ods simultaneously.

iLCULATION (P)
m of an ciergy bill.

TINGS (E) The limiting effect of heat on the power rating of devices should be
power rating of devices at their rated voltage. appreciated.
the effect of voltage variations on power of a device.

TY CURVES
eability curves for commercial magnetic materials
acturer's B-H data.

Films are a good source of up-to-date information on tills topic.

The relationship between permeability and flux density should be noted and
may be effectively shown by means of a graph.

Hys1e: esis loops for various commercial materials should be studied and
the relationship between the shape of the hysteresis loop and tha value of
the hysteresis loss discussed.

OA. 11



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test UNIT: 1.1 Fundamentals of Electri

Section

11.2 Magnetism
tcontinued)

12

Element

1124.1 Magnetic Field about a
Current-Carrying Conductor;
Hand Rule

1124.2 Magnetic Field about a
Current-Carrying Coil; land
Rule

1124.3 Factors affecting Strength
of an Electromagnet

1125.1 Relationship among
Flux, Magnetizing Force
and Reluctance

1125.2 Magnetic Units

1125.3 Series Magnetic Circuit
Without Air Gap

1125,4 Series Magnetic Circuit
With Air Gap



I Test UNIT: 1.1 Fundamentals of Electricity and Magnetism

Element

1124.1 Magnetic Field about a
Current-Carrying Conductor;
Hand Rule

1124.2 Magnetic Field about a
Current-Carrying Coil; Hand
Rule

1124.3 Factors affecting Strength
of an Electromagnet

Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

21.1 Current-Magnetic Field
21.3

122.4
122.3

15.2

Relationship

1125.1 Relationship among
Flux, Magnetizing Force
and Reluctance

1125.2 Magnetic Units

1125.3 Series Magnetic Circuit
Without Air Gap

1125.4 Series Magnetic Circuit
With Air Gap

3541.2 Magnetic Circuit Law

1.3
1.7

4c F

R



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Di_

Solenoid

Hand Rules

MAGNETIC POLE WINDINGS (E)
connect the pole windings cf a generator to specified polarity.

FACTORS AFFECTING STRENGTH OF ELECTROMAGNETS
study the factors affecting the strength of electromagnets.

Magnetomotive Force
Magnetic Units
Reluctance

Teachers should develop or adar
ship whic' ^xisl. between amp(

A flux meter would he useful For

EFFECT OF AIR GAP ON A SERIES MAGNETIC CIRCUIT (F) Refer, na should be made to
study the effect of an air gal on the Flux in a series magnetic encourrt, rrd in motors. rela}.

circuit. A flux meter could be used to indicate relative amount of reach
flux charge.

RELAYS (A)
study the operation of various relays.



Suggestions for Student Activity

ETIC POLE WINDINGS (E)
nett the pole windings of a generator to specified polarity.

RS AFFECTING STRENGTH OF ELECTROMAGNETS
ly the factors affecting the strength of electromagnets.

Discussion

Teachers should develop or adapt some equipment to illustrate the relation-
ship which exists between ampere-turns, flux and reluctance.

A flux meter would be useful for experimental work in this section,

T OF AIR GAP ON A SERIES MAGNETIC CIRCUIT (F) Reference should be made to the various magnetic circuits that will be
iy the effect of an air gap on the flux in a series magnetic encountered in motors, relays, meters, transformers, and saturable

A flux meter could be used to indicate relative amount of reactors.
ange.

S (A)
y the operation of various relays.

13



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test
(continued)

41,4,Section Element

UNIT: 1.2 Electrica

Cross
Referen

12.1 D.C.
instruments

14

curt

ri°14,142%.-1.1,14rdi1"!'"'I 0-0.4rfr
OtA.-

1211.1 Basic Structur'
1211.2 Production of Torqua
1211.3 Construction of Practical

Instrument
1211.4 Damping
1211.5 Galvanometer
1211.6 Application as an Ammeter
1211.7 Instrument Polarity
1211.8 Meter Sensitivity
12110 Shunts
1211.10 Application as a Voltmeter
1211.11 Multipliers
1211.12 Ohms per volt rating

1212.1 Interpreting the Scale
1212.2 Zero Adjustment
1212.3 Avoidance of Parallax
1212.4 Physical Position

1213.1 Principle of Operation
1213 2 Multirange Ohmmeters
1213.3 Precautions for use

11.2

132.1

132.6
1113.3

3612.4

251 1 1

122.1
122.2

25.1

361 2

1114 2

1214.1 Operation of "Megger
Circuit

1214 2 orecautions in use

=-=--.....r...r-

3612,2
1115.3



Test
d)

UNIT: '1.2 Electrical Measurement

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

1211.1 Basic Structure 11.2
1211.2 Production of Torque
1211.3 Construction of Practical 132.1

Instrument 432.6
1211.4 Damping 1113.3
1211.5 Galvanometer
1211.6 Application as an Ammeter 3612.4
1211.7 Instrument Polarity
1211.8 Meter Sensitivity

2511.1
1211.3 Shunts

122.11211.10 Apr iication as a Voltmeter
1211.11 Multipliers 122.2

1211.12 Ohms per volt rating

Motor Principle

Torque cc 4) I

Damping (C)

Polarity (C1
Ohm's Law
Linearity

1212.1 Interpreting the Scale
1212.2 Zero Adjustment
1212.3 Avoidance of Parallax
1212.4 Physical Position

25.1

361.2

Measurement (C)

Accuracy

1213.1 Principle of Operation
1213 2 Multirange Ohmmeters
1213.3 Precautions for use

1214.1 Operation of Megger-
Circuit

1214 2 Precautions in use

1114.2
Ohmmeter principle

Hon linearity

3612.2
1115.3 Leakage current



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Torque
Damping
Galvanometer
Ammeter
Voltmeter
Polarity
Shunts
Multipliers
Meter Sensitivity
Range
Hairsprings
Jewel bearings
Linear scale

THE D'ARSONVAL GALVANOMETER (E)
study the operating principle of the D'Arsonval Galvanometer.

THE D.C. AMMETER (E)
calculate the resistance of the shont required for a mill iammeter

to construct an ammeter of a given range.
Use shunts and a millimmeter to construct ammeters of

various ranges. Check the accuracy of each ammetermeter constructed.

THE D.C. VOLTMETER (E)
calculate the value of the series resistor required for a milli-

voltmeter of a given range.
Construct the voltmeter and check its accuracy.

Interpolation

Parallax

Ohmmeter
Infinity
Nonlinear scale
Half -scale resistance

The pupils should have an
instruments so that their

Proper instrument selec)
cussed and practiced thro

Problems should be assic
shunts, series resistances

The possible accuracy of
should be discussed. Cor,

SERIES OHMMETER (E)
became faniiliar with the use of the ohmmeter and its principle A discussion of the facto

of operation. helps pupils understand ti

Megohm

Current coil

Potential coil

,(C)

INSULATION MEASUREMENT (E)
use a 'lmegger" to measure the insulation msistance of motors,

generators aid circuits.

A detailed study of the "ri



ggestions for Student Activity Discussion

VAL GALVANOMETER (E)
.perating principle of the D'Arsonval Galvanometer.

ETER (E)
e resistance of the shunt required for a MrIliammeter
n ammeter of a given range.

and a milliammeter to construct ammeters of
. Check the accuracy of each ammeter constructed.

TMETER (E)
e value of the series resistor required for a milli-
given range
he voltmeter and check its accuracy.

ETER (E)
iliar with .he use of the ohmmeter and its princip'e

EASUREMENT (E)
ter" to measure the insulation resistance of motors.
circuits.

The pupils should have an appreciation of the construction features of D.C.
instruments so that their capabilities ano limitations may be understood.

Proper instrument selection for accurate measurements should be dis-
cussed and practiced throughout the course.

Problems should be assigned for practice in calculating the resistance of
shunts, series resistances and multipliers.

The possible accuracy of the readings obtained when using instruments
should be discussed. Consider instrument and human errors.

A discussion of the factors affecting the accuracy of ohmmeter readings
helps pupils understand the limitations of the instrument.

A detailed study of the "megger" is not required.

k, 15



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test UNIT: 1.2 Electrical

Section Element Cross-
Referenc

12.2 A.G.
Instruments

12.3 Electrical
Bridges

1221 1 Principle of operation
1221 2 Current Measurement
1221 3 Voltage iMeasurement
1221 4 Advantages and

disadvantages compared to
other A C instruments

121.1

251.2

1222 1 Use of One Movement for
Several Functions

1222 2 Typical Circuit
1222 3 Precautions for Use

3612.4
251.3

1223 1 Principle of Operation
1223 2 Construction of Vane Type,.
1223 3 Limitations
1223 4 Applications

1122.2

1224 1 Principle of operation
1224 2 Construction
1224 3 Power Measurement and

Other Applications

1231 1 Circuit Configuration
1231 2 Arm Rates
1231 3 Conditions for Balance
1231 4 Precision Capabilities
1731 5 Application

112.4
1525.3
3612.6
1613.2

2521.3

2311.4

1232 1 Use of C apacitancel Bridge
1232 2 Use of Inductance Bridge
1232 3 Use of Impedance Bridge



Test UNIT: 1.2 Electrical Measurement

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

1221 1 Principle of operation 121.$ Rectification
1221 2 Current Measurement
1221 3 Voltage Measurement 251.2

1221 4 Advantages and
disadvantages compared to
other A C instruments

1222: Use of One Movement for 3612.4 Range
Several Functions 251.3

1222 2 Typical Circuit
1222 3 Precaution; fo- Use

1223 1 Principle of Operation
1223 2 Construction of Vane Types
1223 3 Limitations
1223 4 Applications

1122.2 Magnetic Repulsion
Magnetic Induction

1224 1 Principle of operation
1224 2 Construction
1224 3 Power Measurement and

Other Applications

112.4
1525,3
3812.6
1613,2

Magnetic Reid Interaction

1231 1 Circuit Configuration
1231 2 Arm Ratios
1231 3 Conditions for Balance
1231 4 Precision Capabilities
1231 5 Applicat on

2521.3

2311.4

1232 1 Use of Capaclancri Bridge
1232 2 Use of Inductance Bridge
1232 3 Use of Impedance Bridge

Rx =
R

R.

4



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Discu

Rectifier
Moving-coil instrument
Bridge connection
hlalf-wave
Full-wave
Rms value
Average value
Pulsating current
Uni-directional current

THE RECTIFIER TYPE A.C. VOLTMETER (E) Application of rectifier type of ins
become familiar with the circuit of the rectifier type instrument scales.

and is application.

Multimeter

Function Switch, Range
Switch

MULTIMETER (E)
become familiar with the use of a multimeter, by measuring

voltage, current and resistance.

Iron Vane Meter IRON VANE METER (E)
study the principle of the Iron vane meter and its application In

A.C. ammeters and voltmeters.

Electrodynamometer
Wattmeter

ELECTRODYNAMOMETER (E)
study the electrodynamometer principle and its application in

measuring instruments.

Pupils should be aware .1f the ac
amplifier and non-amplifier types of n

The advantages, disadvantages (I inn
ent types of A.G. instruments snoulci

Flectrical Bridge
Balanced Conditions, Null

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE (E)
become familiar with the operation of a Wheatstone bridge by

measuring high and low resistances.

Capacitance Bridge
Inductance Bridge
Impedance Bridge

t.

IMPEDANCE BRIDGE (E) (0)
become familiar with the operation of an Impedance bridge by

measuring values of R, L and C.

Practice shot,ld be given in the 5
resistance value using bridge princii.

Basic comparison of D.C. and A.G. br



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussio!

RECTIFIER TYPE A.G. VOLTMETER (E) Application of rectifier type of instruments and charaocristics of their
ecome familiar with the circuit of the rectifier type Instrument scales.
its application.

LTIMETER (E)
ecome familial- with the use of a multimeter, by measuring
age, current and resistance.

N VANE METER (E)
tudy the principle of the iron vane mete( and its application in
ammeters and voltmeters.

CTRODYNAMOMETER (E)
tudy the electrodynamometer principle and its application in
suring instruments.

Pupils should be aw re of the advantages and disadvantages of the
amplifier and non-anirlifier types 4,. multimeters.

The advantages, disadvantages (limitations) and applications of the differ-
ent types of A.G. instruments should be considered.

EATSTONE BRIDGE (E)
ecome familiar with the operation of a Wheatstone bridge by
asuring high and low resistances.

EDANCE 6R1DGE (E) (0)
ecome familiar with the operation of en Impedance ',ridge by
suring values of R, L and C.

Practice should be given in the solution of problems on determining
resistance value using bridge principle.

Basic comparison of D.C. and A C bridges is recommended.

17



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test

Section Element

13.1 D.C.
generator

18

UNIT: 1.

Cro
Refer

1311.1 Faraday's Law 11133

311.2 Relationship among
Magnetic Field, Motion of
Conductor and direction of
the induced em!

1312.1 Alternating Voltage
Generation

1312.2 Instantaneous Values
1312.3 Sinusoidal Waveforms
1312.4 Simple Commutation

1313.1 Parts and their Functions
1313.2 Series, Shunt and

Compound Generators
1313.3 Multipole Generators

1314.1 Generator Saturation Curve
1314.2 Field Resistance Lines
1314.3 Voltage Build-Up to

Stable Operating Point
1314.4 Voltage Control by Field

Rheostat

1315.1 Variation of Terminal
Voltage for each Type under
varying load

1315.2 Voltage Regulation
1315.3 Effects of Armature Reaction

1316.1 Ideal Commutation
1316 2 Armature Reaction and its

Effect upon Commutation
1316.3 Methods of Compensating

for Armature Reaction
1313.4 fruf of Self-induction

151.2
172.1

2325.2
1512.4

17.2

1123.4
1123.2

1114.2
2121.2

1114.6

1714.3
231.1
172.6

1324.3



St

Element

UNIT: 1.3 D.C. Machines

Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

1311.1 Faraday's Law

1311.2 Relationship among
Magnetic Field, Motion of
Conductor and direction of
the induced emf

1113.3 Principle of electromagnetic
induction

Faraday's Law;
rb

Fleming's hanu rule

1312.1 Alternating Voltage
Generation

1312,2 Instantaneous Values
1312.3 Sinusoidal Waveforms
1312.4 Simple Commutation

151.2
172.1

2325.2
1512.4

Bidirectional Flow (C)

Rectification (C)

1313.1 Parts and their Functions
1313.2 Series, Shunt and

Compound Generators
1313.3 Multipole Generators

17.2

1314.1 Geneiator Saturation Curve
1314.2 Field Resistance Lines
1314.3 Voltage Build-Up to

Stable Operating Point
1314.4 Voltage Control by Field

Rheostat

1123.4
1123.3

Saturation (C)
Linearity (C)
Stability (C)

Ohm's Law1114.2
2121.2

1315.1 Variation of Terminal
Voltage for each type under
varying load

1315.2 Voltage Regulation
1315.3 Effects of Armature Reaction

1114.6 r.egulation (C)
0o vollag? regulation

VNL VFL 100

1714.3
231.1
172.6 VFL x

1316.1 Ideal Commutation
1316.2 Armature Reaction and its

Elfe t upon Commutation
1316.3 Methods of Compensating

for Armature Reaction

1324.3

Re, ificaIion (CI
Self-induction

1316.4 Ernf of Self-induction

45



Technical Term Suggestions for Student Activity Di

Electromagnetic in luction
Induced emi

ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION
demonstrate Faraday's Law by moving a conductor through a

magnetic field and by changing the flux linked by the coil.

Instantaneous value SINGLE LOOP GENERATOR (E)
Sinusoidal waveform use a single loop generator to illustrate electromagnetic induo-
Commutator tion.
Commutation
Mechanical rectifier

Armature. series and shunt GENERATOR TYPES AND CONNECTION (E)
field coils study the connections of shunt, series and compound genera-

Series, shunt and compound tors, make connections and check for build-up.
generators

Multipole
Commutator, brushes

Magnetic Saturation
Field Resistance Line
Voltage "Build -Up"
Rheostat

SATURATION CURVE (E)
determine the saturation curve of a D.C. generator.

GENERATOR SELF-EXCITATION (E)
study the manner in which a self- excited generator builds up to

stable terminal voltage.

Cumulative corm( -lion LOAD CHARACTERISTIC CURVES (E)
Ditlercntial connection determine ify.: operating characteristi:s of various types of D.C.
Voltage Regulation generators.

Am ature Reaction

Commutation
Neutral plane
Emf of selliinduction
Inter poles

4,

COMMUTATION IE)
study the various methods of improving commutation and show

experimentally commutation improvement by brush shifting and
by use of interpoles.

The application of the principle
tion of generators, motors. tram

In addition to pointing out that a-
s a relative motion of the com

emphasized that an emf is indi,
changes.

The potentials developed in thi
(A.G. and D.C.) are alternating

Reasons for ieilure to build up

The voltage characteristic cur.
should be discussed.

Reasons for brush sparking a
sidered,



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

OMAGNETIC INDUCTION
onstrate Faraday's Law by moving a conductor through a
tic field and by changing the flux linked by the coil.

E LOOP GENERATOR (E)
a single loop generator to illustrate electromagnetic induc-

ATOR TYPES AND CONNECTION (E)
y the connections of shunt, series and compound genera-
ake connections and check for build-up.

AT1ON CURVE (E)
rmine the saturation curve cf a D.C. generator.

ATOR SELFEXCITATION (E)
y the manner in which a self - excited generator builds up to
'erminal voltage.

CHARACTERISTIC ClIAVES (F)
rmine the operating characteristics of various types of D.C.
tors

UTATION (E)
y the various methods of improving commutation and show
nentally commutation improvement by brush shifting and
of interpoles.

The application of the principle of electromagnetic induction in the opera-
tion of generators, motors, transformers and chokes should be understood.

In addition to pointing out that an emf is induced in a conductor when there
is a relative motion of the conductor and the magnetic field, it should be
emphasized that an emf is induced in a coil when the flu ; linking the coil
changes.

The potentials developed in the armature coils of all rotating generators
(A.C. and D.C.) are alternating in form.

Reasons for failure to build up should be discussed and remedies noted.

The voltage characteristic curve and application of each type of generator
should be discussed.

Reasons for brush sparking and the remedies for ea:h sf ould he con-
sidered.

19



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test
(continued)

13.2 D.C. Motors

20

'-1

f-00iiiieCrion3

'"cil
132:3 CEN1F "'

UNIT: 1

Element

1321,1 Force on Current-Carrying
Conductor within a
Magnetic Field

1321.2 Flemings Hand Rule

1322.1 Similar to Generator in
Construction

1322.2 Shunt, Series and Compound
Connections

C
Ref

121
25
17

1323.1 Generator Action in Armature
1323.2 Significance of cemf
1323.3 Relationship between emf

and Motor Speed
1323.4 Starting Current Need

for Series Resistance

13

11

1

111

1324.1 Speed and Torque
Characteristics of Each Type

1324.2 Speed Regulation
1324.3 Effects of Armature Reaction
1324.4 Interpoles

13

132A Efficiency of
machines

1325.1 Losses in D.C. Machine
1'325 2 Efficiency at Different Loads
1325 3 Name Plate Data

1326.1 Pi inciple of Using Cenerator 1211
Actioi In Stop a Motor by
F.lergy Dissipation

1326 2 Principle of Using Generator
iction to Stop a Motor by 232
Feedback of Energy Into supply 241.

1326.3 App,Icaticls



est UNIT: 1.3 D.C. Machines
,

, Element
..,i-

Cross.
Reference

Fundamentals

. .- ,
1321.1 Force on Current-Carrying

,,-. Conductor within a
. Magnetic Field

1321.2 Flemings Hand Rule
let.

... . i.-: ,,..1 ,T

1211.2
251A
173.1

Properties of Magnetic Lines

F a B1)1

T cic d 1

,
1322.1 Similar to Generator in

I S'-4-..1 Construction

i 1322,2 Shur t, Series and Compound
Connections

131.3

1323.1 Generator Action in Armature
1323.2 Significance of cernf
1323.3 Relationship between emf

and Motor Speed
1323 4 Starting Current Need

for Series Resistance

111.3
13.1

11142

Eg a 4)N

V E + IR

3 1
.. -..t.,,o,

-ft
v3

-I zr.- f, .. '''. '

-:.:
.

.,

1324.1 Speed and Torque
Characteristics of Each Type

1324.2 Speed Regulation
1324.3 Effects of Armature Reaction
1224.4 Interpoles

131.6 Regulation ',Ca
Armature reaction

,

g.teNki",
+. C^.-.P11 ,-,v

In t
x .:t,....1 'e ti

Fat 0. K.

r.
1.7-

40.#45,40g W....iir"r .
.S .1Effidocy of
1. D.C. , 000i s

4-1.-

1325.1 Losses in D.C. Machines
1325.2 Efficiency at Different Loads
1325 3 Name Plate Data

1116.1
171.8

1116,4
.1725

Efficiency °0
.Output Power W. out)

Input Power (P. in)

Losses in machines

x 100

r

-
- ,

10 1

1326.1 Princ4..le of Using G3nerator
Action to Stop a Mo'.or by
Energy Dissipation

1326 2 Principle of Using Generator
Action to Stop a Motor by
Feedback of Energy Into supply

1326.3 Applications

1211.4

2325.1
2413.4

Energy conversion

Feedback (Cl
Regeneration (C)

4 0



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Disc

Torque
Force

MOTOR PRINCIPLE (E)
illustrate the effect of the force on a current-can ying conductor

in a magnetic field and the relationship among directions of flux,
current and force.

Shunt MOTOR TYPES AND CONNECTIONS (E)
Series study the connections for shunt, series and compound motors.
Compound Make connections and measure speed.

Counter Ernl CEMF OF A MOTOR (E)
Demonstrate motor cem1 by connecting a lamp in series with
armature of a small shunt motor and observing the lamp brilliance
with ze-o and normal field excitation.

Cumulative connection
Differential connection
Speed regulation

MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS (E)
determine the load characteristics of shunt, series and com-

pound motors.

Efficiency EFFICIENCY (E)
determine the efficiency of a shunt moor.

Dynamic braking
Feedback
gegene,ative braking

DYNAMIC BRAKING (E)
observe the dynamic braking of a motor.

The principle of a force being exec
magnetic field Is made use of in
principle upon which a motor opera

The generator action taking place i

The effects Df armature reaction n
tics are to be comprehended.

Typical efficiencies of various sin
the losses which occur in D.C. mac
The information given by the name



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

OR PRINCIPLE (E)
ustrate the effec,. of the force on a current-carrying conductor
magnetic field and the relationship among directions of flux,
nt and force.

OR TYPES AND CONNECTIONS (E)
udy the connections for shunt, series and compound motors.
e connections and measure speed.

F OF A MOTOR (E)
castrate motor cemf by connecting a lamp in series with
ture of a small shunt motor and observing the lamp brilliance
zero and normal field excitation.

OR CHARACTERISTICS (E)
termine the load characteristics of shunt, series and corn-

motors.

CtENCY (E)
: termine the efficiency of a shunt motor.

AMIC BRAKING (E)
)serve the dynamic braking of a motor.

The principle of a force being exerted on a conductor carrying current in a
magnetic field is made use of in instrument damping as well as being the
principle upon which a motor operates.

The generator action taking place in a motor should be discussed.

The effects of armature reaction must be considered if motor characteris-
tics are to be comprehended.

Typical efficiencies of various sizes of D.C. machines should be noted and
the losses which occur in D.C. machines discussed.
The information given by the name plate should be interpreted.

21



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test

Section Element

14.1 Variable
voltage speed

controls

-w-t10"..PAIre#
1411.1 Operating principle
1411.2 Merits
1411.3 Ward-Leonard System (0)
1411.4 Control by series resistor
1411.5 S.C.R. control
1411.6 Applications of

control types

22

14.2 D.C. constant-
potential controls

1114

1421.1 Purnose:
Starting, protecting,
jogging, braking and
reversing of D.C. motor

1421.2 Speed control of D.C. motors
by field current variation

1422.1 Control devices:
push-buttons. relays,
timers, rheostats,
switches

1422 2 Control circuits:
Start.stop, jog,
reverse and sequence
control circiri1s

1422 3 Controllers: manual,
time delay. Cemf



id Test UNIT: 1.4 D.C. Motor Controls

Element

1411,1 Operating principle
1411.2 Merits
1411.3 Ward-Leonard System (0)
1411.4 Control by series resistor
1411.5 S.C.R. control
1411.6 Applications of

control types

142f.1 Purpose:
Starting, protecting,
logging, braking and
reversing of D.C. motor

1421.2 Speed control of D.C. motors
by field current variation

1422.1 Control devices:
push.buttons, relays,
timers, rheostats,
switches

1422 2 Control circuits:
Start-stop. jog.
reverse and sequence
control circuits

1422.3 Controllers: manual,
time delay, Cemf

Cross-
RAerence

1.3
232.8

2223.6

132.6

354.1

Fundamentals

Range
Bidirectional (Cl
Proportionality (C)

E
"IV

4)

Angular velocity

Torque, T cc 1,, cf,i,

Energy conversion
Dynamic braking
Amplification (C)

mammas liminmarsie.a

Angular displacement

Interlocking

Sequencing

Feedback (C)

Time constant IC)

Automalion



Tecnnical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Dis

Variable voltage control
Range
Bidirectional
Rheostat

Excitation
Shunt machine
Dynamic braking

Ward-Leonard System

S.C.R.

Thyristor

SPEED CONTROL BY ARMATURE VOLTAGE
VARIATION (E)

measure the speed of a motor for wide variations of armature
voltage with the field constant.

WARD-LEONARD SYSTEM (E) (0)
study the wide range of speed control available using the Ward-

Leonard System.

S.C.R. CONTROL (E)
measure the speed variation of a D.C. motor which has an S.C.R.

unit.

SERIES RESISTOR CONTROL (E)
Measure the speed variation of a D.C. series motor, under load,

with a variable series resistor.

Basic circuits which illustrate
control should be studied exten
lying principles should be consio

Students should be given numer
tics. An understanding of the ape
of its relative obsolescence, pr
D.C. machines.

Manufacturers' manuals contain
ideal for study and project purr
S C.R. circuits should be observe

Constant-potential
Jogging
Speed control

SPEED CONTROL (E)
Study the speed control of a shunt motor by field current varia-

tion.

Disconnect, contactor
Mechanical interlocks
Electrical interlocks

ime delay relay

Thermal overload relay

Overcurrent device
Sequencing
Manual starter
Automatic starter
Interlocking
Cemf starter I) X

CONSTANT-POTENTIAL CONTROLS (E)

Connect and check the operation of the following:

manual, 3 or 4 point starters

start-stop, forward-reverse, and jog control

time delay starter

Cernt starter

sequence interlocking

D.C. constant-potential control
elated with automatic open loop

This topic provides a study area
hardware.



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

CONTROL BY ARMATURE VOLTAGE
ION (E)
ure the speed of a motor for wide variations of armature
with the field constant.

EONARD SYSTEM (E) (0)
the wide range of speed control available using the Ward-
System.

ONTROL (E)
ure tho speed variation of a D.C. motor which has an S.C.R.

RESISTOR CONTROL (E)
ure the speed variation of a D.C. series motor, under load,
ariable series resistor.

.111
Basic circuits which illustrate the variable voltage rnethods of speed
control should be studied extensively rather than intensively. The under-
lying principles should be considered in some depth.

Students should be given nJmerous problems involving simple mathema-
tics. An understanding of the operation of a Ward-Leonard System, in spite
of its relative obsolescence, provides the student with a good grasp of
D.C. machines.

Manufacturers' manuals contain simple S.0 R, control circuits which are
ideal for study and project purposes The performance characteristics of
S.C.A. circuits should be observed on an oscilloscope.

111111=1
CONTROL (E) D.C. constant-potential control contains elements which are closely asso-
y the speed control of a shunt motor by field currnnt varia- ciated with automatic open loop operation.

ANT-POUNTIAL CONTROLS (E)

.t and check the operation of the following:

ual, 3 or 4 point starters

-stop, forward-reverse, and jog control

delay starter

If starter

ience interlocking

This topic provides a study area rich in concepts and the use of interrelated
hardware.

i)v 23



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test UNIT: 1.4 D. C
r

Section Element
Cr

Refe

14.3 Closed-loop
regulating systems

24

1431.1 Purpose

1431.2 Block diagram of typical
system

1432 1 Tachometer generator 131

2325
1432 2 IR Jrop

2412
1432 3 Voltage dividers

1433.1 Reference voltage

1433.2 Feedback signal

1433 3 Feedback signal amplifiers: 23
electronic. magnetic 11

11

1434.1 Nature of error-correcting
signal

1434 2 Power amplifiers for
error-correcting signal:
electronic, magnetic

22



1 Tact UNIT: 1.4 D.C. Motor Controls

Element

1431.1 Purpose

1431.2 Blcc,k diagram of typical
system

Cross-
ReferenceWIN=.1

Fundamentals

Regulation (C)

Closed-loop system

1432.1 Tachometer generator

1432.2 1R drop

1432.3 Voltage dividers

131.1
2325.1

24121

Analog.

Feedback (C)

1431.1 Reference voltage

1433.2 Feedback signal

1433.3 Feedback signal amplifiers:
electronic, magnetic

43 14:'4.1 Nature of error-correcting
signal

1434.2 Power amplifiers for
error - correcting
electronic, magnetic

Reference datum

Amplification (C;

232.1
112.5
112.3

232.2

Stability (C)

Hunting (C)



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Acidity Dis

Closed loop Closed-loop regulating systems
Regulation control is one example. Feedbag
Set point system to make connection bet

control apparatus. The feedback
nature.

Tachometer generator CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM (E)
Feedback

connect and test a closed lc op regulating system which employs
S.C.R.'s, for example, a motor speed control ciruit that includes
a tachometer to cbtain the feedback signal.

Reference voltage
Error voltage
Proportional control
Magnetic amplifier
Electronic amplifier

In all closed-loop control syste,
control, the output signal is col
value. This error signal may have
control element of the system. Ti
is always proportional to the d

Stability Stability of a system is difficult
Overshoot be large. Error signal ampiificatic
Hunting magnetic amplifiers. rotary amok



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

LOOP SYSTEM (E)

t and test a closed loop regulating system which employs
or example, a motor speed control circuit that includes
ter to obtain the feedback signal,

Closed-loop regulating systems are very numerous. The domestic furnace
control is one example, Feedback signals are necessary in order for the
system to make connection between the system output and the system
control apparatus. The feedback signal does not have to be electrical in
nature.

In all closedloop control systems which are involved with proportional
control, the output signal is compared with some reference or standard
value. This error signal may have to be amplified before it is applied to the
con,rol element of Or,. system. The error signal regardless of its amplitude
is always proportional to the deviation from the set point.

Stability of a system is difficult to obtain where the error signal tends to
be large. Error signal amplification is obtained by many methods: S.C.11,'s,
magnetic amplifiers, rotary amplifiers etc.

25



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test UNIT: 1.5 Sin

Section

26

15.1 Alternating
Current

UU

Element
Re

1511 1 Typical Scalar and
Vector Quantities

1511 2 Vector Representation

1511.3 Vector Addition

2:
15

15

15
1

1

17

1512.1 Advantages of A.G.
compared to D.C.

1512.2 Generation by simple
rotating coil

1512.3 Phasors

1512.4 Instantaneous value

1512.5 Comparative heating effect
of A.C. and D.C.

1512.6 Peak, rms and average values

1513.1 In-Phase and Out-of-Phase
Voltages and Currents

1513,2 Graphic Addition of Sire
Wave of Same Frequency

1513.3 Vector Addition of voltages
or currents of the same fi equency

3/



Test UNIT: 1.5 Single Phase Circuits

Element

1511 1 Typical Scalar and
Vector Ouantities

1511 2 Vector Representation

1511 3 Vector Addition

Cross-
Reference

2314.2
1522.4
1523,3
1536.3

161 2
171.0

1722.2

Fundamentals

Scalar quantity

Vector quantity

Vectors and vector addition

1512.1 Advantages of A.C.
compared to D.C.

1512.2 Generation by simple
rotating coil

1512.3 Phasors

1512.4 Instantaneous value

1512 5 Comparative heating effect
of A.G. and D.C.

1512.6 Peak, mr.s and average values

131.2
1721.1

151.5

231.1

Faraday's Law
Unidirectional flow (C)
Bidirectional flow (C)

Sinusoidal Waveforms

N x P
f

120

Heating effect of Current

e = El sin I)

1513.! In-Phase and Out-of-Pht se
Voltages and Currents

1513.2 Graphic Addition of Sine
Wave of Same Frequenc,'

1513,3 Vector Addition of voltages
or currents of the same frequency

2325.1
1535.1

3433.4

1511.3

Phase Relationships

Instantaneous values

Vector addition

b



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Disc

Scalar
Vector

Vector Addition

VECTOR ADDITION (X)
Problems involving addition of vectors.

Alternating Current
Sine
Sinusoidal

Cycle
Frequency
Hertz
Electrical Degrees

Peak, rms and average values

Phasors

SINE WAVE (E)
Using an oscilloscope, observe the waveform of an A.C. supply
and remove its sinusoidal form.

PLOTTING A SINE WAVE (E)
clot a sine wave (one cycle) from calculated instantaneous

values by rotating vector method.

InPhase

Out-of-Phase

Phase Angle

Displacement Angle

ADDITION OF TWO SINE WAVES (1)
add two sine waves of voltage of the same frequency, and ob-

serve the resultant wave on an oscilloscope.
Both in-phase and out-of-phase conditions should be studied.

The two methods of determining
by graphical methods and by calci
a slide rule should be encouraged

A rotating vector which has a cor
velocity is known as a phasor.

The relationships between maw
discussed and the signicance of e:

It should be explained why 10-an-,
effect as 10-amperes D.C.

The advantages of vector addition
solution of problems on A.C. could



Suggestions for Student Activity
Dif.cussion

ADDITION (X)
involving addition of vectors.

,YE (E)
' oscilloscope, observe the waveform of an A.G. supply
Ire its sinusoidal form.

A SINE WAVE (E)
sine wave (one cycle) from calculated instantaneous
' rotating vector method.

J OF TWO SINE WAVES (E)
3 sine waves of voltage of the sarrq frequency, and ob-
resultant wave on an oscilloscope.
lase and out-of-phase conditions should be studied.

The two methods of determining the value of the resultant vector, namely
by graphical methods and by calculations should be considered. The use of
a slide rule should be encouraged.

A rotating vector which has a constant magnitude and a constant angular
velocity is known as a phasor.

The relationships between maximum rms and average values should be
discussed and the signrcance of each considered.

It should be explained why 1O-amperes A.C. (rms) give the same heating
effect as ICI-amperes D.C.

The advantages of vector addition as compared to graphical addition In the
solution of problems on A.C. could be discussed.

27



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test UNIT: 1.5 Sint

Section Element

15.1 Alternating
Current

(continued)

28
t

1514 1 Graphica, Addition of Sine
Waves of Different
Frequencies to Produce
Non-sinusoidal Shapes

1514.2 Common Non-sinusoidal
Continuou3 Waveforms

Rel

232

1514.3 Pulse Waveforms 232

o'c*'1'.4

1515.1 Form of power wave

1515.2 Calculation of Average
Power

11



nd Test UNIT: 1.5 Single Phase Circuits

Element
Cross-

Reference Fundamentals

1S14.1 Graphical Addition of Sine
Waves of Different
Frequencies to Produce
Non-sinusoidal Shapes

1514.2 Common Non-sinusoidal
Continuous Waveforms 2125.4

1514.3 Pulse Waveforms 2326.1

1515.1 Form of power wave

1515.2 Calculation of Average
Power

Composition of Complex
Waveforms

Continuity (C)

Pulses (C)

111.6 P = (Purely Resistive
Circuit)1512 5



Technical Terms

11111In

Suggestions for Student Activity Discu

Non-sinusoidal

Pu ses

Power Waveform
Instantaneous power
Maximum power
Average power

ALTERNATING CURRENT WAVEFORMS (E)
observe and measure (using an oscilloscope) A.C. voltages

and currents of different frequencies, amplitudes and wave-forms.

A.C. POWER (E)
Me (sure A.C. power for a purely resistive circuit and compare

it to thtpuwer on the same D.C. voltage.

the importance of harmonics in po'
the generation of special wave shap

The effect of harmonics on an audib
strated visually by the use of an osc



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

JATING CURRENT WAVEFORMS (E)
rve and measure (using an oscilloscope) A.G. voltages
rents of different frequencies, amplitudes and wave-forms.

OWER (E)
sure A.G. power for a purely resistive circuit and compare
power on the same D.C. voltage.

IIMi
The importance of harmonics in power systems, musical instruments and
the generation of special wave shapes should be discussed.

The effect of harmonics on an audible signal can be simultaneously demon.
strated visually by the use of an oscilloscope.
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DIVISION 1: Theory and Test

15.2 Inductance

30

UNIT: 1.5 Sing

Element Cro
Refer

l

1521 1 Inductance Definition and 21

Symbol

1521 2 The Unit or Inductance

1521 3 Inductive and Non-inductive
Windings

1521 4 Direction and Magnitude of
Induced EMF

1521 5 Factors Affecting Self-
indoctance

1521 6 calculating Self-Inductance

1521 7 Effect of Corc Saturation

1522 1 D C Build-up in Pure R
Circuit ( Graphical)

171

1123

1522 2 D C Build-up in Pure L
Circuit (Graphical)

231.1
1522 3 Energy of a Magnetic Field 112,2

1522 4 Phase Rerationships of E 151.2
and I (A C )

1523 1 DC Build-up and Decay 1114.2
(Graphical)

1523 2 L-R Time Constant
1523 3 V and I Phase R&M ionships

(AC)



UNIT: 1.5 Single Phase Circuits

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

1521 1 Inductance Definition and
Symbol

1521 2 The Unit of Inductance

'521 3 Inductive and Non-inductive
Windiogs

1521 4 Direction and Magnitude of
Induced EMF

1521 5 Factors Affecting Self-
inductance

1521 6 Calculating Self-Inductance

1521 7 Effect of Core Saturation

21.3 Induction (C)

Principle of electromagnetic
induction

171.3

1123.3

Faraday'; Law: E. =
At

Lenz's Law
AdE, = N

Induced EMF:

E L

L

L I--
Saturation (C)

1522 1 D C Build-up in Pure R
Circuit (Graphical)

1522 2 D C Build-up in Pure I
Circuit (Graphical)

1522 3 Energy of a Magnetic Field

1522 4 Phase Relationships of E
and I (A C )

231,1
112.2

151.3

Newton's Third Law (C)

Lenz's Law

Energy storage
Conservation of Energy

W = 1/2 LI-
Vectoilal Representation

1523 1 0 C Build up and Decay
(Graphical)

1523 2 L-R Time Constant
1523 3 V and I Phase Relationships

(A C)

1114.2 E = IR

Time Constant (C)
r = L/R



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Dis

Inductance; L EMF OF SELF-INDUCTANCE
determine the facturs effecting the cmf of self-induction.

Permeability: Reluctance
Flux Linkages

LENZ'S LAW (E)
demonstrate Lenz's Law using a galvanometer connected across

the terminals of a coil.

Magnetic Saturation
8-H Curve

Counter emf

Joule

Lagging and leading current

Time Constant
Phasors

Inductance: L

Permeability: Reluctance
Flux Linkages

Magnetic Saturation
8-H Curve

'i

CURRtNT BUILDUP IN R AND L CIRCUITS (E)
Study the current buildup in

a circuit which Is pure R.
a circuit which Is highly inductive.

SERIES 1.-11 CIRCUIT (E)
Using an electronic switch and scope or dual-beam scope ob-

serva the device voltages and their phase relationships for R and
L In series.

measure the circuit and device voltages on A.G.
represent these vectorially.

The student should gain an urd
mints by problem so: ding.

The EMF of self-M..:action can
An appreciation of the value of
necting a lamp across the tei
observing the lamp whey the
reached a stable value. For best

Lcriz's Law may be considered a;
namely, action and reaction are e,

It should also be notee that Lenz
of energy. The fact that the cur
expenditure of enemy to produo
evident in most types of electricc

The energy of a magnetic field n
t!le circuit of i, large inductance
also be demonstrated. This could

The application of L-R time consh



Suggestions for Student Activity

if OF SELF-INDUCTANCE
determine the factors affecting the emf of self-Induction.

NZ S LAW (2)
demonstrate Lenz's Law using a galvannmeter connected across
terminals of a coil.

JRRENT BUILDUP IN R AND L CIRCUITS (E)
udy the current buildup In
a c;rcuit which Is pure R.
a circuit which Is highly inductive.

RIES L-R CIRCUIT (E)
Using en electronic switch and scope or dutr/ team scope ob-
ye the device voltages and their phase relationships for R and
ti series.
measure the circuit and device voltages on A.C.
represent these vectorially.

Discussion

The student should gain an underst_xdir,g of inductance both by experi-
ments and by problem solving.

The FM': of self-induction can be demonstrated by simple experiments.
An appreciation of tho value of the induced emf can be obtained by con-
necting a lamp across the terminal of a fairly large inductance and
observing the lamp when the circuit is interrupted after the A.C. ',as
reached a stable value. For best results use a carbon filament lamp.

Lenz's Law may be considered as an applic. tion of the principle in physics,
namely, action and reaction are equal and opposite.

It should also be noted that Lenz's Law is based on the law of conservation
of energy. The fact that the currents resulting from induction require an
expenditure of energy to produce them is an important principle which Is
evident in most types of electrical machinery.

the energy of a magnetic field may be dramatically illustrated by opening
the circuit of a large inductance and observing arc. Magnetic blowout can
also be demonstrated. This could be the basis of discussion.

The application of L-R time constant could be considered.
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DIVISION 1: Theory and Test

Section

15.2 Inductance
(continued)

32

UNIT: 1.5 Sing

Element Cr
Refer

1524 1 Comparison of Opposition of 152
an Inductor to A.C. and D.C.

1524 2 Unit and Symbol 171

1524.3 Explanation of Inductive 215
Reactance: Factors Affecting

152

1525 1 Power Waveforms in
inductive Circuits

1525 2 Definition and Calculation
of P.F.

1525 3 Power Measurement by
Wattmeter

1526 1 Construction and Design
1526 2 Selection for Specific

Applicat'or

151.

1116.

122

2131

1527 1 Inductances in Series
(No Coupling)

1527 2 Inductances in Parallel
(No Coupling)

1114

1114.

1528 1 Definition, Unit and Symbol
of Impedance

1528 2 Impedance of an LP series
circuit. Vector diagram

1528 3 Impedance of an L-R parallel
circuit: Vector diagram

1114

1511
1523



nd Test UNIT: 1.5 Single Phase Circuits

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

1524.1 Comparison of Opposition of
an rniuctor to A.C. and D.C.

1524.2 Unit and Symbol

1524.3 Explanation of Inductive
Rez.etance: Factors Affecting

1525.1 Power Waveforms in
inductive Circuits

1525.2 Definitio i and Calculation
of P.F.

1525.3 Power Measurement by
Wa1tmet

152.1

171.6

215.2

152.8

V = IR

Vu= IXL

XL = 2771L

151.5 Conservation of Energy
1116.3

122.4

Power Factor =, =- cos 8
VI

--,WIMIIFEWIIIMPli2 'TIN"

1526,1 Construction and Design
1526.2 Selection for Specific

Application

2131.2

1527.1 Inductances in Series 1114.3 L 1, + 1_ LN
(No Coupling)

1114.4
1527.2 Inductances in Parallel

(No Coupling)

1528.1 Definition. Unit and Symbol
of Impedance

1528 2 Impedance of an LR series
circuit: Vector diagram

1528.3 Impedance of an L-R parallel
circuit; Vector diagram

I 1 1

+.17. 4- 17

Ohm's Law: Z = E/I
Z =\ /RR= XL-1

1114.2 (C)

1511.2
1523.3

rU



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Disc

Inductive Reactance (XL)

Legging Phase Angle

INDUCTIVE REACTANCE (E)
Study Inductive reactance at different frequencies and values of

Inductance.

Energy POWER MEASUREMENT (E)
Power Measure power and calculate power factor for resistive and
Wattmeter inductive circuits.
Negative Power; Peak Power
Power Factor

inductor PRACTICAL INDUCTANCES (A)
Lamination Compare the design features of inductors for different appli-
Air Cdp cations.

Coupling INDUCTANCE IN SERIES AND PARALLEL (E)
Measure total Inductance of
series Inductances.
parallel Inductances.

Impedance

.2

IMPEDANCE (E)
Determine the Impedance of a series and a parallel L-R circuit.

Circuit and device quantities should be measured and vector
diagrams drawn.

The student should understand th
greater opposition to A.C. than to

The formula XL = 2ifff should be d

Disadvantages of poor power facto

Examples of commercial use of !or

This topic may be treeted extensive

Solution by vectors is recommend(



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

REACTANCE (E)
dyntive reactance at different frequencies and values of

ASUREMENT (E)
power and calculate power factor for resistive and

rcuits.

The student should understand the mechanism by which a coil affords a
greater opposition to A.C. than to D.C.

The formula XL = 2rrfl should be cerived.

Disadvar tages of poor power factor should he appreciated.

INDUCTANCES (A) Examples of commercial use of low frequency inductors may be given.
the dealgn features of inductors for different appil-

CE IN SERIES AND PARALLEL (E)
total Inductance of

ductances,
nductances.

E (E)
e the Impedance of a series end a parsItel LA circuit.
device quantities should be measured ano vector

rawn.

This topic may be treated extensively rather than Intensively.

Solution by vectors is recommended.
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DIVISION 1: Theory and Test

Section

15.3 Capacitance

UNIT: 1.5 Singl

Element Cro
Refer

1531.1 Definition and Unit
of Capacitance

1531.2 Types and construction

1531.3 Principle of Operation

1531.4 Factors Affecting Capacitance

1531.5 Dielectric constants and strengths

21.4
111.1
111.2

1115.3

1532.1 Solid Dielectric

1532.2 Electrolytic

1532.3 OilFilled

1532.4 Applications

1115.3

1545.3
3622.3

231.1
232.5

2412.2

1533.1 Derivation of Series and
Parallel Formulae

1114.3
1114.4

1533.2 Reasons for Series and
Parallel Connections

1533.3 Voltage Distribution
Across Series String

1534 1 Exponential Charge and
Discharge Curves

1534,2 Time Constant for a 1523.2
C-R Circuit 231.1

2321.3
1534 3 Universal Time Constant 2321.5

Curves 2325.4



it UNIT: 1.5 Single Phase Circuits

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

15311531 1 Definition and Unit
or C ipacitance

1531 2 Types and construction

1531 3 Principle of Operation

1531 4 Factors Affecting Capacitance

1531 5 Dielectric constants and strengths

21.4
111.1
111.2

1115.3

Energy Storage

0 = CE

C KA

Insulators

1532 1 Solid Dielectric 1115.3 Electrolytes

1532 2 Electrolytic

1532 3 Oil-Filled 1545.3

1532 4 Applications 231.1
3622.3

232.5
2412.2

1533 1 Derivation of Series and 1114.3 C == C1 + C.
Parallel Formulae 1114.4

1533 2 Reasons for Series and C
1 1

Parallel Connections TT +Td7+ 'Er
1533 3 Voltage Distribution

Across Series String

1534 1 Exponential Charge and
Discharge Curves

1534 2 Time Constant for a
C-R Circuit

1534 3 Universal Time Constant
Curves

1523.2
231.1

2321.3
2321.5
2325.4

Exponential Growth and Decay

Time Constant
7 = CR



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Disc

Capacitance; Capacitor
Farad
Electrostatic Field
Dielectric
Dielectric Constant
Dielectric Strength
Breakdown Voltage

CAPACITOR CONSTRUCTION (P; The actions taking place as a cap
emphasized.Construct and Test a Simple Capacitor.

Mica
Ceramic
Plastic
Electrolytic
Oil-Filled
Polarized
Non-polarized

TYPES OF CAPACITORS (A)
Examine and Compare Different Types of Capacitors.

SERIES AND PARALLEL CAPACITANCE (E)
Measure the Capacitance of Known Capacitors in Series and

Parallel.

The pupils should solve problem
vidual capacitors in series across

Exponential TIME CONSTANT (E) The application of time ^onstants
Time Constant Study Time Constant of C-11 Circuits. makes an interesting study.
Universal Curves



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

.111=1,711MW" -111F 41=MINEMI

)R CONSTRUCTION (P) The actions taking place as a capacitor charges and discharges should be
ict and Test a Simple Capacitor. emphasized.

CAPACITORS (A)
and Compara Different Types of Capacitors.

kID PARALLEL CAPACITANCE (E) The pupils should solve problems determining the voltages across Indi-
a the Capacitance of Known Capacitors in Series and vidual capacitors in series across a voltage supply (both A.C. and D.0 ).

ISTANT (E) The application of time constants in relaxation oscillators and photo timers
me Constant of C-R Circuits. makes an interesting study.
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DIVISION 1: Theory and Test

35

UNIT: 1.5 Singl

Section Element

IMIi=01EMP

15.3 Capacitance
(continued)

15.4 Series and
Parallel Circuits

ciu

Cro
Refer

II

1535 1 Voltage and Current Waves
for Pure Capacitance;
Phase Relationship,
vector diagram

1535 2 Explanation of Capacitive
Reactance, Factors
Affecting

1535 3 Definition, Unit and
Symbol

151.

1536 1 Voltag3 Drops in a C-R Series
Circuit, Vector Diagram

1536 2 Calculation of Impedance
1536 3 Impedance of a C-R Parallel

circuit Vector diagram

1541 1 Impedance

1541 2 Device Voltages; Vector Diagram

1541 3 Net Reactive voltage

1E41 4 Power and power factor

152.8

1114.3

1542 1 Conditions for Resonance 1541.1
232.4

1542 2 Resonance Curves 232.5
1547 3 Circuit power

151.5

1542 4 Applications 1545.1



Test UNIT: 1.5 Single Phase Circuits

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

%.211111111=1=111111 a
1535.1 Voltage and Current Waves

for Pure Capacitance;
Phase Relationship,
vector diagram

1535.2 Explanation of Capacitive
Reactance; Factors
Affecting

1535.3 Definition, Unit and
Symbol

1536.1 Voltage Drops in a C-R Series
Circuit; Vector Diagram

1536.2 Calculation of Impedance
1536.3 Impedance of a C-R Parallel

circuit: Vector diagram

151.3 Phase Relationships

X,
1

27rfC

= IX,.

X, = _

Impedance (C)

Z- VI12 Xe2

Z= E

MIIMMEMIE

1541.1 Impedance 152.8

1541.2 Device Voltages; Vector Diagram 1114.3

1541.3 Net Reactive voltage

1541.4 Power and power factor

1542.1 Conditions for Resonance 1544.1

1542.2 Resonance Curves
232.4
232.5

1547.3 Circu;11 power 151.5
1542.4 Applications 1545.1

=-L Z=

Phase relationshics
X = K.

P.F. = = Cos 0

Vector Representation

P = El Cos 0

Resonance (C)
XL= X,. 1

for f,.EL= E,



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Leading Current

Capacitive Reactance

CAPACITIVE REACTANCE (E)
Study the Effect of Frequency and Capacitance on Capacitive concepts.

Reactance.

The formula for capacit

Impedance SERIES AND PARALLEL C-R CIRCUITS (E)
Measure device and circuit voltages and currents.
Calculate the impedance for each circuit.
Draw vector diagram for each circuit.

Net Reactance

Reactive Voltage

Net reactive voltage

Power factor

.111-....,
SERIES L-CR CIRCUIT (E)

Measure Device Voltages and Current.
Determine the Circuit Voltage by Vector diagram.
Measure power and determine power factor.

Resonant frequency

Series Resonance

Selectivity

Resonance Cu: ves (Z L I)

8 Ina

SERIES RESONANCE (E)
Uemonstrate Resonant Effects in a Series L-Cft Circuit.

Problem solving should b
the relationships involved

The solution of problems
should be stressed. The
voltage should be noted.

Devices used in experim
to illustrate dramatically 1
greatly excee.d their vecto

The advantages and disc
cussed. Typical curves fo
effect of resistance on the



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

1VE REACTANCE (E) The formula for capacitive reactance should be developed from basic
the Effect of Frequency and Capacitance or. Capacitive concepts.

ND PARALLEL C-R CIRCUI 13 (E)
to device and circuit voltages and currents.
ate the impedance for each circuit.
ector diagram for each circuit.

C-R CIRCUIT (E)
e Device Voltages and Currc4t.
ine the Circuit Voltage by Vector diagram.
e power and determine power factor.

ESONANCE (E)
strate Resonant Effects In a Series 1.-C-R Circuit.

Problem solving should be stressed to ensure that the pupils understand
the relationships involved in series and parallel L-R and C-R circuits.

The solution if problems on L-C-R series circuits by the use of vectors
should be stressed. The fact that reactive voltages may exceed circuit
voltage should be noted.

Devices used in experiment on the L-C-R series circuit shouli be selected
to illustrate dramatically that the arithmetic sum of the device voltage may
greatly exceed their vector sum.

The advantages and disadvantages of series resonance should be dis-
cussed. Typical curves for series resonance should be considered and the
effect Df resistance on them roted.
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DIVISION 1: Theory and Test UNIT: 1.5

Section Element

15.4 Series and
Parallel Circuits

(continued)

38

1543 1 Device Currents and Vector
d)agram

1543 2 Net Reactive Current

1543 3 Impedance

1544 1 Conditions for Resonance

1544 2 Resonance Curvc3

1545 1 Analysis of Circuit Power

1545 2 Measurement of Drcuit
?ower

1545 3 Power Factor Improvement,
Desirable Effects



Test UNIT: 1.5 Single Phase Circuits

Element Cross.
Reference Fundamentals

1543.1 Device Currents and Vector 1114.4
diagram

1543.2 Nat Reactive Current

1543.3 Impedance 152.8

I = Ir + I, + IL (Vector Sum)

Reactive I =

Z = E/I

1544.1 Conditions for Resonance

1544.2 Resonance Curves

232.4
232.5

1542.1

Resonance (C)

= li
X,. = XL ( lc- I'

1545.1 Analysis of Circuit Power

1545.2 Measurement of Circuit
Power

1545.3 Power Factor Improvement;
Desirable Effects

1116.1

1116.3
1224.3

152.5
1532 4

P = El Cos 0
Power Factor = Cos 0 = Et



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Discus

Reactive Current
Quadrature Current

PARALLEL L-C-R CIRCUIT (E)
Measure device currents and voltage.
Determine circuit current vectorially.

Resonant Frequency

Antir3sonance

Volt-amperes POWER FACTOR (E)
Vars Measure power end determine power factor in LC-R circuits
Reactive and Active (parallel).

Components
Improve power factor, using capacitors.

The characteristics of series and p
compared.

Power factor improvement may be

Problems on power factor improvem
L-C-R circuit conditions.



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

L-C-R CIRCUIT (E)
.e device currents and voltage.
line circuit current vectorially.

ACTOR (E)
3 power and determine power factor in L-C-R circuits

power factor, using capacitors.

The characteristics of series and parallel resonance circuits should be
compared.

Power factor improvement may be illustrated by a vector diagram.

Problems on power factor improvement assist the pupils in understanding
L-C-R circuit conditions.
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DIVISION 1: Theory and Test UNIT: 1.6 T

16.1 Three-phase
Fundamentals

40

Element

1611.1 Advantages of polyphase
systems

1611.2 Elementary Alternator

1611.3 Vector Representation

1612.1 Analysis of Star
Connection; Vector
Diagram

1612.2 Analysis of Delta
Connection; Vector
Diagram

1613.1 Phase and circuit powers
at unity P.F. and at P.F.
Less than one for:

balanced star
balanced delta

1613 2 Measurement of Trifee-Phase
Power by

three-wattmeter method
two-wattmeter method

1613.3 Analysis of Two-Wattmeter
Method. Using Vector
Diagrams



3st UNIT: 1.6 Three- Phase Circuits

Element

1611.1 Advantages of polyphase
systems

1611.2 Elementary Alternator

1611.3 Vector Representation

1612.1 Analysis of Star
Connection; Vector
Diagram

1612.2 Analysis of Delta
Connection; Vector
Diagram

Cross-
Reference

151.2

172.2

151.3

343.1

344.4

171.12

Fundamentals

Polyphase systems

Principle of electromagnetic
induction

Phase displacements

Star Connection:
Line E = V.Tx Phase E
Line I = Phase I

Delta Connection:
Line E = Phase E
Line I = V'Sx Phase

1613.1 Phase and circuit powers
at unity P.F. and at P.F.
Less than one for:

balanced star
balanced delta

1613.2 Measurement of Three-Phase
Power by

thre wattmeter method
two-wattmeter method

1613.3 Analysis of Two-Wattmeter
Method, Using Vector
Diagrams

343.5 Power (C)

Three-Phase P = VSEI cos 0
P

Circuit P.F. = cos 0 -
V311

122.4

1511,2

P,= El cos (30 8)
= El cos (30 + 0)

Three-Phase P = W, + W.



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Disc

Polyphase Voltages

Two-phase
Three-phase
Six-phase

THREE-PHASE ALTERNATOR (E)
observe on an oscilloscope the waveforms available from the

various terminals of a Three-Phase Alternator.

Star; Wye
Delta
Line and Phase quantities
Phase Angle

STAR CONNECTION (E)
measure Phase and Line Values of E and 1 with a balanced resis-

tive load.

DELTA CONNECTION (E)
measure Phase and Line Values of E and I w.vh a balanced resis-

tive load.

Vars MEASUREMENT OF THREE-PHASE POWER (E)
Phase Power measure three-phase power of balanced loads by three-watt-
Circuit Power meter and two-wattmeter methods.

Circuit Power Factor

Phase Angle

9D

Electronic switches may be used t

Problems should be given to the
resistors to illustrate the relation
quantities. These relationships m
vector diagrams for resistors conn

Three-phase power measurement
confirmed by analysis of the vect



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

1EE-PHASE ALTERNATOR (E)
)bserve on an oscilloscope the waveforms available from the
ious terminals of a Three-Phase Alternator.

AR CONNECTION (E)
measure Phase and Line Values of E and I with a balanced rests-
e load.

LTA CONNECTION (E)
measure Phase and Line Values of E and I with a balanced rests-
a load.

ASUREMENT OF THREE-PHASE POWER (E)
neasure three-phase power of balanced loads by three-watt-
ter and two-wattmeter methods.

Electronic switches may be used to show polyphase voltages on a scope.

Problems should be given to the pupils on star and delta connections of
resistors to illustrate the relationships existing betw line and phase
quantities. These relationships may be further emphasized by drawing
vector diagrams for resistors connected in star an J delta connections.

Three-phase power measurement by two and three-wattmeters may be
confirmed by analysis of the vector diagram and the connection diagram.

9/
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DIVISION 1: Theory and Test

42

UNIT: 1.6 Thre

Section Element

16.2 Polyphase
power rectification

rJ

1621.1 Advantages of three-phase
systems compared to
single-phase

1621.2 Connections and theory of
operation of a three-phase
system

1621.3 Voltage and current
waveforms

1622.1 Advantages of six-phase
systems compared to
three-phase

1622.2 Phase conversion
1622.3 Use of transformers to

convert three-phase to
six phase

1622.4 Connections for a complete
six-phase rectifier system

1622.5 Study of voltage and
current waveforms

1622.6 Types of power rectifiers



lest UNIT: 1.6 Three- Phase Circuits

Elenv.,.nt

1621 1 Advantages of three-phase
systems compared to
single-phase

1621 2 Connections and theory of
operation of a three-phase
system

1621 3 Voltage and current
waveforms

Cross-
Reference

Finidamentals

221.1

231.1

161.2

Rectification (C)

Unidirectional flow (C)

Switching (C)

Frequency multiplier

1622 1 AdvaMages of six-phase
s, stems compared to
three-phase

1622 2 Phase conversion
1622 3 U. of transformers to

convert three-phase to
six-phase

1622 4 Connections for a complete
six-phase rectiher system

1622 5 Study of voltage and
current waveforms

1622 6 Types of power rectifies

162.1 Phase transformation



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Di

R otifiers

Three-phase rectifiers

Ripple

Ripple frequency

THREE-PHASE RECTIFICATION (E) (0)
connect a three-ph,se rectifier system.
observe and record the voltage and current waveforms.

Phase transformation SIXPHASE RECTIFICATION (E)
connect transformers for three-phase to six-phase transfor-

mation.
connect a six-phase rectifier system.
observe and record the voltage and current waveforms.

Multi-phase power supplies ar
equipment is largely being replE

The study of a typical three -p1
should be drawn showing the r
load voltage and Current.

Vector diagrams may be drawn
from transformers supplied by a

Emphasis on this topic should
version.



uggestions for Student Activity

E RECT!FICATION (E) (0)
three-phase rectifier system.
nd record the voltage and current waveforms.

Discussion

ECTIFICATION (E)
ransformers for three-phase to six phase trans! or-

ix-phase rectifier system.
id record the voltage and current waveforms.

Multi-phase power supplies are 1,-nre widely used than formerly. Rotary
equipment is largely being replaced by static equipment for sources of D.C.

The study of a typical three-phase rectifier is recommended and waves
should be drawn showing the phase voltages and currents as well as the
load voltage and current.

Vector diagrams may be drawn to show that six-phases may be obtained
from transformers supplied by a three-phase system.

Emphasis on this topic should centre around the theory of phase con-
version.
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DIVISION 1: Theory and Test

44

Section Element

17.1 Iron-core
Transformers

UNIT

1711.1 Transfe. of energy via
changing magnetic field

1711.2 Relationship between
magnetizing current and
induced emf's

1712.1 Schematic
1712.2 Functions of components
1712.3 Factors 6overning size of

components
1712.4 Air and Liquid cooling

1713.1 Primary counter emf equals
applied emf

1713.2 Turns per volt
1713.3 Turns ratio
1713.4 Step-down and step-up

transformers
1713.5 General transformer equatbn

1714.1 Explanation of primary
current increases

1714.2 Factors limiting maximum
load

1714.3 Voltage regulation

1715 1 Derivation of curent ratios
from PI., = P, ,

1715,2 Current ratio and wire size

1716.1 Magnetizing currenl
1716,2 Vector diagram for unloaded

transformer
1716.3 Vector diagram for loaded

transformer

1717.1 Factors governing copper loss
1717.2 Explanation of eddy current

losses
1717.3 Reduction of eddy curreM

fosses
1717.4 Explanation of hysteresis

losses
1717.5 Reduction of hysteresis

losses



Test UNIT: 1.7 A. C. Machines

Element

1711.1 Transfer of energy via
changing magnetic field

1711.2 Relationship between
magnetizing current and
induced emf's

Cross-
Reference

1113.3

112.2

Fundamental:

Principle of electromagnetic
induction
Faraday's Law: E

.1 V At

1712.1 Schematic
1712.2 Funcsions of components
1712 3 Factors governing size of

components
1712.4 Air and Liquid cooling

34.4

1713.1 Primary counter emt equals 1521.4
applied emt

1713 2 Turns per volt 232.2
1713.3 Turns ratio
1713.4 S1ep-down and step-up

transformers 231.1
1713.5 General transformer eouation 112.5

=

E = 4.44fNE4, A,

1714.1 Explanation of primary 344.1
current increases 3416.6

1714.2 Factors limiting maximum 1315.2
load 231.1

1714.3 Voltage regulation 172.6

17t5 1 Derivation of current ratios
from P = P,

1715.2 Current ratio and wire size 1'15.2

Regulation (C)-
% V.R. =

E
x 100%

En

1,,/1., =

1716.1 Magnetizing current
1716 2 Vector diagram for unloaded

transformer
1716 3 Vector diagram for loaded

transformer

1717.1 Factors governing copper loss
1717.2 Explanation of eddy current

losses
1717.3 Reduction rzr eddy current

losses
1717.4 Explanation of hysteresis

losses
1717.5 Reduction of hysteresis

losses

1511.2
15112

151.3

1325.1

2425.2
172.4

1123.4

Vectorial Representation

Copper and core losses
Electromagnetic Induction
Modes of Heat Transfer

77



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student /4 ctivity Di

Transformer
Electromagnetic induction
Mutual induction
Primary winding; Secondary

Core, shell construction TRANSFORMER PROJECT (P) (0)
Laminations construct a small transformer.
Grain-oriented materials
Wound-core construction

Step-down and step-up
Transformation ratio
Flux density
Turns-Per-Volt
B, max. flux density
A,. cross-sectional area
of core

TRANSFORMER ACTION FOR UNLOADED CONDITION (E)
verify the relationship between voltage and turn ratios.

Voltage regulation TRANSFORMER ACTION UNDER LOAD CONDITIONS (E)
No-Load confirm current and turn relationship.
Full-Load measure voltage regulation for a particular transformer.
Leakage reactance

Magnetizing current

Eddy currents
Hysteresis; hysteresis loops
Temperature rise
Ambient temperature
Temperature units: C°
Hot-Spot
Convection, conduction,
radiatio

TRANSFORMER LOSSES (E) (0)
measure copper and core losses.

This section is meant to give
former theory.

The transformer is seen as a
magretic induction in which Far
losses, determines the particul,
on the current rating, as it is
tance of heat dissipation should

The implications of the genes
derived by the teacher) should
tricel features of iron-core tr
Several problems based upon th

Voltage regulation has probably
D.C. generators. The role of le-
introduced as a mandatory topic

For many of the transformer
formers of a few hundred volt-a

If time permits, complete vect
very effect've means by which
Saturation and Hystereski eft
properly connected oscilioscop



ggestions for Student Activity Discussion

ER PROJECT (P) (0)
small transformer.

R ACTION FOR UNLOADED CONDITION (E)
elatIonshlp between voltage and turn ratios.

ER ACTION UNDER LOAD CONDITIONS (E)
rent and turn relationship.
Itage regulation for a particular transformer.

'fi LOSSES (E) (0)
per and core losses.

This section is meant to give the student an introduction to basic bans-
former theory.

The transformer is seen as ar, application of the principle of electro-
magnetic Induction in which Faraday's Law, along with the copper and core
losses, determines the particulars of its operation. Heat is a limiting factor
on the current rating, as it Is in most electrical devices and the impor-
tance of heat dissipation should be emphasized.

The implications of the general transformer equation (which should be
derived t ' the teacher) should be fully discussed. The physical and elec-
trical features of iron-core transformers are implicit in the equation.
Several problems based upon the equation should be assigned.

Voltage regulation has probably been taught previously during the study of
D.C. generators. The role of leakage reactance in voltr,ge regulation is not
Introduced as a mandatory topic.

For many of the transformer experiments, single and three-phase trans-
formers of a few hundred volt-amperes are very useful.

If time permits, complete vector analysis of the loaded transformer Is a
very effective means by which transformer operation may be understood.
Saturation and Hysteresis effects can be demonstrated clearly with a
properly connected oscilloscope.

7, 45



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test

46

UNI

Section = Element

17.1 Ironcore
Transformers
(continued)

1717.6 Factors governing temperature
rise

1717.7 Practical cooling methods
1717.8 Temperature rneasurement

1718.1 Definition of Efficiency
1718.2 Factors governing eff'y
1718.3 All-day efficiency
1718.4 Name Plate Data

1719.1 Cetermination of polarlty
1719.2 Series and parallel

connection of windings
1719.3 Pu 'pose of Taps; circuit

diagrams

171.10.1 Construction
171.10.2 Analysis of operalion
171.10.3 Advantages and disadvantages;

applications

171.11.1 Need for potential
transforrners

171.11.2 Standard secondary voltage
171.11.3 Construction, particularly

insulation
171.11.4 Theory of current transfo ners
171.11.5 Standard secondary current
171.11.6 Construction
171.11.7 Use of instrument trans-

formers, safety considerations

171.12.1 Circuit diagrams for delta
and wye combinations

171.12.2 Vector diagram analysis
171.12.3 Available Voltage ratios



st

r'

a

UNIT: 1.7 A. C. Machines

Element Cross -
Reference Fundamentals

S7176 Factors governing temperature
rise

1717 7 Practical cooling methods
1717 8 Temperature measurement

344.2 Heat transfer

1718 t Definition of Efficiency
1718 2 Factors governing eff'y
1718 3 Al-day efficiency
1718 4 Name Plate Data

132.5 % Efficiency = P/P, x 100

111.6 P, losses= x 100
344,3 P,

Conservation of energy

1719 1 Determination of polarity
1719 2 Series and parallel

connection of windings
1719 3 Purpose of Taps: circuit

diagrams

1114.1

344.4

Polarization (C)

17i 10 1 Construction
171 10 2 Analysis of operation
171 10 3 Advantages and disadvantages:

applications

171.3
3441.3

355.3

171 11 1 Need for potential
transformers

171 11 2 Standard secondary voltage
171 11 3 Construction. particularly

insulation
111 11 4 Theory of current transformers
171 11 5 Standard secondary current
171 11 6 Construction
171 11 7 Use of ins1ruinent trans-

formers; safety considerations

171.3

12.2

171 12 1 Circuit diagrams for delta
and wye combinations

171 12 2 Vector diagram analysis
171 12 3 Available Voltage ratios

344.4
161.2
162.1
355.5

Vectorial representation
Delta: E = E phase

I = Nal phase

Wye: 1 = I phase

E = 1E phase/t/



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Thermocouple

Efficiency TRANSFORMER EFFICIENCY (E)
K.V.A. measure transformer efficiency under different loading con-
Temperature Rise ditions.

Polarity TRANSFORMER POLARITY (E)
determine transformer polarity.
connect single-phase transformers in series and parallel.

Auto-Transformer AUTO-TRANSFORMER (E)
Isolation Transformer study the opeibtion of an auto-transformer under varying loads.
Variable Auto-transformer

"Variac", "Power :Aar

The pupils apprecia
rating can be improved by m

The conservation of energy
efficiency.

Time may permit only one m

The high voltages which ma
stringent safety precautions

A multitude of interesting r
ings and connections are pc
of mathematical relationsh
subject matter.

Instrument Transformer Safety should be stressed it
Current and Potential Various small transformers
Transformers trical features. The teacher

Burden insulation, lamination, thick
design features.

'Nye connection
Delta connection

acg

THREE-PHASE CONNECTIONS (E)
connect three single-phase transformers in three-phase con-

figurations.

TRANSFORMER TYPES (A)
rpmpere several different types of Transformers.



J ggest ion s for Student Activity Discussion11 -M1.1IM

ER EFFICIENCY (E)
ansformer .fficiency under different loading con-

ER POLARITY (E)
transformer polarity.
gle-phase transformers in series and parallel.

FORMER (E)
peration of an auto-transformer under varying loads.

CONNECTIONS (E)
ee single-phase transformers In three-phase con-

TYPES (A)
veral different types of Transformers.

The pupils should appreciate the extent by which a transformer's load
rating can be improved by means of each cooling method.

The conservation of energy is perhaps the best way to convey the idea c.f
efficiency.

Time may permit only one method of polarity checking.

Th high voltages which may exist in student experiments dictate the most
stringent safety precautions.

A multitude of interesting problems relating to transformer efficiency, rat-
ings and connections are possible. This is an area in which the importance
of mathematical relationships can be stressed and integrated with the
subject matter.

Safety should be stressed in the use of instrument transformers.
Various small transformers can be compared as to their physical and elec-
trical features. The teacher should point out features such as wire size,
insulation, lamination, thickness, core area and the reason for some of the
design features.

47



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test

48

171.13.1 Circuit diagram
171.13.2 Theory of operation

vector diagram
171.133 Advantages and disadvantages

17.2 Alternators

/01

1721.1 Sim,* t'or with
state

1721 2 Wev,71,run ,rratcd

1721.3 C1115.1,rt. '

altr rr th
D.0 -t

1721.4 Cu ,trnI - and
fregu

1

1722,1 Col

1722.2 V. '!vuu ,n(' phasor
.,ms

1722 3 AC rre -phase



test

Element

UNIT: 1.7 A. C. Machines

Cross-
Reference

imson1!7111.1.
171 13 1 Circuit diagram
171 13 2 Theory of oderation

vector diagram
171 13 3 Advantages end disadvantages

1721 1 Simple alternator with
stationary field

Fundamentals

553.4 Open-de1t,

1113.3 Electromagnetic induction
131.2 Faradays Law:

E"
At

Bidirectional flow IC)
E a Pxrti,,x1xT

1721 2 Waveform generated 1512.2

1721 3 Construction of
151,2

alternator with rotating 1313.1 =
F

P NrD C field 120

1721 4 Control of voltage and 1314.4 Excitation
frequency

1722 1 Construction details

1722 2 Waveforms and phasor
diagrams

1722 3 Advantages of three-phase

1313 1
16112

1511.2

1611.1

P N
F

120

Phase relationships

/Da'



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Alternator
Armature
Slip rings
Bipolar

A.C.
Sine ware
Frequency. hertz

Stator
Rotor

Salient poles

Excitation

mmmoimmEZM,--311.11MMIIIM, 4MILMIMI.1.1.1.

SINGLE-PHASE ALTERNATOR (P) (0)
assemble or connect a simple alternator and study its output

waveform.

SINGLE-PHASE ALTERNATOR (E)
establish the relationships among frequency, terminal voltage,

speed and excitation.

Three-phase phasor

Classes of insulation

Non-salient poles

ALTERNATOR CONNECTIONS (E) (0)
connect en alternator for single-phase, two-phase, three-phase

and six-phase output.

Once again the principle
as being of great importar

The output waveform is r
appreciate the importencc

It is noted that the relat
abuilCantly clear as stud
alternator progress. Eacl-
principle and law.

The difference. in constru
operation should be discu



ggestir is for Student Activity Discussion

E ALTERNATOR (P) (0)
r connect a simple alternator and study Its output

E ALTERNATOR LE)
e relationships among frequency, terminal voltage,
.itation,

1---CONNECTIONS (E) (0)
alternator for single-phase, two phase, three-phase
output.

Once again the principle of electromagnetic 'nduction may be emphasized
as being of great importance and broad application.

The output waveform is not necessarily a sine wave and students should
appreciate the importance of the geometry in the construction.

It is noted that the relationships Inherent in Faraday's Law will become
abundantly clear a3 studie3 of the O.C. generator, the transformer and the
alternator progress. Each should be seen as a special case of a general
pr inciple and law.

The difference in r.OnSlruction between alternator s for hiyh and low spe-t1
operation should ba discussed.

/e7 49



DIVISION i: Theory and Test

17.2 Alternators
(continued)

50 teg

Element

1723.1 Wye connection; three and
four-wire system

1723.2 Phase and line voltages
1723.3 Delta connection

1723.4 Procedures for correct
phasing

1724.1 Copper, iron and mechanical
losses

1724 2 Factors affecting losses
1724.3 Relationship between losses

and temperature rise
1724.4 Cooling methods

1725.1 Relationship of input and
output power

1725 2 Factors governing efficiency
1725.3 Factors governing Kva rating

and Kw rating

1726 1 Relationship between no-load
and full-load terminal voltage

1726.2 Factors affecting voltage
regulation

1726,3 Effect of degree of excitation
on mg:do:ion

1727.1 Need for synchronizing of
paralleled alternators

1727.2 Procedure



'est UNIT: 1.7 A. C. Machines

Element

1723 1 Wye connection; three and
four-wire system

1723 2 Phase and lire voltages
1723 3 Delta connection

1723 4 Procedures for correct
phasing

Cross-
Reference

.1...111111111i,
Fundamentals

1612.1 Phasa relationships

Wye connection
line voltage = v' Tx phase voltage
line current = phase current

1612.2

1513.1
1719.1 Delta connection

line current = VTx phase current
line voltage = phase voltage

1724 1 Copper, ircn and mechanical
losses

1724.2 Factors affecting losses
1724.3 Relationship between losses

and temperature rise
1724.4 Cooling methods

171.7 Conservation of energy
Internal resistance
Friction and windage losses

1717.6 Modes of heat transfer
1717.7 Exciter losses

1725.1 Relationship of input and
output power

1725 2 Factors governing efficiency
1725.3 Factors governing Kva rating

and Kw rating

output power
132.5

Efficiency = 1f- x ¶00°,

171.8
1116.4

(input - losses)
x WO°.

input

1726.1 Relationship between no-load
and full-load terminal voltage

1726.2 Factors affecting voltage
regulation

1726.3 Effect of degree of excitation
on regulation

1714.3
1114.6

Regulation (C)
°1i voltage regulation

(E,- E)
x 100°0

Eri

1727.1 Need for synchronizing of
paralleled alternators

1727 2 Procedure

1513.1 Synchronization

/47



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Three-wire system
Four-wire system
Phase and line voltages and
currents

Phasing
Phase rotation

PHASING THREE-PHASE ALTERATORS (E)
connect a three-phase alternator In wye and delta configurations.

Copper losses
Eddy currents
Hysteresis

Cooling medium
Convection of heat
Radiation of heal
Conduction of heat
Ambient temperature

Efficiency
Reactive Volt-amperes
Leading and lagging power
factor

ALTERNATOR EFFICIENCY (E) (0)
determine the efficiency of a given alternator at different loads

Armature reaction
Regulation
Impedance drop

ALTERNATOR REGULATION! (E)
determine the effect of the amount and P.F. of the toad on alter-

nator voltage regulation.

Synchroriization
Synchroscope

Comprehension of phasing
voltages and currents.

Safety precautions should be
experimentation.

Very little time need be spent
they have been treated thorot

The use of hydrogen under r
discussed with regard to the

If ;hethe efficiency of the drivii
ment), the overall efficiency
tained experimentally.

ALTERNATOR SYNCHRONIZATION (E) (0) If the synchronizing experin
synchronize an alternator with the supply line. ways: lamps, voltmeter. sync



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

THREE -PHASE ALTERATORS (E)
three-phase alternator In wye and delta configurations.

IR EFFICIENCY (E) (0)
the efficiency of a given alternator at different loads.

,R REGULATION (E)
the effect of the amount and P F. of the load on alter-

e regulation.

Comprehension of phasing will be gained by vectorial analysis of the
voltages and currents.

Safety precautions should be adhered to rigorously in this phase of student
experimentation.

Very little time need be spent on losses, efficiency and regulation providing
they have been treated thoroughly in transformers and D.C. machines.

The use of hydrogen under pressure as a cooling medium could also be
discussed with regard to the advantages and dangers.

If the efficiency of the driving motor is known (from a previous experi
ment), the overall efficiency of a given alternator may be readily ascer-
tained experimentally.

R 'SYNCHRONIZATION (E) (0) If the synchronizing experiment is performed, it may be done in many
ze an alternator with the supply line. ways: lamps, voltmeter, synchro:.cope, and oscilloscope.

/// 51



DIVISION 1: Theory and Test UNIT: 1.7

17.3 Three-phase
induction motors

52 /4

1731.1 Rotating magnetic field

1731.2 Induced rotor emf's and
rotor Currents

1731 Magnetic field interaction

11.2
132.1

1113.3

1511.2

1131.4 Reversing rotation 1711.1

1732.1 Stator
1732.2 Rotor
1732.3 End shields
1732.4 Advantages compared to

other motor types
1732.5 Name plate data

1322.1

17.4
175

1325.3

1733.1 Synchronous speed
1733,2 Slip, rotor frequency
1733.3 Rotor current, stator current
1733.4 Torque
1733,5 Power factor
1733.6 Efficiency
1733.7 Operating characteristics
1733 8 Applications

1731.1

1324.1

1731.3
152.5

132.5



St UNIT: 1.7 A. C. Machines

Element
Cross -

Reference Fundamentals

1731 1 Rotating magnetic field

1731 2 Induced rotor emf's and
rotor currents

11.2 Rotating fields
132.1

1113.3

Ehctromagnetio inJuction

Synchronous speed N
120f

1731 3 Magnetic field interaction 1511.2

1731.4 Reversing rotation 1711.1

1732 1 Stator
1732 2 Rotor
1732 3 End shields
1732 4 Advantages compared to

other motor types
1732 5 Name Mate data

1322.1

17.4
17.5

/325.3

Motor principle

Phase relationships

1733.1 Synchronous speed
1733 2 Slip, rotor frequency
1733 3 Rotor current. stator current
1733.4 Torque
1733.5 Power factor
1733,6 Efficiency
1733.7 Operating characteristics
1733 8 Applications

1731.1

1324.1

1731.3
152.5

132.5

Synchronous (C)

N
120f

NDo Slip = (N )
x 100°0

T « 4), I, cos 0,

Efficiency = i
Regulation (C)

Vectorial rep ?sentation



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Di

Rotating magnetic field INDUCTION MOTOR PRINCIPLE (E) The induction motor is the mos
Synchronous speed study the principle of an Induction motor. It is analogous to a transformel
Polyphase study the principle of reversing a three-phase motor. respect to the primary.

Induction motor torque

Squirrel-cage winding

Stator, rotor, end
shields
Name plate
Frame type
Temperature rating

Synchronization
Slip, rotor torque
Power factor
Efficiency
Speed regulation
Iron, copper and friction
losses
Hysteresis
Eddy currents
Stray power
Regulation
Starting torque
Breakdown torque

SQUIRREL CAGE INDUCTION MOTOR (E)
study the construction of a polyphase S.C. induction motor.
determine the slip torque and speed regulation at several loads.
measure the power factor and efficiency at different loads.

The principle cf the induction n
ways; for example, an aluminur
under a U-shaped magnet whit

An appreciation of the graphs r
very important.

Dia polyphase S.C. induction
torque characteristics as a D.(
applications.



suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

MOTOR PRINCIPLE (E)
)rinciple of an induction motor.
)rinciple of reversing a three-phase motor.

:AGE INDUCTION MOTOR (E)
:onstruction of a polyphase S.C. induction motor.
the slip torque and speed regulation at several loads.
he power factor and efficiency at different loads

The induction motor is the most widely used type of a synchronous motor.
It is analogous to a transformer with a secondary capable of rotating with
respect to the primary.

The principle of the induction motor may be demonstrated in many simple
ways; for example, an aluminum disc pivoted on a nail point can be placed
under a U-shaped magnet which is mounted on the chuck of a drill press.

An appreciation of the graphs
very important.

The polyphase S.C. induction
torque characteristics as a D.
applications.

representing the operating characteristics is

motor has essentially the same speed and
C. shunt motor and may be used for similar
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DIVISION 1: Theory and Test U1

1111111-

54

Section Element

17.3 Three-phase
induction motors

(continued)

1734.1 Frequency of supply
1734.2 Number of stator poles
1734.3 Rotor resistance

17.4 Single-phase
motors

/4

tvoy of

1735.1 Construction
1735.2 Methods of speed control
1735.3 Advantages and

disadvantages compared to
squirrel-cage

1735.4 Operating characteristics
1735 5 Applications

1741.1 Split-phase I.M.
1741.2 Capacitor-start I.M.
1741.3 Shaded pole
1741.4 Series
1741.5 Repulsion-starr I.M.
1741 6 Hysteresis

f.I.0 1742.1 Construction and circuitry
(iovitssi moor) 1742 2 Operating characteristics

1742.3 Applications



rest

1.

Element

1734.1 Frequency of supply
1739.2 Number of stator poles
1734.3 Rotor resistance

1735.1 Construction
1735.2 Methods of speed control
1735.3 Advantages and

disadvantages compared to
squlrrel-cage

1735.4 Operating characteristics
1735.5 Applications

1741.1 Split.phase I.M.
1741.2 Capacitor-start I.M.
1741.3 Shaded pole
1741.4 Series
1741.5 Repulsion-start I.M.
1741.6 Hysteresis

UNIT: 1.7 A. C. Machines

Cross-
Reference

1324_2

173.2

173.3

N

Slip

Fundamentals

1201

Rotor resistance
and speed

Torque

1742.1 Construction and circuitry
132.2 Motor principle1742.2 Operating characteristics
132.41742.3 Applications

//7



Technical Terms

Synchronous speed

Rotor speed

Suggestions for Student Activity

FACTORS AFFECTING MOTOR SPEED (F.)
show the effect of changing the stator poles on the motor speed.
show the effect of varying the frequency of the supply on the

motor speed.

Wound-rotor induction motor

Slip rings
Speed regulation
Starting torque
Acceleration
Adjustable speed

WOUND-ROTOR MOTOR CE)
study the starting and operating characteristics of the wound-

rotor induction motor.

If wound-rotor moto
demonstration, and f
by the students.

The operating chara
shunt motor in whit
circuit.

Split-phase molor
Capacitor-start motor
Shaded pole motor
Series, universal motor
Repulsion -start motor
Hysteresis motor

Universal motor
Series motor

//if

SERIES MOTORS (A)
study the construction of universal single-phase motors.
study speed-voltage aid speed I oad-characteristica.

The many types of s
not permit a thorou
induction motor in it



ggestions for Student Activity Discussion

FECTING MOTOR SPEED (E)
'fect of changing the stator poles on the motor speed.
affect of varying the frequency of the supply on the

OR MOTOR (E!
tarting and operating characteristics of the wound-
ri motor.

NM! 41
If wound-rotor motors are available, concatenation makes an interesting
demonstration, and provokes discussion. It should not be studied formally
by the students.

The operating characteristics of the wound-rotor motor are similar to a
shunt motor in which series resistance has been added to the armature
circuit,

DRS (A)
onstruction of universal single-phase motors.
i-voltage and speed toad - characteristics.

The many types of single-phase motors may be discussed, but time dues
not permit a thorough study of each. The operation of the single-phase
induction motor in its running condition should not be attempted in depth.
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DIVISION 1: Theory and Test

56

UNIT:

Section Element

17.4 Single-phase
motors

(continued)

AV

ft..7.76"10 x ,
; .tit

1743.1 Construction and circuitry
1743.2 Starting principle

vector diagrams

1743.3 Operating characteristics

1743.4 Reversing rotation
1743.5 Disadvantages compared to

polyphase 1.M.
1743,6 Applications

Re

1744.1 Construction and circuitry
1744.2 Shading coil effect
1744.3 Operating characteristics
1744.4 Applications

1745.1 Construction and circuitry
1745.2 Starting principle
1745.3 Operating characteristics

1745.4 Reversing rotation
1745 5 Applications

,.;
1".



t UNIT: 1.7 A. C. Machines

Element Cross-
Reference Fundamentals

1743 1 Construction and circuitry
1743 2 Starting principle

vector diagrams

1743 3 Operating characteristics

1743 4 Reversing rotation
1743 5 Disadvantages compared to

polyphase I.M.
1743 6 Applications

151.3
154.1

1536.1
1521.5

173.1
173.3
152.3

Centrifugal force
Motor principle
Phase relationships
Vectorial representation

Wagin
1744 1 Construction and circuitry 173.1 Shading coil principle

151.3 Lenz's Law1744 2 Shading coil effect
1744 3 Operating chara teristics
1744 4 Applications

1745 1 Construction and circuitry
1745 2 Starting principle
1745 3 Operating characteristics

1745 4 Reversing rotation
1745 5 Applications

1313.1 Motor principle
Faraday's law

173.1
132.1

ht/



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Centrifugal switch
Synchronous speed
Starting capacitor
Starting or auxiliary winding
Running or main winding

SINGLE -PHASE MOTORS (A)
Examine the construction of split-phase and capacitor-start in-

duction motors.
Compare, using graphs, their operating characteristics such as

starting current and torque, maximum torque and speed-load
curves.

Much time could be spent
split-phase and capacitor-:
will be governed by the tin

Shading coil SHADED-POLE MOTOR (A)
Study the construction operation and application.

Short circuiting necklace
Shorting disc
Brush lifting mechanism

REPULSION-INDUCTION MOTOR (I)
a observe the starting action of a repulsion induction motor.

reverse an R-I motor.

The hysteresis motor has t
that it requires attention, h

At the conclusion of this s
able to select intelligently



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

ASE MOTORS (A) Much time could be spent on the details of construction and operation of
e the construction of split-phase and capacitor-start in- split -phase and capacitor-start motors. However the depth of treatment
otors. will be governed by the time available.
e, using graphs, their operating characteristics such as
urrent and torque, maximum torque and speed-load

`MMI1=MIIUMMMII

POLE MOTOR (A) The hysteresis motor has been omitted from this study If the teacher feels
he construction operation and application, that it requires attention, he may introduce it.

[N-INDUCTION MOTOR (E)
e the starling action of a repulsion-indur,tion motor.

an R-I motor.

At the conclusion of this study on motors, it is hoped that the pupil will be
able to select intelligently a motor for a given application.
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DIVISION 1: Theory and Test

58

Section Element

17.5 Synchronous
motors (0)

UNIT:

1751.1 Stator
1751.2 Rotor, slip rings, brushes
1751.3 End shields

1752 Rotating magnetic field
1 752 2 Magnetized rotor
1752.3 "Locking-in"
1752.4 Starting method

1753.1 Effect of adding load
1753.2 Power factor correction
1753.3 Curves relating power factor and Ir
17.53.4 Applications



UNIT: 1.7 A. C. Machines

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

1751.1 Stator 1722.1 Magnetization
1751.2 Rotor, slip rings, brushes
1751.3 End shields

1752.1 Rotating magnetic field
1752.2 Magnetized rotor
1752.3 "Locking-in"
1752.4 Starting method

1731.1

172.7

Synchronous motor
principle

Synchronization (C)

Slip = 120f
P

1753.1 Effect of adding load
1753.2 Power factor correction
1753,3 Curves relating power facto and If
1753.4 Applications

152.5 Phase relationships
1545.3 Power factor adjustment



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Synchronous motor
Amortisseur, damping

winding

"Hunting"
Power factor
Torque: angle, pullout,

pull-in
Synchronous capacitors

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR (E)
Verify constant speed characteristics of the sychronous motor.

from no load to full load.
demonstrate power factor correction using a synchronous

motor.



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

40US MOTOR (E)
.nstant speed characteristics of the sychronous motor,
3 to full load.
rate power factor correction using a synchronous

,I IVAIIIIIIr"
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DIVISION 2: Electronics

Section

21.i Magnetic
relays

UNIT: 2.1 Standard Electron

Element

2111.1 Elementary principle

2111.2 Construction 8 functions
of parts

2111.3 Basic 4 C. 8 D.C. features

2112.1 'Telephone
2112.2 Hermetically seared
2112.3 Time delay
2112.4 Stepping relays (0)
2112.5 Other (0)

Crd
Refer

174.

2424.2113.1 Contact arrangements
21 13 2 Seematic representation 242.

2113.3 Some applications in 351.

eleclronlcs 362.

21.2 Resistors

60 /027

2121.1 Fixed 1114.
111.
231.
231.
232.
232

2.4, :

2121.2 Variable 2.4. 2
1314.



UNIT: 2.1 Standard Electronic Components

Element Cross.
Reference Fundamentals. IM111M

2111.1 Elementary principle 11.2 Magnetic attraction

2111.2 Construction & functions Bistab/e mecl-anisms
of parts Switching

2111.3 Basic A.C. 8 D.C. features 174.3

2112.1 Telephone
2112.2 Hermetically sealed
2112.3 Time delay
2112.4 Stepping relays (0)
2112.5 Other (0)

153.4

Shading coil principle

2113.1 Contact arrangements 2424.1
21 f 3.2 Schematic representation 242.1
2113.3 Some appi,cations in 351.4

electrcnics 352.1

2121.1 Fixed

2121.2 Variable

Boolean algebra

1114.2
111.5
231.1,
231.4
232.1,
232.3

2.4, 2.5

R = Resistivity x length
Area of cross-section

P E

Resistance heating

2.4, 2.5 Proportionality (C'!
1314.4

429



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Di

Frame, armature, coil,
return spring

Current: pull-in,
drop-out

Differential current,
chatter, shading coil,
air gap

11MY

MAGNETIC RELAY TEST (E) (0)
examine the construction & test for the operating characteristics

of typical relays.

Hermetically sealed

Composition COLOUR CODE (E)
WI rewound Identify resistors:
Precision by type

by colour code
Heat dissipation by power rating
Thermal instability

Carbon element, t2per
Potentiometer
Rheostat
Trimming pot

Besides being a good example
also analogous to blstable ele
certain logic functions and it p
design of complex switching
design of such circuitry.

Other types of resistors may b
importance.



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion1
C RELAY TEST (E) (0) Besides being a good example of applied electro-magnetism, the relay is
e the construction & test for the operatir,g characteristics also analagous to bistable electronic circJits. As such, it can perform
relays. certain logic functions and it provides many interesting possibilities for

design of complex switching circuits, Boolean algebra is used in the
design of such circuitry.

IIM1011110SIMIMMEMMIS /IIIIMMIL.111111.ft.., 1.1=,

COirsE (F)
esistors:

our code
ver rat:ng

Other types of resistors may be introduced in proportion to their increasing
importance.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.1 Standard Electrc

Section Element Cr;
Refel

21.3 Inductors

MN!.

21.4 Capacitors

2131.1 Air-core

2131.2 Iron-core

2131.3 Variable

15

11

2321

2141.1 Fixed 15

2321
2321
2323!
2324,

2141.2 Variable 2321
222:5

21.5 Transformers

62 Vol

215 .1 Electronic power 1,

transformers 23"

2151.2 Audio transformers 23:
111,

2152.1 Antenna coils 11

2152.2 R.F. transformers 23'
2152.3 I.F. transformers 15,1

15,"

2153.1 Rod antennas

2153.2 fi F transformers

2153.3 1 F. transformers

1'
15

23.
15



UNIT: 2.1 Standard Electronic Components

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

2131.1 Air-core

2131.2 Iron-core

2131,3 Variable

2141,1 Fixed

2141.2 Variable

2151.1 Electronic power
transformers

2151.2 Audio transformers

15.2 Inductance

Lenz's Law

2321.8 Faraday's Law

15.3
2321.3
23215
2323.3
2324.1
2321.5
2223.4

Capacitance

0== CE

Law of Electrical Charge

17.1 Mutual induction
231.1 Faraday's Law

Lenz's Law
Impedance matching

7,, =
T

z,

232.2
1114.6

2152.1 Antenna coils

2152.2 R.F. transformers

2152.3 I.F. transformers

2153.1 Rod antennas

2153.2 R.F. transformers

2153.3 I.F. transformers

11.2
152.4
232.4
154.2
154,4

17.1
11.2

154.2
232.4
154.4

0 = X

Bandwidth =

Selectivity (C)

Magnetic properties



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Disc

Self-inductance, nductor.
choke

Henry, Millihenry,
microhenry

Figure of merit
Distributed capacitance
Ferrite

INDUCTANCE MEASUREMENT (E) (0)
measure the inductance of several inductors (using a bridge or

0-meter).

The basics of inductors, capacito
Division I. The new material sugc
covers the differences in theory, c
components are used in electronic

Capacitance, capacitor
Farad
Dielectric: paper, mica,

mylar, ceramic, oil - filled,
electrolytic

Drift
Tuning capacitor
Trirrmer, padder

CAPACITOR COLOUR CODES (E)
identify capacitors according to colour codes.

CAPACITANCE MEASVREMF'IT (E)
measure the capacitance of various capacitor: (using 3 bridge

or capacitor maser).

Pmer transformer,
Audio transformer

Line isolation
Electrostatic shielding,

Faraday shield
Volt-ampere rating
Volts-per-turn
Impedance ratio
Transformers: matching,

driving and output

WINDING IDENTIFICATION (E)
identify transformer winding by colour code.
identify windings by ohmmeter tests.

IMPEDANCE MATCHING (E)
use a transformer as an impedance matching device.

Figure of merit
Resonance
Bandwidth, selectivity,
half-power points

Critical coupling .
Skin effect

Hysteresis
Eddy currents
Efficiency

/114



uggestions for Student Activity Discussion

E MEASUREMENT (E) (0)
he inductance of several inductors (using a bridge or

1111=11111 1/11M1=11

The basics of inductors, capacitors and transformers are listed under
Division 1. The new material suggested for sections 21,3, 21.4, and 21.5
covers the differences in theory, construction, and applications as these
components are used in eectronics.

COLOUR CODES (E)
pat:itors according to colour codes.

E MEASUREMENT (E)
he capacitance of various capacitors (using a bridge
neter)

ENTIFICATION (E)
nsformer winding by colour code.
ndings by ohmmeter tests.

MATCHING (E)
;former as an impedance matching device,

Ac 63



DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.2 El

64

Igr 9l A,At';,":en

Section Element Cros

22.1 Vacuum and
gaseous tubes

tO6

fieferei+1INEW
2211.1 Electro.i emission

2211.2 Construction

2211.3 Theory of operation

2211.4 C.haacteristic curve (0)

2212.1 Construction and theory
of operation

2212,2 Characteristic CUV.3.5 aid
tube parameters

111.2
232.1
232.2
232.4

1114.6
232.5
232.6
232.7

2213.1 Construction and theory
of operation

111.2
1114.6
232.1
232.2

232.4
232.5
232.6
232.7



UNIT: 2.2 Electron Devices

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

2211.1 Electron emission

2211.2 Construction

2211.3 Theory of operation

2211.4 Characteristic curve (0)

111.1

23.1

111.2

2212.1 Constructio . and theory
of operation

2212.2 Characteristic curves and
tube parameters

111.2
232.1
232.2
232.4

1114.6
232.5
232.6
232.7

Conversion of energy
(thermionic emisstonl

Edison effect
Law of Electrical Charges
Coulomb's Law; qi q

F
d2

Unidirectional flow (C)
Rectification

Edison effect
Law of Electrical Charges
Coulomb's Law
Amplification (C)

AEt,
= 7s-e7

flp = At,

g"'

Graphical representation of variabreE

2213.1 Construction and theory
of operation

111.2
1114.6
232.1
232.2

232.4
232.5
232.6
232.7

Conservation of energy
(secondary emission)

Negative resistance vs',)

'67



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

=1:1111MNSIOPIIME 111M==1=11:=MM=1, 11111MMIT PIAN,
Diode SIMPLE HALF-WAVE RECTIFIER (E) The order of listing does not it
Thermionic enidssfon ris sir dy the behaviour of a vacuum diode as a simple half-wave semi-conductors. Indeed, it iE
Directly heatei cathode reclif er. with semi-conductors.
Indirectly healed cathode
Anode, plate The relative amount of time

Filamenr, heater conductors is a metier of dr

Sace charge time, one would expect incre

Satvation current
Rectification, rectifier

Triode, triode Symbol
Control grid
Grid bias
Current "cut-r ff"
Amplification 'actor
Plate resistan to
Transcondr.ct, nce
Delta = sr:1g change in

Cill.C.L'LATION OF CONSTANTS (X)
oeilelmine graphically tube constants from given characteristic

curves.

PLATE' AND GRID CURVES (X)
pia. plate and grid curves by transfer of plate Iharacteristics to

transcooductance characteristic curves.

Pentode. tc :Toie DETERMINATION OF PEN1ODE PLATE CHARACTERISTICS (E)
Screen grid, siAppressor grid meek re and plot the plate char-teristic curves of a typical
Secondary emission pentode.
Negative resi.i tance
Beam-power pdntade



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

LF-WAVE RECTIFIER (E)
e behaviour of a vacuum diode as a simple half-wave

ION OF CONSTANTS (X)
e graphically tube constants from given characteristic

D GRID CURVES (X)
e and grid curves by transfer of plate characteristics to
ctance charecteristIc curies.

IATION OF PENTODE PLATE CHAP.ACTEAISTICS (E)
end plot the plate .:haranterlstic curves of a typical

The order of listing does not imply that vacuum tubes need be taught before
semi-conductors. Indeed, it is likely that many teachers will wish to begin
with semi-conductors.

The relative amount of time spent on vacuum devices compared to semi-
conductors is a matter of decision for the teacher. With the passage of
time, one woule expect increasing emphasis on the semi-conductors.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.2

Section Element Cro
Refer

22.1 Vacuum and
gaseous gibes

(continued)

2214.1 Various types: double-diode
triode, double triode,
pentagrid converter, double
diode

231.1
243.2
241.2

2215.1 The photoemissive tubes 221

2215,2 The photornultiplier (0)

2216.1 Construction

2216,2 Theory of operation

2216.3 Applications

2216.4 Safety precautions

1112.;
112

25
2451

2217.1 Construction and operation
of scintiiiatien pour ter
the Geiger-Muller tube

2218.1 Construction and operation
of the "Nixie' tube; other
gas gio -indlcators

66

22.2 Semi-
conductor devices

Aie

2121.1 Semi-conductor material 111.
1115.12221.2 Doping



UNIT: 2.2 Electron Devices

Element

memmosi
2214 1 Various types, double-diode

triode, doublz triode,
pentagrid converter, double
diode

Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

231.1
243 2
241.2

2215.1 The photoemissive tubes 221.3 Photoemission

3pectrai response

Secondary emission
Ionization

2215.2 The photomuitiprier (0)

2216.1 Construction

2216.2 Theo, y of operation

2216.3 Applications

2216.4 Safety precautions

111.1 Electron beam formation and
deflection: electrostatic and

1112.3
1122

magnetic

25.3 Luminescence
2451.3

2217.T Construction and operation 111.1 Radiation
of scintillation counter
the Geiger-Muller tube

2218.1 Construction and operation
cf the 'Nixie" tube; other
gas glow-Indica tora

Ionization

2221.1 Semi-conductor material

2221.2 Doping 1115.1
Molecular structure of
crystalline materials

Effect of impurities on
electrical prope the

/19



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Convei ter. pentagrid
Mixer

Disc:

COMPARISON STUDY OF TUBES (A)
compare the physical and electrical features of several diodes.

triodes and pentodes.

Photoemissive cell

Photomultiplier

ionization

Elect on gun

Accelerating and focussing
anodes

Luminescence, persistence

Implosion

ELECTRON BEAM DEFLECTION (E)
examine the construction of an electron gun.
study qualitatively electrostatic and magnetic deflection of the

electron beam.

Radiation

Scintillation counter

Geiger-Muller tube

Radioactivity

Nixie

Readout

If time permit, experiments with I
tectors should be performed: hoc
should be given.

The many different applications of
that the student has a firm grasp of

Semi-conductor
Crystal structure
Valence electrons
Covalent bonds
Coping, P -type. N-type
Holes

Motion pictures provide an effici
physics of semi-conductors and se



Suggestions for Student Activity

I=M

ON STUDY OF TUBES (A)
the physical and electrical features of several diodes.
pentodes.

!the
DEFLECTION (E)

rthe construction of an electron gun,
alitativeiy electrostatic and magnetic deflection of the
am.

Discussion

If time pen nits, experiments with light-sensitive devices and radiation de-
tectors should be performed; however, demonstration of these devices
should be given.

The many different applications of the cathode ray tube make it desirable
That tile student has a firm grasp of its operating fundamentals.

Motion pictures provide an efficient meal s of communicating the basic
physics of semi-conductors and semi-conductor devices.

/k3



DIVISION 2: Electronics
I

UNIT: 2.2 E

222 Semi-
conductor devices

(continued)

68

Element Cro
Refer

2222 1 P-N junction construction
and electrical properties

2222? Characteristics curve
2222 3 Special diodes: zener,

tunnel, photo

2223 1 Basic transistor types:
PNP and NPN

2223 2 Theory of operation
222' 3 Transistor parameters
2223 4 Power types
2223 5 Comparison of the transistor

and the vacuum tube
2223 6 S.C.R.

221.1
23 1

231.3
221.3

1113.5
233.8
',:42 1

111.5

2212.2
232.3
232.4
232.5

232.6
232.7

1411.4
232.8

2224 1 Varistor, varactor,
thermistor, phototran3istor,
unijunction transistor

2224 2 Fie:d effect transistors:
FET. MOSFET

1113.5
1115.2



UNIT: 2.2 Electron Devices

Element

2222.1 PN junction: construction
and electriccl properties

2222.2 Characteristics curve
2222.3 Special diodes: zener,

tunnel, photo

Cross-
Reference

221.1
23 1

231.3
221.3

1113.5
233.8
242.1

Fundamentals

Unidirectional flow (C)
Biasing

Variation of conductivity
with light

Negative resistance (C)

2223.1 Basic transistor types:
PNP and NPN

2223.2 Theory of operation
2223.3 Transistor parameters
2223.4 Power types
2223.5 Comparison of the transistor

and the vacuum tube
2223.6 S.C.R.

111.1 Amplification (C)
111.5

2212.2 DI,. Al,.
232.3 =
232.4 Al,. All,
232.5

232.6
232.7

1411.4
232.8

Property changes due to
environmental variation

2224 1 Varistor, varactor,
thermistor, phototransistor,
undurction transistor

2224.2 Field effect transistors:
FET, MOSFET

1115.2
Nonlinea:ity (C)

Negative resistance {C)



Technical Terms

Junction
Barrier voltage
Forward bias, reverse bias
Majority carriers,

minority carriers
Infection
Leakage current, avalanche
Zener effect
Tunnel diode
Photxlinde,
PhDlovoltac
PhrAoconductive

Suggestions for Student Activity

P-N JUNCTION CHARACTERISTICS (E)
measure and plot the characteristic curves of a semi-conductor

P-N diode.

PNP, NPN transistors
Emitter, hase, collector
Bias f,urrent

Parameter
Collector dissipation
Heat sink

Silicon control led rectifier
Thyristor
Trian
Phototiansistor

TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS (E)
piot a family of collector curves.
calculate the parer ...ters from the curves.

S.C.R. CHARAC1ERISTICS (El
determine and plot the characteristics of a typical S.C.R.

Varistor
Varactor
lhermistor; temperature

coefficient
Photoconductive and

photovoltaic
Field effect transistors

NONLINEAR DEVICES (E)
illustrate the operation of one or more of these devices:

thermistor, photovoltaic, cell and varistor.

"H" parameters should be int
Thyratrons should be mentic
their relative obsolescence.

Although little time Is availat.
should keep abreast of appli
this area as developments wa



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

TION CHARACTERISTICS (E)
re and plot the characteristic curves of a semi - conductor

TOR CHARACTERISTICS (E)
Ifamlly uf collector curves.
rte the parameters from the curves.

.HARACTERISTICS {E)
mine and plot the characteristics of a typical S.C.R.

F

/5INI11f=1110i

"H" parameters should be Introduced as equivalents to a and 13.
Thyratrons should be mentioned but need not be emphasized because of
their relative obsolescence.

:AR DEVICES (E) Although little time is available for the study of these devices, the teacher
ilte the operation of one ur more of these devices: should keep abreast of applications and attempt to evolve his course In
Dr, photovoltaic, cell ar,d varistor. this area as developments warrant.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics

70

UNIT: 2.3 Basic E

Section Element Cro
Refer

23.1 Circuits
using diodes

2311.1 Half-wave

2311.2 Transformer type

2311 3 Cascade voltage doubler

2311.4 Bridge type

222

1522
153

2.
2

123.
17.

1315
1412.

1532,
162.

2312.1 Diode clipper

232.2 Diode clamp

2312,3 (lode ['miter

221
222



UNIT: 2.3 Basic Electronic Circuits

Element

2311.1 Half-wave

2311.2 Transformer type

2311.3 Cascade voltage doubler

2311.4 Bridge type

Cross.
Reference

Fundamentals

.1111.7MINIMM11_111Mri. .1=1=n1MEM,

222 2 Unidirectional flow
221.1 Enerr y storage

1522.3 Filter
153.4 Time constants

2.4 Regulation
2.5

123.1
17.1

1315.2
1412.6
1532.4
162.1

2312.1 Diode clipper

2312.2 Diude clamp

2312.3 Diode limiter

221.1 Polarity sensing
222.2 Biasing

Amplitude limiting



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Dis

as-MilliIMV
Filter capacitor and

choke
Swinging choke
Half-wave, full-wave
Brute force filter
Pi filters
Choke input arid

capa...i tor input
Ripple
Reguletton
P.I V. and P.R.V.
Bleeder
Power trr nsfor the-

TYPICAL POWER SUPPLIES (E) (0)
make measurements of typical power supplies with respect to

waveforms, voltages and regulations.

Clipper CLIPPING (E) (0)
PLIses: positive, and examine clipping action.

nog 'fiver ping
CLAMPING (E)Bias voltage

observe clamp action in a voltage doubler.
Clamp
Shunt rectifier
Voltage excursion

Amplitude limitinc,
Biased limiter

Comparison between rectifier dr
presen'ed as demonstrations.



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

. POWER SUPPLIES (E) (0)
measurements on typical power supplies with respect to
ns, voltages and regulations,

3 (E) (0)
ne clipping action.

NG (E)
re clamp action in a voltage doubler.

=NM S
Comparison between rectifier circuits and between filter circuits can Le
presented as demonstrations.

/47 71



DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.3 Basic Elec

Section Element

23.1 Cirvniits
using diodes
(continued)

72

2313.1 Zener diode

2313.2 Design considerations ,)1
simple zener regulating
circuit

2314.1 Diode AM detector

2314.2 FosterSeeley detector 10)

2314.3 Razro detector (0)

Croi
Refere

2222.3

242.3

2324.2
2431.1

243.21

2324.4
1511.3

243.3

2324.4
243.3



UNIT: 2.3 Basic Electronic Circuits

Element

11rUUINKXNfVllo,iME=11V

Zener diode

2313.2 Design cons:derations of
simple zenor regulating
circuit

Cross-
Reference

2722.3

242.3

Fundamentalsa
The zener effect

2314.1 Diode AM detector

2314.2 Foster-Seeley detector (0)

2314.3 Ratio detector (0)

2324.2 Rectification
2431.1 Modulation

243.2 Demodulation
Filters

2324,4
1511.3
243.3

2324.4
243.3



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Zenor action
Avalanche, thermal

runaway

VOLTAGE REGULATION (E)
test a zener regulating circuit.

Non linearity
Rectifier
Modulation
Demodulation
Carrier
AM

Bandwidth
Phase angle

Vector

Phasor

Frequency modulation

SIMPLE DIODE DETECTION (E)
use of simple tuned circuit and semiconductor to detect AM

signals.

CONVENTIONAL DETECTOR CIRCUIT (1)
examine waveforms end voltages in the conventional AM de-

tector circuit.

ADJUSTMENT OF FM DETECTORS (E) (0)
examine the operation of an FM detector and adjust the tuned

circuits observing the response curve.

Gas diodes should be ment
relative obsolescence.

The concept of modulation i.
confined merely to communi
vides the most familiar and h
The teacher may be able to c
demodulation must be accom

Frequency modulation and d
be appreciated by the more c



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

AGE REGULATION (E)
t a zener regulating circuit.

LE DIODE DETECTION (E)
e of simple tuned circuit and sealiconductor to detect AM
Is.

ENTIONAL DETECTOR CIRCUIT (E)
amine waveforms and voltages In the conventional AM de-
r circuit.

STMENT OF FM DETECTORS (E) (0)
amine the operation of an FM detector and adjust the tuned
its observing the response curve.

Gas diodes should be mentioned but not emphasized because of their
relalli,e obsolescence.

The concept of modulation is an important one in electronics and is not
confined merely to communications applications, although the latter pro-
vides the most familiar and hence probably the most motivating examples.
The teacher may be able to convey to the student that both modulation and
demodulation must be accomplished by the use of nonlinear elements.

Fr( iuency modulation and demodulation are more difficult topics but can
be appreciated by the mote capable students.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics

Section

23.2 Circuits using
amplifying devices

74

UNIT: 2.3 Basic Ele

Element

2321.1 Amplifying action of the
grounded cathode circuit

Cros
Refere

221.2
2323.1

2321.2 Graphical analysis: load 2323.2
lines, classes of operation

2321.3 Methods of biasing 153.4
2323.3

2321.4 Equivalent circuit for an
amplifier

2321.5 Frequency response of 153.4
R-C amplifiers

2321.6 Cathode follower 2323.1

2321.7 D.C. amplifiers 242.3

2321.8 Inductance loaded 152.4

2321.9 Grounded grid amplifier 2323.1



UNIT: 2.3 Basic Electronic Circuits

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

2321.1 Amplifying action of the
grounded cathode circuit

221.2
2323.1
2.4,2.5

2321.2 Graphical analysis: load 2323.2
lines, classes of operation

2321.3 Methods .nf biasing

2321.4 Equivalent circuit for an
amplifier

2321.5 Frequency response of
R-C amplifiers

Amplification

Graphical representation of
characteristics

Fidelity: distortion
Operating point

153.4 Biasing
2323.3

Equivalent circuits

gain RL

rj, + RL

153.4 Frequency response

2321.6 Cathode follower 2323.1

2321.7 D.C. amplifiers 242.3

2321.8 Inductance loaded 152.4

2321.9 Grounded grid amplifier 2323A

impedance matching
Feedback (C)

/17



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Voltage amplifier
Plate load
Supply voltage
Bias
Signal voltage
Phase inversion
Characteristic curves
Load line, operating

point
Input and output signals
Phase inversion
Class of operation
IA, B, C etc.)
Distortion, cut-off

Fixed bias, self bias
Cathode, grid leak bias
Contact bias
Equivalent circuit

Frequency response
Time constant

Degeneration, feedback
Phase splitter
Impedance matching

L.C. amplification

"Elliptical" cad line

Arr

THE TRIODE AMPLIFIER (E)
analysis of D.C. and A.C. conditions in an operating amplifier amplifier circuits.

circuit.
measuring stage gain.

Some of the elements listec

DESIGN AND TEST OF A SIMPLE AMPLIFIER (E)
use graphical analysis to design a simple triode amplifier and to

set up the circuit to confirm the design practically.

AMPLIFIER FREQUENCY RESPONSE (E)
plot the frequency response of a single stage R-C coupled

amplifier.

CATHODE FOLLOWER (E)
confirm the theory of operation.

Graphical analysis and des
tronic theory. The student sh

The equivalent circuit for
Equivalent circuits for trans
only be attempted if the tea

Inductance loading, while n
former - ,waded power amplifi
may go abr' supply voltage



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

E AMPLIFIER (E) Some of the elements listed here are equally applicable to semIcondui..tor
of D.C. and A.C. conditions in an operating amplifier amplifier circuits.

g stage gain.

D TEST OF A SIMPLE AMPLIFIER (E)
?lice analysis to design a simple triode amplifier and to
ircuit to confirm the design practically.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (E)
frequency response of a single stage R-C coupled

FOLLOWER (E)
he theory of operation.

Graphical analysis and design aro. powerful aids to understanding elec-
tronic theory. The student should appreciate its importance.

The equivalent circuit for a vacuum tube amplifier is a useful concept.
Equivalent circuits for transistors are somewhat more difficuit and should
only be attempted if the teacher is convinced of their value to the student.

Inductance loading. while not common, is a good preparation for trans-
formerloaded power amplifiers. Note, that under signal conditions the plate
may go above supply voltage.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics

111M,MMINI

76

UNIT: 2.3 Basic Ele

Section l Element Cros
Ref ere

23.2 Circuits using
amplifying devices

(continued)

2322.1 Comparison between
voltage and power
amplification

2322.2 Transformer loaded

23223 Push-pull power
Stage: configuration and

advantages

215.1

111.6

17.1

2411

241.3

2323.1 Basic configurations and
their amplifying actions

2323.1

2323.6
2323.2 Graphical analysis:

load lines, classes of
operation

2323.9

2323.3 Methods of biasing 23212

2321.3



UNIT: 2.3 Basic Electronic Circuits

Element

2322 f Comparison between
voltage and power
amplification

'322.2 Transformer loaded

2322.3 Push-pull power
Stage: configuration and

advantages

Cross.
Reference

Fundamentals

215.1

111:5

17.1

241.2

241.3

Z,,

= 10 log

T,

T,

P,,,,1

PI,,

Push-pull action
Distortion

2323.1 Basic configurations and
their amplifying actions

2323.1

2323.6
2323.2 Graphical analysis:

load lilies, classes of 2323.9

operation 1.4,2,5

2323.3 Methods of biasing 2321.2

2321.3

Amplification

Graphical representation

Biasing
Stability

/6/



Technical Term=

=we

Power amplifier, ttfc e POWER AMPLIFIER (f)
ratings measure the power gain of a power amplifier.

single ended stage
push-pull stage.

Suggestions for Student Activity Disc

:1111VII.1111

Plate and screen
dissipation

Decibels
Single-ended, push-pull
Impedance matching
Inductance loading
Optirnum loading
Distortion: harmonic
intermodulation

Common-base, emitter TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS (E)
collector I measure the amplifying of transistor amptifiers in the three

Input/output Impedance basic configurations.
Characteristic curves

AMPLIFIER DESIGN (E)Lead line, operating
point design graphically a typical amplifier circuit.

Class A, 8 etc. test the design practically

Fixed bias, self bias BIAS CIRCUIT DESIGN (E)
Bias stabilization design and test a typical bias circu t that provides stabilization.
Thermal stability and

runaway

Equivalent circuits for transistors
tubas. Their introduction is not rec

See discussion" on graphical ana



ggestions for Student Activity Discussion

LIFIER (E)
e power gain of a power amplifier.
id stage
Cage.

AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS (E)
le amplifying of transistor amplifiers in the three
ations.

ESIGN (E)
ihicaliy a typical amplifier circuit.
sign practically.

T DESIGN (E)
test a typical bias circuit that provides stabilization.

Equivalent circuits for transistrrs are rnore difi'cult than those for vacuum
tubes. lheir introduction is not recommended.

See' discussion" on graphical analysis 2321.2.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.3 Basic E

Section Element

23.2 Circuits using
amplifying devices

(continued)

2323.4 Methods of coupling: 2.4
R-C, transforn-der, direct

2

2323.5 Phase Inversion and 2

complementary symmetry
1

2323.6 Power amplifier
2.4

2324.1 Application of
resonant circuits

2324.2 Nature of AM signals
21

2324.3 AM r f. and f.f. circuits (01 21

2324.1 Nature of FM signals (0) 23
23



if

UNIT: 2.3 Basic Electronic Circuits

VP

Element

2323.4 Methods of coupling:
P-C, transformer, direct

2323.5 Phase inversion and
complementary symmetry

2323.6 Pov.-o amplifier

Cross-
Referencea
2.4,2.5

241.2
241.3

111.6

2.4,2.5

Fundamentals

Frequency response

Complementary symmetry

Decibel
Distortion

power out
db = 10 log

power in

2324.1 Application of 1542
resonant circuits 154A 1 X0 L=

2 77 1/LC

243.1 B.W. =

2324 2 Nature of AM .7;gnals 231.4
2152.2

2324.3 AM r.f. and i f. circuits (0) 2152.3

2324.4 Nature of FM signals (0) 2314.2 Selectivity
2314.3 Modulation

Modulation



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity
.91101

Input loading. mismatch
Diode bias-stabilizakion
Cross-over distortion
Frequency response

Paraphase amplifier
Phase splitter
Complementary symmetry

emitter follower

Power gain, decibel
Single-ended, trai,sformer-

less
Collector dissipation,
Heat sink

Disc

PHASE INVERSION tE)
trace the signal amplitude and phase in phase inverter circuits

employing conventional methods as well as complementary
symmetry.

POWER AMPLIFIER (E)
test the power gain of an audio output stage.

Tuned input and outwit
R.F. and I.F. amplifier
Selectivity, bandwidth
Cr igoal coupling

Amplitude modulation.
carrier

Modu!ating frequency
Sidebands, per cent

modulation
Sensitivity, signal-

to-noise ratio
Intermediate frequency
Frequency modulation
Sidebands, carrier,

deviation, centre
frequency

Modulation index

/4,

TUNED CIRCUITS (E)
examine the response or r tuned circuit to various input signals.

TUNED AMPLIFIERS (E)
examine the response of a tuned amplifier to various fre-

quencies.
tune the stage to a given frequency.

The circuits listed for 7.:.12.4 to 232
semiconductor versions.

R.F. amplifiers .should not be omit
studied.



ggestione for Student Activity Discussion

SION (E)
final amplitude and phase in phase inverter circuits
nventional methods as well as com;alementary

!FIER (E)
,er gain of an audio outpJ: stage.

ZITS (E)
respon'e of a tuned circuit to various input signals.

The circuits listed for 232.4 to 232.7 may be taught in both vacuum tube and
semiconductor versions.

IFIERS (E) R.F. amplifiers shined not be omitted if radio receivers (S .tion 24.3) are
a response of a tuned amplifier to various fre- studied.

ge to a civen frequency.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics

111111KSection

23.2 Circuits using
amplifying devines

(continued)

"AI

UNIT: 2.3 Basic Ele

Element

2324 5 FM R F and I F circuits (0)

2324 6 FM limiter (0)

2324 7 Mixer (0)

Cm
Refe re

2325 1 Conditions for sJstained
oscillations

2325 2 L-C types

2325 3 Crystal controlled (0)

2325.4 ypes

2325 5 Negative resistance types

2325 6 R-C sine wave

2326 1 Non sinusoidal waveforms

154.2
154.4

1326.2
1513.1

24.3
1312.3

25.4
154.2
1541.

1:13.6

153.4
2451.4

253.1
1514.2

254.1



UNIT: 2.3 Basic Electronic Circuits

Element
Cross-

Reference
Fundamentals

2324.5 FM Z.F. and I.F. circuits (0)

2324.6 FM limiter (0)

2324.7 Mixer (0)

154.2
154.4

Limiting

Heterodyne

2325.1 Conditions fur sustained 13262 Feedback systems (C)
oL 1513.1cillations Negative resistance

Oscillation
24.3 Resonance (C)

2325.2 L-C types 13121
25.4

f
1

, 22
154.4

" r2325.3 Crystal controlled (0)
154

1113.5
2325.4 Types

153.4 Piezoelectric crystal
2451.4 characteristics

2325.5 Negative resistance types 253.1
1514.2

2325.6 R-C sine wave 254.1 Negative resistance

2326.1 Non - sinusoidal waveforms 1514,3 Fourier analysis



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

First-order sidebands
Overcoupling, wideband

Amplitude limitation

Non linearity, heterodyne
Converter

FM ALIGNMENT (E)
use a sweep generator to align an FM I.F. amplifier.

Oscillator, feedback
regeneration,
degeneration

Tank circuit, damping
Hartley, colpitts

Resonance, 0
Crystal, quartz, X cut,

Y cut, AT cut
Nonsinusoidal
Multivibrator, relaxation

and '3Iocking oscillators

Tunnel diode, transitron

Wien bridge, phase shift

L-C OSCILLATORS (E)
set up, observe and make measurements on one or more types

of L-C oscillators.

OTHER OSCILLATORS (E)
set up, observe and make measurements on one or more types

of crystal, R-C or negative resistance oscillators.

070

The fundamental conditions r
amplitude should be grasped b

At least one L-C and one R-C
allow the student a good ins
quency, waveshape, and stabi '

TV, C.R.O. and radar circuit,
many of these waveforms.

The teacher should be aware
need not be fully conversant v



suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

AENT (E)
:ep generator to align an FM I.F. amplifier.

ATORS (E)
serve and make measurements on one or more types
)tors.

II.LA1ORS (E)
serve and make measurements on one or more types
C or negative resistance oscillators.

The fundamental conditions requiring feedback in the correct phase and
ampli .ude should be grasped by the student.

At least one 1.-C and one R-C type should be studied in enough depth to
allow the student a good insight into the design features governing fre-
quency, waveshape, and stability.

TV, C.R.O. and radar circuits provide a ready source for demonstrating
cncly of these waveforms.

The teacher should be aware of what can he done with Fourier analysis but
need not be fully conversant with the mecnanics of its use.

/7/ 81



DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.3 Basic Ele

Section to Element

82

IMAir".

23.2 Circuits using
amplifying devices

(continued)

Cross
Reteren

2326.2 Pulse forming and
shaping

244.2
245.1

2326.3 Triggered circuits 25.3

2326.4 Simple electronic
digital counter

2327.1 AND gate

2327.2 OR gate

2327.3 Inverter circuits

24.4

2328.1 Simple static switch 1411A
2223.6

?328.2 Simple gate current control 242.3

2328 3 Phase control of gate 242.2

current 151.3
2328.4 Trigger control of gate

current



UNIT: 2.3 Basic Electronic Circuits

Element Cross.
Reference

2326 2 Pulse forming and 244.2
shaping 245.1

2326 3 Triggered circuits 25.3

2326 4 Simple electronic
digital counter

2327 1 AND gate

2327 2 OR gate

2327 3 inverter circuits

Fundamentals

Bistable circuits

Triggered cycling

24.4 AB = A and B

A + 8 = A or B

Cumulative Laws
Associative Laws
Distributive Laws
DeMorgan's Theorem
A not A

2328.1 Simple static switch

2328.2 Simple gate current control

2328 3 Phase control of gate
current

2328.4 Trigger control of gate
current

1411.1
2223.6

242.3
242.2

151.3

Phase relationships

Switching (C)

/x0



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Multivibrator, block ing
oscillator,
circuit, differentiation,
integration, clipping

Triggered circuit, astable
Monostable, bistable,

flip-flop
Synchronizing action

Di

PULSE FORMING AND SHAPING (E)
set up and examine the operation of two or more pulse forming

and shaping circuits.

TRIGGERED CIRCUITS (E)
set up a multivibrator and examine its operation when triggered

in the astable monostable and bistable modes.

LOGIC CIRCUITS (E)
set up and test some typical logic circuits and apply truth tables

to their operation where applicable.

Octave, decade

Trigger voltage
Retard angle
Phase control
Triggering current
Firing voltage

S.C.R. CIRCUITS (E)
set up simple S.C.R. circuits utilizing the various methods of

gate current control.

Development of the use of Kirc
tion circuit is valuable.

logic circuits are identical in

These cir its .. , , Ic from an
sonic dimmer r
student pr



Suggestions for Student Activity

ORMING AND SHAPING (E)
and examine the operation of two or more pulse forming
rag circuits.

ED CIRCUITS (E)
3 multivibrator and examine its operation when triggered
able monostable and bistable modes.

IRGUITS (E)
and test some typical logic circuits and apply truth tables
aeration where applicable.

RCUITS (E)
simple S.C.R. circuits utilizing the various methods of
nt control.

Discussion

Development of the use of Kirchhoff's Laws in the differentiation/integra-
tion circuit is valuable.

Logic circuits are identical in function with common switching device.a.

These circuits operate from ar F.C. source and control the current through
some load. The light dimmer circuit makes an inexpe:.sive "take home"
student project.

83



DIVISION 2: Electronics

Section

23.3 Special
Circuits (0)

84

UNIT: 2.3 Basic El

Element
Cr°

Refer

1115.

2333.1 Hall effect devices
used in gauss meter
applications

2333 2 Peltier effect used in
cooling devices

1113

2334.1 Gas diode relaxation
circuits

2334.2 Relay as a relaxation 21.1

device 253.1

2335.1 Elemenlary ideas of
infrared radiaticil

2335.2 Elementary concepts of
infrared detection



UNIT: 2.3 Basic Electronic Circuits

Element Cross-
Reference

2331 1 Magnetrons

2331 2 Klystrons, etc

2331 3 Travelling wave tuhps

2331 4 Cart:matrons

if21.1

1112.4

Fundamentals

"11111..
Electron Physics

1115.1 Low temperature effects

2333,1 Hall effect devices The Hall effect
used in gauss meter
applications

2333.2 Peltier effect used in 1113.4 The Peltier effect
cooling devices

2334 1 Gas diode relaxation
circuits

2334.2 Relay as a relaxation
device

21.1
253.1

Ionization of gases

2335.1 Elementary ideas of Infrared radiation
infrared radiation

2335.2 Elementary concepts of
infrared dete:tion

177



Technical Terms

Wavegu ides
Parabolic reflectors

Suggestions for Student Activity Dis,

MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY (A)
research one or more of the areas indicated.

Superconductivity

'Frigistor'

Striking, sustaining and
extinguishing voltages

Self-interruption of coil
current. Timing control

(with coil shunt capacitor)

RELAXATION CIRCUITS (E)
design and build a :awtooth gas diode relaxation oscillator.
operate a relay as a vibrator or buzzer, and reduce the race of
operation by using capacitor and series resistance.

Infrared detection INFRARED TECHNIQUES (A)
du a research project with technical report.

/ 77

It is suggested that all topics it
laneous Circuits) be listed as
formed of current development a
which are becoming more Mipor!
feel free to introduce unlisted
development are bec ming import

Very brief treatment of topics ii

student should be aware o. the E!
It is likely that some of the der
available as working models in scl



ggestions for Student Activity Discussion

TECHNOLOGY (A)
or more of the areas Indicated.

CIRCUITS (E)
1.tild a sawtooth gas diode relaxation oscillator.
lay as a vibrator or buzzer, and reduce the rate of
using capacitor and series resistance.

::HNIOUES (A)
h project with technics! report.

It is suggested that all topics in this section (23.3 Special and Miscel-
laneous Circuits) be listed as OPTIONAL. The teacher should keep in-
formed of current development and should increase the emphasis on topics
which a:'e becoming more important in the field. The teacher should also
feel free to intr.-duce unlisted topics which because of technoIagical
development are ,..ecoming important in electronics.

Very brief treatment of topics in this section should be sufficient. The
student should be aware of the elementary ideas and principles involved.
It is likely that some of the devices mentioned here will not Le readily
available as working models in school laboratories.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics

Section

UNIT: 2.3 Basic El

Element
Ref

23.3 Special
Circuits (0)
(continued)

86

2336.1 Hear sensitive delays
or timing devices

2336.2 Mechanical delays
and timing circuits

2336.3 Electronic delays and timing circuits

242

2337.1 Types of transmission
lines

2337.2 Theory of transmission
lines

2338.1 Tunnel diode oscillator 222



UNIT: 2.3 Basic Electronic Circuits

Element Cross-
Reference

2336.1 Heat sensitive delays
or timing devices

2336.2 Mechanical delays
and timing circuits

2336.3 Electronic delays and timing circuits

2424.2

155.4

Fundamentals

Time constant

2337.1 Types of transmission Wave theory
lines Energy propagation

2337 2 Theory of transmission
lines

2338.1 Tunnel diode oscillator 2222.3 Negative resistance



Technical Term Suggestions for Student Activity Dis

Bimetal operated delay
switches

Dashpot solenoid, clock-
work delays and timers

R-C and R-L delay
circuits, electronic
clock and counter
circuits

TIME DELAY STUDY (A) The time delay study could be dor
compare various timing circultr with construction and testing of s

Coaxial T line; open-wire
T line

Standing ...raves
Current nodes and loops
Voltage nodes and loops
Characteristic Z,,

if 9

Transmission line theory can
presentations using Grade 12 mai

Students should be familiarized
by observing or using them. 0:
voltage measurements and calcu;



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

LAY STUDY (A) The time delay study could be done as a student research project, complete
with construction and testing of several types.ire various timing circuits.

Transmission line theory can involve higher mathematics; however,
presentations using Grade 12 mathematics can be meaningful.

Students should be familiarized with some of the common types of T fines
by observing or using them. Open-wirr lines are ideal for current and
voltage me.,.surements and calculation of 4.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics

8E

Section

24.1 Audio
Amplifiers

/f#

UNIT: 2.4 Ele

Element

2411.1 Human ear

C
Ref

111

2411.2 Loudspeaker

2411.3 Microphone

2411.4 Phonograph cartridge

13:
24'

2

111'
111'
24

2411.5 Tape heads; recording 244
and playback 245

2412.1 Block diagram of 23
monaural amplifiers 23



2411.1 Human ear

UNIT: 2.4 Electronic Systems

Element

2411.2 Loudspeaker

2411.3 Microphone

2411.4 Phonograph cartridge

2411.5 Tape heads; recording

Cross.
Reference Fundamentals.11.

111.6 Energy Transduction (C)

132.1
241.2

24.3

1113.6
1113,3

241.2

1113.6
1113.3

db gain = 10 log

20 log

Motor principle

Rat

Piezoelectric effect
Generator principle

2443.5 Information storage
and playback 2452.2

PI

E1,,

2412,1 Brock diagram of
monaural amplifiers

232.3 Amplification
232.2 Feedback

/)6



Technicrl Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Transducer, logarithmic
response

Bel, decibel, voluma unit
phon

Speaker impedance, power
rating, frequency
response, resonance

Enclosure, baffle

Types: dynamic, crystal,
ceramic, carbon

Patterns: c&rdioid. omni-
directional

Monaural, stereo, s ylus
pressure, tracking

Tape speed-- multitracL
Erase, bias
Ferric oxide

THE LOUDSPEAKER (E)
examine physical construction.
observe the effects of baffles and enclost':es.
make electrical measurements of audio power.

MICROPHONES (E)
examine and use various types.

PHONOGRAPH CARTRIDGE (E)
check for wear.
set pressure.

I examine electrically.

TAPE RECORDER (E)
record and playback information from various sr..Jrces.
examine electrically input, output, and bias signals.

Preamplifier. °Writ stage
?hose inverter, si litter
Feedback circuit

Linear amplifier

/1G

The logarithmic response of t
frequency response should be (

Transformation of energy from
An elementary conception of I.,
tion on magnetic iron oxide ma

An elementary conception of tf
tion on magnetic iron oxide mat



uggestions for Student Activity Discussion

PEAKER (E)
hysical construction.
le effects of baffles and enclosures.
trical measurements of audio power.

IES (E)
rid use various types.

CARTRIDGE (E)
Near.
ire.
itctrically.

IDER (E)
playback information from various sources.

lectrically input, output, and bias signals.

The logarithmic response of the human ear to power variations and its
frequency response should be discussed.

Transformation of energy from one form to another is demonstrated here.
An elementary conception of the process of magnetically storing informa-
tion on magnetic iron oxide material should be given.

An elEmentary conception of the process of magnetically storing informa-
tion on magnetic iron oxide material should be given.

/J7 89



DIVISION 2: Electronics

24.1 Audio
Amplifiers
(continued)

90 /1?

UNIT: 2.4 El

Element

2412 2 Detailed system configura- 21

tion. and interstage
2

couprng niethods 2

2

2412.3 System specifications

2413.1 Tone control circuits

2413.2 Complex loudspeaker
systems

2413.3 Stereo systems

2413.4 Feedback circuits



UNIT: 2.4 Electronic Systems

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

'..=1111^
2412,2 Detailed system configura-

tions and interstage
coupling methods

..,1!
2321.5

2322.3
2323.4
2323.6

2412,3 System specifications Intermodulation

db 10 log P"

2413.1 Tone control circuits

2413.2 Complex loudspeaker
systems

2413.3 Stereo systems

2413.4 Feedback circuits

153.5
153.6

Filters

232.5 Dimensional perception

/fr



RI

Techr,:-al Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Discu.=6.
Coupling: R-C, transfo mer,

dilect
Configurations: push-pull,

single- ended,
phase inverter,
phase splitter,
complern;ntary symmetry

Frequency response,
bandwidth
intermoduration
distortion

Harmonic distortion,
noise level, power rating

AMPLIFIER DESIGN (E)
design and "breadboard" a simple two stage system incorpora-

ting voltage amplifier and output stage.
confirm design by measuring voltages, bias, gain, frequency

response, etc.

AMPLIFIER TEST (E)
test a high fidelity amplifier for harmonic and intermodulation

distortion and power output.

Tone control, bass, treble
roll-off, boost

Tweeter, woofer, coaxial
crossover, reverberations

Balance

/90

HIGH FIDELITY EXPERIMENT (E) (0)
observe subjectively the operation of a "hi-fi" amplifier com-

pared with limited bandNidth amplifiers.
observe subjectively the operation of stereo amplifiers.

.11Imimff_m

The relationship between power out:
is important.

The student should be aware of the
the industry.



uggestions for Student Activity Discussion

DESIGN (E)
d "breadboard" a simple two stage system incorpora-
amplifier and output stage.
esign by measuring voltages, bias, gain, frequency
c.

TEST (E)
h fidelity amplifier for harmonic and intermodulation
id power output.

ITY EXPERIMENT (E) (0)
_,bjectively the operation of a "hi-fl" amplifier corn-
nited bandwidth amplifiers.
ubjectivety the operation of stereo amplifiers.

The relationship between power output and subjective loudness in decibels
is important,

The student should be aware of the wide variety of specifications used in
the industry.



DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.4 Elect

Section Element

24.2 Industrial
Control

92 /

Cross
Relferen

2421.1 Simple on-off controls

2421.2 Lighting control

2421.3 Alarm systems

2421.4 Counting and sorting

2421.5 Filling, weighing. sorting

2421.6 Photovoltaic supplies

2421.7 Motion picture sound track

21.1

2326.4

1113.5

2422.1 S.C.R. applications

2422.2 Thyratron and ignitron
applications

2422.3 Torque and speed controls

2423.1 Series regulated power
supply

2423.2 Shunt regulated power
supply

2.123 3 Applications in
industrial D.C. supplies

2423.4 Regulation of light,
temperature, speed,
humidity

1411.4

151.3

232.8
1.4

242.3
231.3

231.1

232.8



UNIT: 2.4 Electronic Systems

Element

2421.1 Simple on-off controls

2421 2 Lighting control

2421.3 Alarm syslems

2421.4 Counting and sorting

2421.5 Filling, weighing, sorting

2421.6 Photovoltaic supplies

2421.7 Motion picture sound track

2422.1 S.C.R. applications

2422.2 Thyratron and ignitron
applications

2422.3 Torque and speed controls

Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

21.1 Light sensitivity of chemicals
Photovoltaic effect
Conversion of energy

2326.4

1113.5

1411.4

151.3

232.8
1.4

Phase relationships
Torque-speed-power relationships

2423.1 Series regulated power 242.3
supply 231.3

2423 2 Shunt regulated power 231.1
supply

2423.3 Applications in
industrial D.C. supplies

2423.4 Regulation of light, 232.8
temperature, speed,
humidity

Comparator bridge



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Disct

Photoelectric INDUSTRIAL PHOTOELECTRIC SYSTEM (E)
Photoemissive, mock-up and test a simple photoelectric control system.

Photoconductive, PROJECTION PHOTOELECTRIC SYSTEM (E)
photocathode, examine and test the operation of a motion picture projector's
photovoltaic photoelectric audio system.

Counter EWE
Constant-torque-variable-

speed

MOTOR CONTROL (E)
demonstrate electronic motor control.

Pass components
Reference voltage,

current sensing
Line regulation, load

reguiat:on
Null amplifier

/9#

SERIES REGULATED POWER SUPPLY (E)
test the operation of a regulated power supply containing series,

pass amplifiers, voltage reference devices and error amplifying
circuits.

While thyratrons and ignitrons has
devices their similarity to S.0
consideration feasible.

A commercial panel is desirable
control.

Industrial systems which regulate c
are very common. Except for the se
form of voltage or current regulatil
might be suggested to the studs,
amplifiers, and S.C.R.'s.



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion
II1=.==1.

L PHOTOELECTRIC SYSTEM (E)
and test a simple photoelectric control system.

N PHOTOELECTRIC SYSTEM (E)
and test the operation of a motion picture projector's
c audio system.

INTROL (E)
ate electronic motor control.

LILATED POWER SUPVLY (E)
)eration of a regulated power supply containing series,
ers, voltage reference devices and error amplifying

While th,,,atrons and ignitrons have not bean considered under el.ntron
devices their similarity to S.0 R.'s in function should make a very brief
consideration feasible.

A commercial panel is desirable when demonstrating electronic motor
control.

Industrial systems which regulate quantities such as light and temperature
are very common. Except for the sensors or transducers, most utilize some
form of voltage or current regulation. The wide variety of methods in use
might be suggested to the student by examining systems using linear
amplifiers, and S.C.R.'s.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics

Section

24.2 Industrial
Control

(continued)

24.3 Radio
Receivers

94 M

41.Fils
,

42.4.11)fitiding,

vrmipialimmw.
ff;', 1 4

.h .

c 24;4 TO receiver -.4-.-..

:?,E).;,t.,

4

IIMMIIM1

Eiement

UNIT: 2.4 Hee

Cros
Ref ere

2424.1 Electronics in
resistance welding

2424.2 Electronics in arc
welding

111.6
1411.4
233.6

2425.1 Dielectric heating
applications 1531.5

2425 2 ::-.diction heating 1116.2
applications

171.7

2431.1 AM carrier

2431.2 Block diagram

2431.3 Detailed circuit study

2324.2

2434804 2432.1 Block diagram and basic 2324.2
theory



Element

UNIT: 2.4 Electronic Systems

Cross.
Reference

Fundamentals

2424.1 Electronics in
resistance welding

2424.2 Electronics in arc
welding

111.6

1411.4

233.6

Phase relationships

Fusion of metals

2425.1 Dielectric heating
applications 1531.5

2425.2 Induction heating 1116.2
applications

171.7

Dielectric losses

Eddy current losses
Pysteress los,es

2431.1 AM carrier

2431.2 Block diagram

2431.3 Detailed circuit study

alsos4stroxiv,4- A
Ou r 2432.1 Block diagram and basic

theory

2324 2

2324.2

Resonance

Selectivity (C)

Intermodul Jtion

Heterodyr,e

Systems approach

/77



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Di!

WELDING CONTROL (E)
operate and test an electronic welding timer circuit.

HIGH FREQUENCY HEATING (A)
research and report on one or more industrial applications of

high irequenny heating.

Emphasis should be placed on
avoided.

Herd trips would be useful in o
many kinds,

Selectivity, sensitivity,
detection, sidebands

CONSTRUCT AND TEST A "CRYSTAL SET" (E)
set up a simple diode detector with tuned circuit, observe wave-

form and listen w performance.

Heterodyne, mixer,
superheterodyne,
converter

Intermediate frequency.
Image frequency

Sidebands

HETERODYNE EXPERIMENT (E)
experiment to show that a non-linearity must he present to

produce heterodyning.

Two signals in the 20-22 KHZ (al
fed through a linear (high fidelit
tone. Application of a diode ac
difference frequency to be heard
the mixing of two signals in a n
ference components.



uggestions for Student Activity Discussion

ONTROL (E)
d test an electronic welding timer circuit.

JENCY HEATING (A)
Ind report on one or more industrial applications of
ty heating.

Emphasis should be placed on the use of losses which are normally
avoided.

Field trips would be useful In order to demonstrate industrial controls of
many kinds.

AND TEST A "CRYSTAL SET" (E)
nple diode detector with turned circuit, observe wave-
:n to performance.

EXPERIMENT (E) Two signals in the 20-22 KHZ range, mixed in a resistive network can be
to show that a non-linearity must be present to fed throLgh a linear (high fidelity) amplifier without producing an audible

odyning. tone. Application of a diode across the input will cause a tone at the
difference frequency to be heard. The student will thus become aware that
the mixing of two signals in a non-linear network produces sum and dif-
ference components.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.4 EIe

Section Element

24.3 Radio
Receivers

(continued)

96

C,
Ref(

2432.2 Detailed circuit study: 231,
R.F. section, oscillator, 23
mixer, A.G.C. 23:
detector, audio 231

23'

2432.3 Alignment (0) 25
25

2433.1 FM carrier 232

2433.2 Block diagram of the
FM receiver

231
231

23
23
23
23
23



UNIT: 2.4 Electronic Systems

Element Cross-
Reference Fundamentals

2432 2 Detailed circuit study:
R F section, oscillator,
mixer. IF ,AG C.
detector, audio

2314.1 Resonance
232.1 Selectivity (C)
232.3 Amplification
232.4 Oscillation
232.5 Modulation

2432 3 Alignment (0) 254.2
254.3

2433 1 FM carrier 2324.4 Resonance
Selectivity (C)
Amplification
Oscillation
Modulation

2433 2 Block diagram of the
FM receiver

2314.2
2314.3

232.1
232.2
232.3
232.4
232.5

Systems approach

N.W



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Tracking, image rejection SUPERHETERODYNE STUDY (E)
selectivity, sensitivity Observe the operation of and make measurements on the follow-

Automatic gain control Ing sections:
Bandwidth R.F. stage.

Converter stage.
I.F. stage.
Detector and A.G.G.
Audio stage.

Trimmer, padder ALIGNMENT OF SUPERHETERODYNE (E) (0)
align a superheterodyne using several standard techniques.

F requency modulation
No-signal noise ratio

FM RECEIVER (A)
Compare AM and FM receivers as to

Range of audio frequencies reproduced.
Ability to overcome electrical Interference.
Range of received signal.

This represents several exr
understanding of the superh

The student should be made

Discuss the advantages and

Critical bandwidth FM RECEIVER (E) The range of frequencies, as
Stagger tuning J examine the component layout and signal waveform of an FM understood. The sweepmark
A.F.C. receiver, this time.
Limiters
Detector s, discriminators



Suggestions for Student Activity Discussion

ERODYNE STUDY (E)
e operation of and make measurements on the follow-

e.
r stage.

and A.G.C.
age.

T OF SUPERHETERODYNE (E) (0)
uperheterodyne using several standard techniques.

ER (A)
M and FM receivers as to
audio frequencies reproduced.

o overcome electrical interference.
f received signal.

ER (E)
the component layout and signal waveform of an FM

This represents several experiments which are fundamental to thorough
understanding of the superheterodyne.

The student should be made familiar with both tube and transistor models.

Discuss the advantages and limitations of FM reception.

The range of frequencies, as well as the function, of each block should be
understood. The sweep-marker generator could be effectively introduced at
this time.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics

Section Element

98

UNIT: 2.

24.4 Digital
Computers

2941.1 Eleotric91 advantages
of the binary system

2941.2 Binary counting

2941.3 Binary addition

2442.1 Binary electrical
circuits

2442.2 Binary counter

2442.3 Halfadder

?442.4 Ring counter

2442.5 Automatic control
systems

2443.1 Interblock information
Bowlines

2443.2 Input/output devices

2943.3 Arithmetic unit

2443.4 Control unit

2443.5 Memory storage unit



Element

2441.1 Electrical advantages
of the binary system

2441.2 Binary counting

2441.3 Binary addition

2442 1 Binary electrical
circuits

2442.2 Binary counter

2442.3 Half-adder

2442.4 Ring counter

2442.5 Automatic control
systems

2443.1 Interblock information
flowlines

UNIT: 2.4 Electronic Systems

Cross
Reference

Fundamentals

232.7 Number systems

Binary

232.6 Bistable devices
232.7

Automation

Computation

Systems approach

2443.2 Input/output devices Interfacing

2443.3 Arithmetic unit

2443.4 Control unit

2443.5 Memory storage unit

232.6
232.7

2411.5
Information storage

Memory (C)



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Binary numbers, base

Encoder, decoder
Octal representation

Bistable multivibrator,
flip-flop

Set, reset
Magnetic Core
Half-adder, full adder
Truth table
Ring counter

BINARY BASICS (E)
perform various tests on and become familiar with electrically

bistable units (relays, flip-flop, etc.) either consi:,-ucted by the
student or assembled from kits.

Two-state devices.
Basic counters.
Readouts.
Simple adders.

CONTROL SYSTEM MOCK-UP (E)
mock-up a syste,-n for control involving counting device.

Program, operation
Input device, arithmetic

unit, memory unit
Control unit, accumulator

output device

Punched, marked cards and
tapes, magnetic tapes

Card readers, key punch

Program, clock, pulser
Reed, reset, count

Register, address, hold
Magnetic cores, discs,

drums

COMPUTER OBSERVATION (E)
visit and observe a medium-to-large computer installation.

IIIPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES (E)
examine, prepare and read examples of tapes and cards.

INFORMATION STORAGE (E)
examine examples of storage devices.
use a bank of store devices to store data.

Computers and data processin
of electronic technology. The
study. However, the teacher s
as familiar with the functions
radio, amplifiers, and television

In order to maintain motivatie
the system under study perfor



tions for Student Activity Discussion

E)
tests on and become familiar with electrically
ys, flip-flop, etc.) either constructed by the

ed from kits.
s.

MOCK-UP (E)
11 for control Involving counting device.

VATION (E)
a medium-to-large computer installation.

VICES (E)
and read examples of tapes and cards.

ORACE (E)
es of storage devices.
rage devices to store data.

Computers and data processing are prominent as examples of the progress
of electronic technology. They provide excellent material for a systems
study, However, the teacher should be aware that the students will not be
as familiar with the functions of this type of equipment as they are with
radio, amplifiers, and television.

in order to maintain motivation, teachers will have to take steps to make
the system under study perform interesting and understandable functions.

0107
99



DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT:

Section Element

OMIM=IMMIA11121MYI

24.5 Television

100, gel

2451.1 Transmitted signal

2451.2 TV channel

2451,3 TV raster

2451.4 TV receive! Clock
diagram



UNIT: 2.4 Electronic Systems

kt

Cross.
Reference Fundamentals

-INMMI=7.1MINININMIIMEri

2451.1 Transmitted signal 2324.2
2324.4

2451.2 TV channel

Sequential scanning of object
Resolution
Z-axis modulation

Selectivity IC)

2451,3 TV raster 221.6 Luminescence
253.1 Time-base

Modulation

2454.4 TV receiver black 232.6 Systems approach
diagram 253.1



Technical Terms Suggebtions for Student Activity Di

Video, audio information
TV channels
Rerolution, vestigial

sidcband
Sound carrier, video carrier
bandwidth

VHF and UHF chewers
I.F. response curve
Video and audio carriers

.2 'I PelM1 ,
TRANSMITTED TV SIGNAL (E)

make use of a test pattern.
observe a composite video sIgnal.

Raster TV RASTER (E)
Frame L 9 quency observe the scanning lines of a raster.
Field frequency show the effect of horizontal and vertical oscillator adjustment.
Horizontal frequency
Interlaced scanning
"Ghost" Images

The TV receiver is an exceller
variety of different circuits. Ti
introduced.

Tuner TV RECEIVER BLOC( DIAGRAM (E) Safety should be stressed pa'
Video I.F. amplifier examine the signal waveforms at key test points of the TV system, to the Isolation syste,
Video detector and receiver (p). chassis from ground, a, .d the ra

amplifiers
Sync separator and

amplifier
A.F.C. Intercarrler
Horizontal and vertical
deflective circuits
"Pix"

olve



gestions for Student Activity

IV SIGNAL (E)
test pattern.
fposite video signal.

canning lines of a raster.
ct of horizontal and vertical oscillator adjustment.

LOCK DIAGRAM (E)
signal waveforms at !<ey test points of the TV

Discussion

The TV receiver is an excellent example of a system involving a wide
variety of different circuits. The "systems" approach can be profitably
intrcduced.

Gaiety should be stressed particularly in relation to the high voltage
system. to the isolation system, to the isolation of the transformerless
chassis from ground, and the handling of cathode ray tubes.



DIVISION 2: Electronics

Section

24.5 Television
(continued)

102 am

Element

2451.5 TV receiver crntrols

UNIT:

AN4.11.' ,t;

,i - 1' .

2452.1 Closed-circuit system
fundamentals

2452.2 Video tape recording

2452.3 TV broadcast
fundamentals



. 4 .

UNIT: 2.4 Electronic Systems

Element Cross-
Reference Fundamentals

2451.5 TV receiver controls 253.3

2452 1 Closed-circuit system
fundamentals

2452 2 Video tape recording

2452.3 TV broadcast
fundamentals

Synchronization (C)

Linearity

2411.5

2324.2

Systems approach

rnforrnation storage

Rediatlon



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Fine tuning control
Contrast control
Brightness control
Vertical hold control
Height control
Vertical linearity control
Width control
A.G.C. control

TV RECEIVER CONTROLS (E)
become familiar with th. main controls of a TV receiver.
observe the effect on the TV receiver of basic faults.

Monitor, camera
Coax1a1 cable

Bandwidth, UHF, VHF
Frequency allocation
Network operation
Rebroadcasting
Geographical coverage
Station interference

USE OF CLOSEDCIRCUII EQUIPMENT (E)
connect and use a closed-circuit TV system.

VIDEO TAPE RECORDING (E)
use a video tape recorder.

The student should he able ti
and theft function withi 1 the ti

Basic type of faults can be a-.1
tution of faulty tubes, or the
switches.

Since closed- circuit TV and \
common, the student should
principles.

Some of the general princip



uggestions for Student Activityp Discussion

13 CONTROLS (E)
miller with the main controls of a TV receiver.
Le effect on the TV receiver of lsic faults.

)SED-CIRCUIT EQUIPMENT (E)
id uFe a closed-circuit TV system.

: RECORDii:1 (E)
tape recorder.

The student should be able to recognize the purpose of the main controls
and their function within the blocks of the TV receiver.

Basic type of faJits can be introduced by the removal of tubes, the substi-
tution of fauity tubes, or the injection of circuit faults through a bank of
switches.

Since closed-circuit TV and video tape recording are becoming much more
common, the student should have some tamiliarity with the broad general
principles.

Some of the general principles of TV broadcasting should be considered.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics

Section Element

25.1 Conventional
meters (as used
in electronics)

104

2511.1 Importance of low drain by
voltmeters used in
electronic circuits

2511.2 Ammeters, mill [ammeters,
microammeters

212.1 Rectifier circuits for A.G.
half-wave and full-wave
bridges. The effects of
frequency, nonsinusoldal
waveform, superposition of
D.C. on A.G. effects of
diode noni inearity

2512.2 R.F. meters

2512.3 Special meters (VU, DB)

2513.1 The need for the VOM In
electronics

2513.2 Limitations, precautions
to be observed, advantages
and disadvantages with
respect to the VTVM



UNIT: 2.5 Test Equipment

Element Cross-
Reference

rundamentals

2511.1 Importance of low drain by
voltmeters used in
electronic circuits

2511.2 Ammeters, milliammeters,
microammaters

2512.1 Rectifier circuits for A.C.
half-wave and full-wave
bridges. The effects cf
frequency, nonsinusoldal
waveform, superposition of
D.C. on A.C. effects of
diode nonlinearity

IMME111111

12.1 Theory of measurements

1321.1
Motor principle

Sensitivity (C)

12.2 Fourier analysis of
nonsfnusoidal waveforms

Rectification
Superposition
Thermocoip!es

Logarithmic response

2512.2 R.F. meters 1113.4

2512.3 Special meters (VU, DB)
Pad

db = 10 log

2513.1 The need for the VOM In
electronics

'1513.2 Limitations, precautions
to be observed, advantages
and disadvantages with
respect to the VTVM

f22.2



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Moving coil resistance
Full-scale current
Ohms per volt rating
Circuit loading effect

COIL RESISTANCE TEST (E) (0)
determine the coil resistance of a microammeter. half-scale" method. Rem

The ohmmeter will dama

Volume unit, decif els FREQUENCY RESPONSE (E) (0)
plot the frequency response of one or more A.C. meters.

Input Impedance VOM MULTIMETER (E)
become proficient In the operation of a VOM multimeter.

air

Although no mathematic
the krowledge that rio
sinusoidal waves should

The students should be
human body.



ggestlons for Student Activity Discussion

iNCE TEST (E) (0)
he coil resistance of a microammeter.

RESPONSE (E) (0)
luency response of one or more A.G. meters.

IETER (E)
ficlent In the operation of a VOM multimeter.

The ohmmeter will damage a sensitive instrument. Use the "shunt-rheostat
half-scale" method. Remove the rheostat and measure it with an ohmmeter.

Although no mathematical treatment is suggested for waveform analysis,
the knowledge that nonsinusoidal waves may be analyzed in terms of
sinusoid.11 waves should be imparted.

The students should be aware of the logarithmic response of parts of the
human body.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics UN

Section !MIL Element

2521.1 Basic principles: use of
amplifier to protect
movement and increase
sensitivity

2521.2 Slideback circuit and
other single amplifier
circuits (0)

2521.3 Bash two-amplifier
bridge; principle of
oper ion

2521.4 Input circuit for direct
voltage; sensitivity
rating; comparison with
VOM

2521.5 Adaptation for alternating
vo11 Ige measurement

MI
25.2 The electroni

voltmeter

106 adD Mu.

2522.1 Basic concept: measure-
ment of voltage across
unknown resistance

2522.2 Practical circuit
consideration of complete
elect,,2,iic ohmmeter



UNIT: 2.5 Test Fcluipnrent

Element
Cross-

Reference

2521.1 Basic principles: use of
amplifier to protect
movement and increase
sensitivity

2521.2 Slideback circuit and
other single amplifier
circuits O1

2521.3 Basic two-amplifier
bridge; principle cf
operation

2521.4 Input circuit for direct
voltage; sensitivity
rating; comparison with
VOM

2521.5 Adaptation far alternating
voltage measurement

Funck.mentals

232.1 D.C. amplification
232.3

123.1

251.1

122.1
221.1
222.2
231.1

Bridge theory

Voltmeter sensitivity

2522.1 Basic concept: measure-
ment of voltage across
unknown resistance

2522.2 Practical circuit
consideration of complete
electronic ohmmeter

121.3 The current and voltage
method of determining
resistance



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

THE ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER (E)
become proficient in the operation of an electronic voltmeter

Ohms per volt rating,
input impedance for
D.C. and A.G.

Frequency limitation

Ohms adjust

Zero adjust

THE OHMMETER (E)
become proficient in the use of ohmmeters.

At present (1967) the t,
used to cover all voltmi
voltmeter is not coma
both types.

Skill in its use will be bL
tions in which it will he

It should be noted that
VTVM, e.g., higher impe



estions for Student Activity Discuss lou

C VOLTMETER (E)
lent In the operation of en electronic voltmeter.

(E)
lent In the use of ohmmeters.

At przsent (1967) the term vacuum tube voltmeter (VTVM) is commonly
used to cover all voltmeters employing amplifiers and the term transistor
voltmeter is not common. ' Electronic voltmeter" is Intended to cover
both types.

Skill in its use will be built up in the many experimental and practical situa-
tions in which it will be used during the course.

It should be noted that the VOM may have some advantages over the
VTVM, e.g., higher impedance at high voltage ranges.

09t.4 107



DIVISION 2: Electronics un

Section Elenwnt

25.3 Cathode ray
oscilloscope

(C.R.O.)

108

2531.1 Fundamental concept of
writing on a fluorescent
screen with a controlled
beam of electrons

2531.2 Circuitry study:
Sweep and blankirig
circuits
Deflection methods
Synchronizing
Biock diagram
Broad band requirements
of the vertical amplifier

2531.3 Other displays and methods:
B scan
Z axis modulation

2532.1 Examination of waveform
for distortion, presence
of unwanted signal
components

2532.2 Measurement of frequency
using calibrated sweep Z
axis pips, Lissajou
figures, roulette patterns

2532.3 Voltage measurement of
D.C. and A.C.



UNIT: 2.5 Test Equipment

Element
Cross-

Reflrence Fundamentals

2531.1 Fundamental concept of
writing on a fluorescent
screen with a controlled
beam of electrons

2531.2 Circuitry study:
Sweep and blanking
circuits
Deflection methods
Synchronizing
Block diagram
Broad band requirements
of the vertical amplifier

2531.3 Other displays and methods:
B scan
Z axis modulation

12.2 Time-based graphs

2451.3 Luminescence

Systems approach

Waveform analysis

Frequency response of systems

Modulation

Graphical representations of
variables other than time

232.5
232.6
233.4

2451.4

2532.1 Examination of waveform
for distortion, presence
of unwanted signal
components

2532.2 Measurement of frequency
using calibrated sweep Z
axis pips. LissaJou
figures, roulette patterns

2532.3 Voltage measurement of
D.C. and A.C.

151.2
451.4
231.1

232.2
232.3
232.4
232.5
232.6
232.7

26.1
251.1
2512

Waveform analysis
(Fourier analysis)



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Vertical and horizontal
deflection,
electrostatic and
electromagnetic
deflection time

Time base, deflection
sensitivity

Brilliance, focus
Linearity

Beam blanking
Sweep frequency
Vertica. 8 horizontal

bandwidth rlseti me
Synchronization
Triggered sweep

Clipping
Hum modulation

The C.R.O. is the most v
hardly be overemphasiz

A large number of stu
many more will Involve

The B scan and Z axis
grounding for TV.

TESTING THE C.R.O. (E) The laboratory should h
Test for: wideband, plug-In- type

frequency response ments.
time base linearity
sweep frequency
distortion

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT (E)
measure frequency by the LIssaJou method



uggestions for Student Activity Discussion

The C.R.O. is the most versaltile electronic instrument. Its Importance can
hardly be overemphasizod

A large number of student activities will be built around the C.R.O. and
many more will Involve it as a measurement or display Instrument.

The B scan and Z axis modulation (used In radar) provide an excellent
grounding for TV.

E C.R.O. (E) The laboratory should have at least one professional quality D.C. coupled
wideband, plug-In- type C.R.O. in addition to sufficient student-type Instru-

response ments.
linearity

Ilquency

MEASUREMENT (E)
'requency by the LIssejou method

0.W 109



DIVISION 2: Electronics UP

Section Element

25.3 Cathode ray
oscilloscope

(C.R.O.)
(continued)

2532.4 Pulse length and shape
determination using a time
and voltage-calibrated
sweep

2533.1 Operating and calibrating
controls, understanding of
and familiarization with

2533.2 interpreting C.R.O.
Displays and precautions in using:

problems in synchronization
polarity reversals
amplitude distortion
capacitive loading

25.4 Signal
generators

2541.1 Circuit analysis

2541.2 Use of A.F. generator



UNIT: 2.5 Test Equipment

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

2532.4 Pulse length and shape
determination using a time
and voltage-calibrated
sweep

Pulse Concept

2533.t Operating and calibrating
controls, understanding of
and familiarization with

2533.2 Interpreting C.R.O.
Displays and precautions in using:

problems in synchronization
polarity reversals
amplitude distortion
capacitive loading

245.1 Calibration
Scientific standards
Theory of measurements
Sources of errors

2541.1 Circuit analysis 2325.6 Frequency standards

Audibility

Sinusoidal and nonsinusoidal
waveforms

2541.2 Use of A.F. gen,?rator 261.3 Feedback (C)



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Dis

Pulse length

Risetime

Decay

OPERATION OF CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE (E) Note that use of the oscilloscope
become competent In the operation of the C.R.O. in order to tion.

observe or measure amplitude, time, waveform, and modulation.

Frequency stability

Harmonic distortion

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR (E)
become famIliar with the use and adjustment of an audio signal

generator.

If higt, quality earphones are av
tunity t,) self-test their hearing re

Knowledo of the Fletcher-Muss



uggestions for Student Activity Discussion

OF CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE (E) Note that use of the oscilloscope wall precede understanding of its opera-
ompetent in the operation of the C.R.O. In order to tion.
measure amplitude, time, waveform, and modulation.

1AL GENERATOR (E)
miller with the use and adjustment of an audio signal

ale,
If high quality earphones are available, students should have the oppor-
tunity to self-test their hearing response.

Knowledge of the Fletcher-Munsen curves would also be of interest.
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DIVISION 2: Electronics UNI

Section Element1;1111 IM
25.4 Signal
generators
(continued)

25.5 Utilization of
test equipment

112 .,

2542 1 Circuit analysts

2542 2 Use of r f signal generator

2543 1 Sweep generators basic
principle, performani-e
specifications

2543 2 Pulse generators
2543 3 Colour bar and dot generators

2551 1 Prevention of electrical
damage

2551 2 Prevention of mechanical
damage

2552 1 Selection of proper
equipment fo a test

2552 2 Correct use of the lest
equipment selected



It'

Ii1P1Za

UNIT: 2.5 Test Equipment

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

2542 1 Circuit analysis

2542 2 Use of r f signal generatcr

2325.2

2325.3

Frequency standards
Feedback
Modulation

2543 1 Sweep generators basic 2325.2 Frequency modulation
principle, performance
specifications 2324.5

2543 2 Pulse generators 2325.4 Pulse concept
2343 3 Colour bar and dot generators 2325.2

2551 i Prevention of elecrrical
damage

2551 2 Preventicn of mechanical
damage

Preventive maintenance

2552 1 Selection of proper
equipment for a test

2552 2 Correct use of the test
equipment selected

Accuracy



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Frequency stability OPERATION OF R.F. GENERATOR (E)
Carrier become familiar with the use of an r.f. generator.
Spurious oscilleons,

harmonics

Sweep frequency, sweep OPERATION OF SWEEP GENERATOR (E) (0)
width become familiar with the use of an r.f. sweep generator.

Marker generator

Rise and decay time

11111

Some design requirements s
radiation leakage, and resist@

The use of the generators as
under this topic.

Parallax

Performance specifications

SELECTION OF INSTRUMENTS (E)
make an Intelligent selection of the most suitable Instruments

for several given situations.

Students must possess enou
under test to choose correc.
tions, particularly of the acc
drill in the selection of ins'
students' ability.



restions for Student Activity Discussion

R.F. GENERATOR (E)
n with the use of an r.i. generator.

SWEEP GENERATOR (E) (0)
)r with the use of an r.f. sweep generator.

Some design requirements should be considered, e.g , frequency stability,
radiation leakage, and resistance to pull-in.

The use of the generators as service instruments is the only consideration
under this topic.

NSTRUMENTS (E)
gent selection of the most suitable instruments
situations.

Students must possess enough knnwiedge of the equipment and the circuit
under test to choose correctly. Knowledge of the performance specifica-
tions, particularly of the accuracy to be expected, is vital. Some form of
drill in the selection of Instruments may be useful In order to sharpen
students' ability.

ad: 113



DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.6 Servic

Section Element

26.1 Identification,
isolation and
correction of

defects

114 aVd

2611.1 Physical examination

2611.2 Operation of the unit

2611.3 Control adjustment

2612.1 Application of pressure
and vibration

2612.2 Operation at nor!--4:;ndard
voltage or temperature

2613.1 Symptom analysis

2613.2 Signal substitution

2613.3 Bracketing

2613.4 Voltage and waveform
measurement

2614.1 Observation and physical
examination

2614.2 Testing of components
and electron devices

2614.3 Voltage and current
waveform measurements

2614.4 Component substitution

2615.1 Replacement of defective
item

2615.2 Repair or adjustment of
defective item

2615.3 Correction of design
faults



UNIT: 2.6 Servicing and Test Procedures

Element Cross
Reference

2611.1 Physical examination

2611.2 Operation of the unit

2611.3 Control adjustment

Fundamentals

26s2.1 Appli;dtion of pressure Electrical and mechanical
and vibration stresses

2612.2 Operation at nonstandard Thermal effects
voltage or temperature

2613.1 Symptom analysis 254.1 Logic

2613.2 Signal substitution 254.2 System analysis

2613.3 Bracketing

2613.4 Voltage and waveform 25.1 Amplitude
measurement 253.2 Distortion

2614.1 Observation a d physical
examination

2614.2 Testing of components
and electron devices

2614.3 Voltage and current
waveform measurements

2614.4 Component substitution

25.1
25.2
25.3

Isolation (C)

2E15.1 Replacement of defective 271.3
item 27.2

2615.2 Repair or adjustment of 27.3
defective item

2615.3 Correction of design
faults

0Z17



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

IDENTIFICATION OF SIMPLE FAULT (E)
Identify and correct a fault In a familiar circuit.

Symptom
Intermittent
Failure modes

Distortion: amplitude, TROUBLE SHOOTING PRACTICE (E)
frequency and phase Identify and isolate faults In a system.

Dis

The two experiments suggested
where the teacher knows what i
rated the faults himself.

Students should also be asked to
his ability, on "live projects" w
This may involve laboratory or sc
belonging to other students or to



jestions for Student Activity Discussion

OF SIMPLE FAULT (E)
rrect a fault In a familiar circuit.

TING PRACTICE (E)
olate faults in a system.

The two experiments suggested should be introductory situations only,
where toe teacher knows what is wrong perhaps having artificially simu-
lated the faults himself.

Students should also be asked to do practical fault-finding, consistent with
his ability, on "live projects" which become available In the laboratory.
This may involve laboratory or school equipment which has failed or items
belonging to other students or to staff members.

04-4, 115



DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.6 Servici

Section

26.2 Routine
maintenance

116

Element

2621.1 Replacemr it of short-life
items before failure

2621.2 Detection of component
drift through routine
measurement procedure

2621.3 Maintaining tolerance by
routine set-up procedure

2622.1 Need for adjustments

2622.2 Use of primary and
secondary standards



UNIT: 2.6 Servicing and Test Procedures

Element Cross.
Reference

Fundamentals

2621.1 Replacement of short-life
items before failure

2621.2 Detection of component
drift through routine
measurement procedure

2621.3 Maintaining tolerance by
routine sct-up procedure

2622.1 Need for adjustments

2622.2 Use of primary and
secondary standards

Preventive maintenance

Reliability theory

Electrical standards

Calibration (C)



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Drift

Random catastrophic
failure.

Tolerance

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE (E)
perform the routine maintenance procedure on a piece of elec-

tronic equipment.

Alignment ALIGNMENT & CALIBRATION (E)
Calibration perform the alignment and calibration procedure on a piece of
Primary standard electronic equipment.
Secondary standard

The students should be a
equipment as part of their
of the allotment for unit 2.7



Suggestions for Stu lent Activity Discussion

E MAINTENANCi: (E) The students should be assigned the routine maintenance of laboratory
rm the routine ma),Itenance procedure on a piece of eec- equipment as part of their practical work. The time for this should come out
,quipment. of the allotment for unit 2.7.

RENT & CALIBRATION (E)
rm the alignment and calibration procedure on a piece of
iic equipment.

GP10. 1 1 7



DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.7 Construction N

Section Element

27.1 Developmental
methods using
"conventional
techniques"

118 1944e/1°

2711.1 Pressed board
2711.2 Acrylic and fibre boards
2711.3 Leakage problems
2711.4 Hardware and methods of

fastening
2711.5 Placement of components
2711.6 Pre-punched commercial

boards and kits

2712.1 Advantages and disadvantages
of various materials: steel
aluminum, copper. galvanized
iron, tin plate

2712,2 Layout procedure: metal
forming and fabricating.

2713.1 Heat clisz,ip.-.)tif.,n
2713,2 Insula)n r.oquirements
2713.3 Elearotatic and

electrc,Hogrouir interaction
2713.4 Environnieit, oil,

fumes, h and
antic:Tit Ir-inperi.I.;re

2713.5 Vibroli
2713.6 Mach ne



UNIT: 2.7 Construction Methods and Techniques

ri

Element Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

2711 1 Pressed board
2711 2 Acrylic and fibre boards
2711 3 Leakage problems
2711 4 Hardware and methods of

fastening
2711 5 Placement of components
2711 6 Pre-punched commercial

boards and kits

111.5

"Breadboarding" concept

2712 1 Advantages and disadvantages
of various materials steel,
aluminum, copper, galvanized
iron, tin plate

2712.2 Layout procedure: metal
forming and fabricating.

111.5

2713.1 Heat dissipation
2713.2 Insulation requirements
2713.3 Electrostatic and

electromagnetic interaction
2713.4 Environment: dust, oil,

fumes, humidity, and
ambient temperature

2713,5 Vibration, shock
2713.6 Machine screws

Conductivity

Magnetic properties

Workability

111.6
212.1
111.5
153.1
152.1

Energy loss

Electrostatic and
-nagnetic fields

Environmental effects



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Acrylic, fibre "BREADBOARD" CONSTRUCTION (P)
construct, in breadboarding fash'on, several circuits.

Skin effect
Electroplating

Scriber

Chassis punches

Brake

SF ear. nibbler

CHASSIS PREPARATION (P)
lay out, form, drill and punch chassis for electronic circuits.

Wattage

Ambient temperature

of4

For this unit, an allocation
activity. This is to include w
projects (2.7) and servicin,
include time for experimer
specifically indicated elsev
of 25 hours is suggested.

Students should be able to
hare some experience in w(

Students should be able tc
holes, and use the tools m(

The teacher should be awei
other subjects (machine sh
to use methods and procedc
Much of the material on t
other lessons, preparatior
execution of practical wort



estions for Stur leat Activity Discussion

CONSTRUCTION (P)
eadboarding fashion, several circuits.

RATION (P)
frill and punch chassis for electronic circuits.

.1=1=111MMIM7
For this unit, an allocation of 50 hours minimum is suggested for student
activity. This is to include work in constructing and testing practical student
projects (2.7) and servicing (2.6) in actual repair situations. This does not
intrude time for experiments, applications studies or graphical problems
specifically indicated elsewhere in this guide. An optional extra allotment
of 25 hours is suggested.

Students should be able to identify the metals commonly- used. They should
have some experience in working such metals.

Students should be able to sharpen a drill, select sizes for clearance, tap
holes, and use the tools mentioned with some degree of competence.

The teacher should be aware of what the student may have been taught in
other subjects (machine shop, drafting, and sheet metal), aild should strive
to use methods and procedures which are in accordance with good practice.
Much of the material on th ;se pages will be presented as incidental to
other lessons, preparations for experiments, and curing planning and
execution of practical work.

1%111. 119



DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.7 Construction M(

Section

27.1 Devel5pmental
methods using
"conventional
techniques"
(continued)

Element

2713.7 Methods of riveting
2713.8 Sockets for various

components
2713.9 Grounding hardware
2713,10 Turrets
2713.11 Self-supporting

components
2713.12 Grommets and other

feedthrough devices
2713.13 Knobs, dial escutcheons,

nameplates
2713.14 Locking washers and nuts

2714.1 Wiring colour codes
2714.2 Solder

2714.3 Soldering equipment

2714.4 Soldering methods

2714.5 Wire sizes, and current
capacities

2714.6 Wire stranding

2714.7 Wire dress

2714.8 Cables and lacing
2714.9 Insulation on wire
2714.10 Special problems
2714.11 Conductor terminations

27.2 Printed or
etched wiring

120

2721.1 Silk screen and metal
screen process

2721.2 Photosensitive melt-lads



UNIT: 2.7 Construction Methods and Techniques

1.

Element Cron-
Reference

2713.7 Methods of riveting
2713.8 Sockets for various

components
?713.9 Grounding hardware
2713.10 Turrets
2713.11 Self-supporting

components
2713,12 Grommets and other

feedthrough devices
2713.13 Knobs, dial escutcheons,

nameplates
2713.14 Lurking washers and nuts

Fundamenta's

Fastening devices

2714.1 Wiring colour codes
2714.2 Solder

2714.3 Soldering equipment

2714.4 Soldering methods

2714.5 Wire sizes, and current
capacities

2714.6 Wire stranding

2714.7 Wire dress

2714.8 Cables and lacing
2714.9 Insulation on wire
2714.10 Special problems
2714.11 Conductor terminations

272f.1 Silk screen and metal
screen process

2721.2 Photosensitive methods

Coding

Conductivity

Classification systems

Printing process
Etching process
Chemical reactions
Photosensitivity



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Socket

Turrets

Grommets

Grounding lug

Escutcheon

Colour coding

Solder gun, pencil iron,
solder bath and pot

Multicore. heat sink

Cable factor

Solid, stranded,
extra flexible

Stray capacity

Lacing

Mylar, PVC, nylon, teflon
Twisted pair, ground loops

CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT (P)
install components and Interconnect them in the construction

of electronic apparatus.

1111,1

Workmanship of a high
ful analysis of the opeu'.
evaluation of his skills.

Resist

Exposure time, negative
transparency

pto



:stions for Student Activity Discussion

)F ELECTRONIC EOUIPMEMT (P) Workmanship of a high order should be demanded of the student. A care-
nts and interconnect them in the construction ful analysis of the operation of completed projects will be valuable in the
atus. evaluation of his skills.

CZ5.7 121



DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.7 Construction

Section Element

27.2 Printed or
etched wiring

(continued)

27.3 Modular
circuits

./../1
2721.3 Preparation of circuit

layout artwork
2721.4 Special components for

print ad circuit work
2721.5 Resists
2721.6 Etching materials

2722.1 Conductive paints
2722,2 Resistance paints
2722.3 Adhesive-backed copper

toil

2731.1 Conventional components
mounted in prepackaged
arrangements

2732.1 Cou:ilales complete
networks for specific
applications molded into
one component package

2732.2 Complete circuit modules
transistorized throwaways

27.4 Mioiaturizatio

122

2741.1 Deposition of component
elements on substrate

2741.2 Miniaturized electron
devices for micromodules

2741.3 Miniaturized
electrolytic capacitors

2742.1 Multilayer deposition
of elements



UNIT: 2.7 Construction Methods and Techniques

Element Cross-
Reference Fundamentals

2721.3 Preparation of circuit
layout artwork

2721.4 Special components for
printed circuit work

2721.5 Resists
2721.6 Etching materials

2722.1 Conductive paints
2722.2 Resistance paints
2722.3 Adhesive-backed copper

foil

2731.1 Conventional components
mounted in prepackact3c1
arrangements

2732.1 Couplates complete
networks for specific
applications molded into
one component package

2732.2 Complete circuit modules
transistorized throwaways

a60
Modular construction

integration

2741.1 Deposition of component
elements on substrate

2741.2 Miniaturized electron
devices for micromodules

2741.3 Miniaturized
electrolytic capacitors

1532.2

Miniaturization (C)

Deposition

Modular construction

2742.1 Multilayer deposilion
of elements

111.5 Deposition



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity

Etchant

Resist

Ferric chloride

PRINTED CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION (P)
prepare a printed circuit board and wire it into a working circuit.

Turret, tinkertoy, These are fully operas
Cordwood, encapsulation

Coup late

Throwaway

certain functions.

Useful as dernonstratiol

Substrate
Alumina
Ceramir.
Metal o...ide
Scribing
Sandblasr
Component density

MINIATURIZED CIRCUITS (E) Discuss methods of dep
study and make measurements on various commercial circuits substrates, adjusting

which may be class'rfed as modular or miniaturized. micro-modules.

At this time it may be I
advanced of the equip
however, should be co
reports by students.

Masking
This is possibly the me
should strive to keep in



gestions for Student Activity Discussion

UIT CONSTRUCTION (P)
rated circuit board and wire it into a working circuit.

These are fully operational units which may be purchased to perform
certain functions.

Useful as demonstration units: siren, horn.

I CIRCUITS (E) Discuss methods of depositing resistive and capacitive element on ceramic
ake measurements on various commercial circuits substrates, adjusting values by micro-machining and assembling into
:lassified as modular or miniaturized. micro-moduias.

At this time it may be too early to expect much practical work on the more
advanced of the equipment types mentioned on this pdge. The methods,
however, should be considered and might serve as the basis for research
reports by students.

This is possibly the most rapidly developing segment of the field. Teachers
should strive to keep informed.

2 1 2 3



DIVISION 2: Electronics UNIT: 2.7 Cu l toii action

Section Element

27A Miniaturization
(continued)

124

girt- 2743.1 Semiconductor chips
2743.2 Masking and etching

of chips
2743.3 Production of various

e:ectrical properties
by diffusion techniques

2743.4 Production of ''hybrid"
circuits combining
thin film, deposition,
discrete elements and
monolithic "moletronics".



UNIT: 2.7 Construction Methods and Techniques

Element

AMMMINNI!

2743.1 Semiconductor chips
2743.2 Masking and etching

of
2743 3 Production of various

electrical properties
by diffusion techniques

2743.4 Production of "hybrid"
circuits combining
thin film, deposition,
discrete elements and
monolithic "moletronics".

Cross-
Reference

Fundamentals

-OMMMMOM sIMIIMMIlra

111.5
222.1

Integration

Diffusion



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Dis

Diffusion

Interconnects

Integrated circuit

Hybrid

COMPARISON STUDY (A) Integrated circuits are widely u:
compare the various methods of construction of electronic As they become more common in

circuits as to many economic, mechanical, and electrical factors. will likely become more cogr
apparatus as a system will becor



tions for Student Activity Discussion

DY (A) Integrated circi,its are widely used in computers and space applications.
rious metluds of construction of electronic As they become more common In household devices, the technician's skills
economic, mechanical, and electrical factors. will likely become more cognitive. Knowledge of the operation of

apparatus as a system will become more relevant than manual techniques.

c7/1-7 125



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.1 Tr

Section Element

31.1 Apprenticeship
11

3111.1 Minimal requirements by:
labour organizations,
Dept. of Labour

3111.2 Educational allowances

3112.1 Length of apprenticeship
3112.2 Transfer between employers
3112.3 Training requirements
3112.4 Indenturing
3112.5 Rates of pay
3112.6 Responsibilities of

employer and employee

31.2 Social
structure of the

trade

31.3 External
jurisdiction

126 ale

el. .7,

3121.1 Requirements of union
3121 2 Membership cond:tions
3121.3 Benefits

3122.1 Trade classifications

3123.1 Seasonal aspects
3123 2 Remuneration
3123 3 importance in society

"Ma

3131.1 Trade examinations
3131 2 Examining centres

3132.1 budding inspectors
3132 2 Hydro inspectors



Maintenance UNIT: 3.1 Trade Requirements

Element Crosf-
Reference Technical Terms

3111 1 Minimal requirements by:
labour o'ganizations,
Dept. of Labour

3111 2 Educational allowances

313.1 Union shop
Closed shop

3112 1 Length of apprenticeship
3112 2 Transfer between Employers
3112 3 1 raining requirements
3112 4 Indenturing
3112 5 Rates of pay
3112 6 Responsibilities of

employer and employee

312.1
3111.1

3121 1 Requirements of union
3121 2 Membership conddions
3121 3 Benefits

Apprenticeship
Indentured
Designated Trade
Contract

Stewards
Superintendent
President
Business agent
Dues
Card
Strike
Lockout
Picket
Picket Line

3122 1 Trade classifications 3111.1
312.1

Estimator
Lineman
Journeyman
Master electrician
Maintenance
Construction

3123 1 Seasonal aspects
3123 2 Remuneration
3123 3 Importance in society

3111.1
312.1

3131 1 Trade examinations 3111.1
3131 2 Examining centres

3132 1 Building inspectors 321.3
3132 2 Hydro inspectors 4/



Regulations Suggestions for Student Activity

Local union
Municipal licensing

Apprenticeship Act

TRADE REQUIREMENTS (P) This unit should be integrate
research some facet of the electrical trade. Maintenance, being introduce

Union by-laws
Labour by-laws

Department of Labour

t-

During the term of the tours
meet representatives of labs
Labour, to gain firsthand in

Students should be acquaintc
ment. A research assignmem

The importance of electricit
interesting discussion; for e
blackout could be discuss(
industry should be a matter
standard of living in this co
and its products.

Department of Labour
Department of Education
Central Mortgage and

Housing Corporation
Hydro Electric Power

Commission



Jgge st ion s for Student Activity Discussion

IIREMENTS (P)
)me facet of the electrical trade.

This unit should be integrated throughout the Division on Installation and
Maintenance, being introduced at the appropriate times.

During the term of the course, the students should have the opportunity to
meet representatives of labour unions, employ,rs and the Department of
Labour, to gain firsthand information about apprenticeship of electricians.

Students should be acquainted with the roles of labour, unions and manage-
ment. A research assignment may be useful here.

The importance of electricity in our society provides the subject for an
Interesting discussion; for example, the effects of a wide-spread electrical
blackout could be discussed. The magnitude of the Canadian electrical
industry should be a matter of research and discussion. The relatively high
standard of living in this country is dependent on the electrical industry
and its products.

0?d-.4 127



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.2 Ontario E

Section

32.1 Provisions

128 or/.61

Element

3211.1 Minimum standards
3211.2 Exemption from code

regulations

3212.1 Recognition of hazards
3212.2 Protection of life and

property

3213.1 Compliance with provincial
authority

3213.2 Compliance with local
authorities

3213.3 Inspection procedures

3214.1 Canadian Standards
Association

3214.2 Power Commission Act
3214.3 Electrical Inspection

Department

3215.1 Section's
3215.2 Index
3215.3 Tables
3215.4 Appendices



d Maintenance UNIT: 3.2 Ontario Electrical Code (15th Ed.)

Element Cross-
Reference

Technical Terms

3211.1 Minimum standards C.S.A.
3211.2 Exemption from code C.E.C.

regulations Department of Transport

3212.1 Recognition of hazards
3212.2 Protection of life and

property

3213.1 Compliance with provincial
authority

3213.2 Compliance with local
authorities

3213.3 Inspection procedures

3214.1 Canadian Standards
Association

3214.2 Power Commission Act
3214.3 Electrical Inspection

Department

3215.1 Sections
3215 2 Index
3215 3 Tables
3215.4 Appendices

31.3

Regulations
Ontario Gaz Ate

Fees
Permit
Final approval
Current permit
Defect
C S.A. approval

Act of Parliament



Regulations Suggestions for Student Activity Di

STUDY OF THE ONTARIO ELECTRICAL CODE (P)
become acquainted with the definitions, tables, architectural

symbols, regulations and application of the code book.

OEC Section 2

OEC Section 0

(7W

The Canadian Electrical Code r
further study being a continua
application, scope, farni Harizati
merit in assessing the student

Ontario Hydro established prov

The Canadian Standards Assoc
Companies Act in 1940 and, a
tories. In 1950 it became an
Ontario Hydro, railway compan-
along with electrical manufach



gestions for Student Activity Discussion

ONTARIO ELECTRICAL CODE 05)
ainted with the definitions, tables, architectural
ions and application of the code book.

The Canadian Electrical Code may be presented in an Introductory lesson,
further study being a continual reference throughout the course as to its
application, scope, familiarization and interpretation. Open-book tests have
merit in assessing the students' comprehension of the rules and tables.

Ontario Hydro established province-wide inspection in 1915.

The Canadian Standards Association was established under the Dominion
Companies Act in 1940 and, at that time, inaugurated its testing labora-
tories. In 1950 it became an independent association sponsored b} the
Ontario Hydro, railway companies, communications and electrical utilities
along with electrical manufacturers.

01 6.7 129



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.3 Electric,

Section Element

MN,

33.1 Non-metallic
sheathed cable

(0)

3311.1 Limitations
3311.2 Installation requirements
3311.3 Cable supports
3311.4 Cable protection
3311.5 Concealing of cable
3311.6 Grounding

3312.1 Practical wiring
considerations

3312 2 Conduntor identification

3312,3 Joining and terminating
conductors

3312.4 Circuit tests

3312 5 Remote control wiring (0)

33.2 Armoured
and aiuminum
sheathed cable

130 "ovir

3321.1 Limitations

3321.2 Grounding continuity

3322.5 Cable preparation
3322.2 Installation t,-:chniques



Maintenance UNIT: 3.3 Electrical Wiring Systems

Element Cross-
Reference

Technical Ternis

3311.1 limitations Loop systems
3311.2 Installation requiremeMs N.M.S.C.
3311.3 Cable supports Approved

3 1 .4 'able protection Grounded ystern
3311.5 Concealing of cah'e
3311.6 Grounimg 3321.2

3312.1 Practical wiring
considerations

3312.2 Conductor identification

111.4
3213.3

171.9
111.5

Lampholder, outlet,
receptacle, box,
connectors

Structure terminology

A.W.G.
Live, neutral, ground and

switched conductors

3312.3 Joining and terminating Solderless connectors
conductors

3312.4 Circuit tests

3312.5 Remote control wiring (0)

3321.1 Limitations

3321.2 Grounding continuity

Crimping tools

1114.1 Electrical continuity
121.3 Continuity tests
121.4 Ringers

=anrw.c

21.1 Plaster covers
17.1 Relays

Low voltage transformers,
current limiting

Momentary contact
switches

Armour
Antishort
Aluminum sheath
Bonding
A C.. A S., A.C.L.

3341 Bonding strip

3322 I Cable preparation
Electrical security
Mechanical security

3322 2 Installation techniques



Suggestions for Student Activity

OEC Section 12 This section is optional c

In al: projects in Electr
develop the students'
pictorial or connection
colour coding system, c

OEC Section 12

OEC Section 0

OEC Section 12

OEC Section 16

NON-METALLIC SHEATHED CABLE (P)
install a liampholder, duplex receptacle and an S.P. switch.

SOLDERLESS CONNECTORS (A)
compare types, uses and sizes of solderless connectors.

If the teacher feels that
given involving two

two projects is advocat
done on wiring boards.

In all projects, emphas
conductors to terminals
connections.

The teacher may elect tc
practice in test procedui

REMOTE CONTROL (P) Remote control wirog h
install remote control circuits as an extension of the N.M.S.C. analogies. A. study of t

project above, er completely wire the structure as a class makes an effective assig
project.

OEC Section 12

OEC Section 10

CEC Section 12

ARMOURED CABLE (P)
lacorporate the installation of a three-ganged switch box: the

switches should control various devices.

Emphasis should be plz
termination and functic
cutting armour and the r



gestions for Student Activity
a -- Discussion

SHEATHED CABLE (P)
older, dup'ex receptacl a and an S.P. switch.

NNECTORS (A)
uses and sizes of solderless connectors.

This section is optional only if it has been covered in Grade 10.

In all projects in Electrical Wiring Systems, the teacher should strive to
develop the students' ability to convert line or schematic diagrams to
pictoria: or connection diagrams; also, he should stress the approved
colour coding system, conductor terminology and circuit analysis.

If the teacher feels that more projects are requ:red, additional project.) may
he given involving two and three wire N.M.S.0 ; however, a maximum of
two projects is advocated in the structure. Additional projects should be
done on wiring boards.

In all projects, emphasis must be placed on the correct connections of
conductors to terminals because of the potential hazard due to improper
connections.

The teacher may elect to place faults in wiring circuits to give the students
practice in test procedures.

OL (P) Remote control wiring has merit from its applications, circuit analysis and
control circuits as an extension of the N.M.S.C. analogies. A study of the advantages and disadvantages of the system

r completely wire the structure as a class makes an effective assignment.

1
BLE (P) Emphasis should be placed upon the following: tie positioning. correct
e installation of a threw-gangei switch box; the termination and functions cf the bonding strip; oppr.wed methods of
control various devices. cutting armour and the correct types and us 3S of A C fittings.



DIVISION 3: Itiotallation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.3 Electri

Section1
33.2 Armoured
and aluminum
sheathed cable

(continued)

Elennent

3323.1 Continuity tests
3323.2 Test for grounds

NIMM=

3324.1 Regulations
3324.2 Installation techniques

13=10,
jr

AISS
33.3 Electrical
metallic tubing

(E.M.T.)

3331.1 Allowable sizes
3331.2 Limitations of use

33.4 Rigid conduit

33.5 Special
raceway systems
132

c27'0/

3332 Couplings and connectors

3333 1 Cutting. bencl,nq and shaping
3333 2 Fastening ano choring

devices

f=111
3341 1 Types, sizes and bends
3341 2 Determination of conduit

sizes
3341 3 Ground continuity
3341 4 Conduit supporting

3342 1 Tool requirements
3342 2 Thread cutting and ieciming
3342 3 Bending and forming

3343 1 Fastening and
anchoring devices

3343 2 Draw In of heavy cable
3343 3 Vertical runs

3351 1 Surface
3351 2 Underfloor



Maintenance UNIT: 3.3 Electrical Wiring Systems

Element Cross-
Reference

3323.1 Continuity tests
3323.2 Test for grotincis

3324.1 Regulations
3324.2 Installation techniques

3611.1

Technical Terms

Accidental grounds
Energized circuits
De-energized circLits
Grounds

111110 iMMII.7111011111Ir

3331.1 Allowable sizes
3331.2 Unitations of use

WillesilM=1111
E.M,T.
2,orrosive-resistant

material
Galvanic action
Draw-in: fishing, fish tape

3332.1 Couplings and connectors Threadless connectors
Couplings
Insulated bushings
Locknuts

3333.1 Cutting, bending and shaping
3333.2 Fastening and anchoring

devices

334.2
334.3

Offsets
Saddles
Follow bends
Combination benders
Hickeys

3341.1 Types, sizes and bends
3341.2 Determination of conduit

sizes
3341.3 Ground continuity
3341.4 Conduit supporting

3412.3

Draw-in

3342.1 Tool requirements
3342.2 Thread cutting and reaming
3312.3 Bending and forming

333.3 Threading
Stocks end dies
Reaming

3343.1 Fastening and
anchoring devices

333.3 Bushings
Condulet

334?.3 Vertical runs

3351.1 Surface
3351.2 Underfloor

Cellular metal floor
raceway

Cable troughs
Busways
Gutters 02Z1



Regulations Suggestions for Student Activity

SWITCHES (A)
compare switches, examining types and ratings.

OEC Section 12,
Table 19

ALUMINUM SHEATHED CABLE (P) (0)
install circuits using aluminum sheathed cable.

The teacher should develoi
grounds, continuity and bo
ohmmeters, rneggers and

It is ;mportant to be aware
the use of aluminum sheathe

OEC Section 4,12

OEC Section 12

ELECTRICAL METALLIC TUBING (P)
install a circuit involving multi-control switches and E.M.T.,

e.g. one light controlled from two locations with a convenience
outlet. The second phase of the project should provide three
point control: that Is, a four way switch replacing the con-
venience outlet

OEC Section 4,12 RIGID CONDUIT (P)
install a circuit utilizing rigid conduit.

S

OEC Section 12 SURFACE RACEWAY (P) (0)
install a circuit Involving "wiremoid" type raceway and fittings.

The projects should be arra
students to make an offset
There may be many var
independent challenge for e

A student requirement for
material to provide familiariz
ments and broadening of kni

Original and interesting tech
should accompany the proiec

Each student should have tF
The teacher may incorporat
project above, or incorporat
distribution services in the is

Conduit and conductor relat

This section may be treated
different localities.

Students could be given a re
uses of the various raceways



tions for Student Activity Discussion

examining types and ratings.

11-.
The teacher should develop a practical and realist,c system of tests for
grounds, continuity and bonding. These tests should involve the use of
ohmmeters, megget.s and bell ringers.

1E0 CABLE (P) (0) It is important to be aware of the environmental conditions which require
ng aluminum sheathed cable. the use of aluminum sheathed cable instead of armoured cable.

.LIC TUBING (P)
nvolving multi-control switches and E.M.T.,
i led from two lo:ation.; with a convenience
phase of the project should provide three
Is, a four way switch replacing the con-

lizing rigid conduit.

.-1

The projects should be arranged so as to provide the opportunity for the
students to make an offset and 90. bend In 1/2 E.M.T. and rigid conduit.
There may be many variations of the basic circuit, to provide an
independent challenge for each individual or group within the class.

A student requirement for each job should include preparing a bill of
material to provide familiarization with suppliers' catalogues, time require-
ments and broadening of knowledge of wiring materials in general.

Original and Interesting techniques of fishing conductors through raceways
should accompany the project on E.M.T. and rigid conduit.

Each student should have the opportunity to do a project in rigid conduit.
The teacher may incorporate this project as an extension of the E.M.T.
project above, or incorporate it with the motor control unit, or as part of
distribution services in the installation of the stack.

Conduit and conductor relationships are dealt with under services.

IMW
(P) (0)

()lying "wiremold" type raceway and fittings.
This section may be treated as optional since its Importance will vary In
different localities.

Students could be given a research project concerning types, purposes and
uses of the various raceways and ducts. 133



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.4 I

Section Element

34.1 Single.
occupancy
services

134
AZ

3411.1 Service location

3411.2 Metering

3411.3 Control and protective
equipment

3412.1 Transformer winding and
voltages

3412.2 Kirchhoff's Current Law
3412.3 Grounded neutral
3412.4 Transmission potentials

3413.1 Circuit loading
3413.2 Demand factor

3414.1 Current and voltage ratirtt,s
of disconnects and panels

3414.2 Factors governing sizes
and types of conductors

3414.3 Conduit and conductor
relationships

3414.4 Fuse types and capacities
3414.5 Circuit breakers



aintenance UNIT: 3.4 Distribution Systems

Element

3411.1 Service )cation

3411.; Metering

3411.3 Control and protective
equipment

Cross
Reference

Technical Terms

342.1 Supply authority
343.2 Inspection authority

122.4 Line and load
Meter loops
Sealable meter fitting

111.5 Overcurrent devices

3412.1 Tra 1:3former winding and
voltages

3412,2 K irchhoff's Current Law
3412.3 Grounded neutral
3412.4 Transmission potentials

171.9 Dual voltages
Neutral

111.4 Balanced and unbalanced
341.5 loads

3413.1 Circuit loading 111.4
3413.2 Demand factor 1116.3

3414.1 Current and voltage ratings
of disconnects and panels

3414 2 Factors governing sizes
and types of cmiductors

3414 3 Conduit and conductor
relationships

3414.4 Fuse types and capacities
3414.5 Circuit breakers

Branch circuits
Service conductors:

feeders
Demand factor
Demand load

C.S.A. approval
Dead front
Types R. RW, RHW, T, TW,

111.5 TWI-1 rating of
3341.1 wires or cables

Three-pole, solid neutral
Ferrule and knife blade

fuses
Tampar-resistant fuses
Time delay fuses
Circuit breaker

19177
Plug fuse

112.4



Regulations Suggestions for Student Activity1.1
OEC -- Section 6

MIMIOMI

Students should unders
authority, either rural or rol

The contractor must be au
the supply authority and
between the customer ant!

THREE-WIRE DISTRIBUTION EYSTEM (E) The importance of balan
Study the circuit conditions ur d Br balanced and unbalanced loads stressed.
with

e open neutral.
closed neutral.

OEC Section 8

CSA FUSES (A)
OEC Section 2 investigete the design of varloup types of fuses.
OEC Section 70.

Table 2 and 4
Section 4 and 6

OEC Section 70, Table 5

OEC Section 14

In the experiment on bale
amount of imbalancing; a15
three-phase four-wire

Each student may be give
in his own home.

The student should learn
demand faBtor for varying

Where possible each pair
service. This will illustratE
and locations, fuse and br
rural and urban services.



uggestions for Student Activity Discussion

Students should understand the relatioriship between local supply
authority, either rural or municipal, and Ontario Hydro.

The contractor must be advised concerning the location of a service from
the supply authority and the inspector. In so doing, he acts as liaison
between the customer and the supply authority.

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (E) The importance of balancing loads in service installations should be
r.uit conditions under balanced and unbar need roads stressed.

the design of various types of fuses.

In the experiment on balancing load, precautions should be taken on the
amount of imbaiaricing; also, tha experiment should not be carried out on a
three-phase four-wire service.

Each student may be given an assignment to calculate the size of service
in his own home.

The student should learn the underlying reasons for ti e percentage of
demand factor fcr varying types of loads.

Where possible each parr of students should install a different type of
service. This will illustrate to the class the types and variations of meters
and locations, fuse and breaker panels, service masts, combination panels,
rural and urban services.

135



DIVISION 3: Installation ai.d Maintenance

Section

34.1 Single-
occupancy
services

(continued)

INIMM11110

34.2 Multi-
occupancy
services

136 Ap4.0

UNIT: 3.4 Distrib

Element1-
3415.1 Regulations
3415.2 Methods of grounding
3415.3 Deternin...:L.on of ground

conductor size
341'5.4 Conductor.; to be grounded
3415.5 Bonding of service

equipment

3416.1 Meter types: spacing
3416 2 Condi:it preparation and

fittings
3416.3 Mounting and anchoring

disconnect and distribution
panel

3416.4 Installing conductors
3416.5 Supply authority feeders
3416.6 Loan connections

3421.1 Demand factor

3421.2 Serve locations

3422.1 Types and methods of
metering

3422 2 Disconnect sw.tches
3422.3 Panel requirements
3422.4 Feeders and risers
3422.5 Interpretation of

specifications 'and
electrical drawings



i Maintenance UNIT: 3.4 Distribution Systems

Element

3415.1 Regulations
3415.2 Methods of ground inc,
34153 Determination of ground

conductor size
3415.4 Conductors to be grounded
3415.5 Bonding of service

equipment

3416,1 Meter types: spacing
3416.2 Conduit preparation and

fittings
3416,3 Mounting and ansiloring

disconnect and distributic,n
panel

3416.4 InstPlling conductors
3416,5 Supply authority faeders
3416.6 Load connections

-.1MMEI-7.."

Cross-
Reference Techricel Terms

3321.2 Artificial ground
3341.3 electrode
3432.4 Urban systems. rural

171.9
system

122.4

33.4

171.9
1'!1.4
171.4

Ground electrodes
Distribution systems

Ground bushing
Circuit breakers
Stack
Weatherhead
Drip loops
Current permit
Service supply
Neutral bar

3421.' Demand factor

3421.2 Service locations

341.1
141.3
111.6

3422.1 Types and methods of
metering

3422.2 Disconnect switchAs
3422.3 Paneiequirernents
3422.4 Feeders end risers
3422,5 IntarpretatikA of

specifications cued
electrical drawin;:s

522.4
3414.1

Current transformers
Potential traosformers
Risers
Sub-panels
Splitter boxes
Troughs
Terminal blocks
Demand blocks
Bus bars
Transform%r vaults

cal/



Regulations Suggestions for Student Activity

OEC Section 6

017.; Section 10, Table 18

-Arimmior --magEmor -21.

OEC Section 10 SINGLE OCCUPANCY SERVICE (P)
construct ? 10G.ampere, 120-240 volt serv'ce.

OEC Section 6

OEC Section 4, 'fable
I and 31

OEC Section 6 and E

411M.111.

The reasons for ground
be expanded and exploit
should be the' oughly di

The instructor may intr
to the service. Student
ground service entrant

Panel equipment show
provided.



gestions for Student Activity Discussion

PANCY SERVICE (P)
00-ampere, 120-240 volt service.

MIM1111

The reasons for grounding, as outlir,ed in Section 10-002 of OEC should
be expanded and explained to the students at this time. The "how and why"
should be thoroughly discussed, with emphasis on the safety aspects.

The instructor may introduce mineral insulated cable as a means of supply
to the service. Studenls should be aware of types of overhead and under-
ground service entrances.

11. .1110, MN 1 maw wialmon -.
Panel equipment should include the owner's panel and the services
provided.

egig.,= 137



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.4 Distri

Section
1111Ir .1=

34.2 Multi-
occupancy
services

(continued)

IaMMIMINIMMI

Element

3423.1 Selection of the disconnect
switch

3423.2 Determination of the size
and type of conductors

3423.3 Determination of the size
of conduit

3423.4 Sizes, types and uses of
splitter boxes

3424.1 Circuit
3424.2 Location of components

34.3 Three-phase
services

138 611

3431.1 Three-phase power service
3431.2 Three-phase, four-wire

distribution service
3431.3 Applications of two basic

types

3412.1 Service locations
3432.2 Metering riethals
3432.3 Colour coding of conductors
3432.4 Grounding and bonding

3433.1 Wiring diagicm
3433.2 Meter cabinets
3433.3 Demand meters
3433.4 Polyphase K.W.H. meters

3434.1 Conductor and conduit sizes
3434.2 Physical size and

ratings of disconnect
swilches and fuses

3434.3 Distribution of panels

3435.1 Three-phase power service
3435.2 Three-phase, fouriwire

service



Maintenance UNIT: 3.4 Distribution Systems

Element Cross-
Reference Technical Terms

3423.1 Selection of the disconnect
switch

3423.2 Determination of the size
and type of conductors

3423.3 Deterr.,inaticm of the size
of conduit

3425.4 Sizes, types and uses of
splitter boxes

3424.1 Circuit
3424.2 Location of components

111.4

33.4

MCM rating

3431.1 Three-phase power service
3431.2 Three-phase, four-wire

distribution service
3431.3 Applications of two basic

types

171.12
16.1

Phase
Three-phase

3432.1 Service locations
3432.2 Metering methods
3432.3 Colour coding of conductors
3432.4 GrouncF lig and bonding

3411.1
3421.2

341.5
3453.2

3433.1 Wirino diagram
3433.2 Meter cabinets
3433.1 Demand meters
3433.4 Polyphase K.W.H. meters

Ticklerz
Meter cabinet, splitter

122.4
151.4

3434.1 Conductor and conduit sizes
34342. Physical size and

stings of disconnect
switches and Fuses

3434.3 Distribution of panels

341.3
342.3

3452.1
3452.2

3435.1 Three-phase power sel 161.3
3435.2 Three-phase. four-wire 341.6

service 342.4

Three-pole, single throw
Interlock
Springloaded



Regulations Suggestions for Student Activity

OEC Section 6 and 8 MULTIPLE OCCUPANCY SERVICE (P) Due to the size and cost of eq
construct a multiple occupancy service with feeders, risers lation may be a class project

ani panels.

OEC Section 6
Section 36

OEC Section 6
OEC Section 4
OEC Section 10

OEC Sectiiin 6
Local authnrity

Ari

THREE-PHASE SERVICES (P)
o design and construct a simple three-phase service for a motor
inad. Further development of the project could be the expansion
of tie circuit into a combination of power and lighting
(three-phase, four wire).

Careful consideration should b
segment of the course. Discon
of performing several functior

This equipment may be assei-r
could be available for future
dents should be made aspar
systems. Comments and de3ic



)estions for Student Activity Discussion

JPANCY SERVICE IP)
iultiple occupancy service with feeders, risers

Due to the size and cost of equipment, the multi-occupancy service instal-
lation may be a class project.

EfIVICER (P)
nstruct a simple three-phase service for a motor
elopment of the project could be the expansion
o a combination of power and lighting circuits
r wire) .

Careful consideration should be given to the purchase of equipment for this
segment of the course. Disconnects and distribution panels may be capable
of performing several functions, thus keeping costs to a minimum,

This equipment may be assembled forming a permanent Installation which
could ba wiailable for future projects covering A.C. motor controls. Stu-
dents should be made aware of the variations of power and lighting
systems. Comments and design consideraVons should be di scussad.

f7 139



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.4 Dis

Section j Element

34.4 Transformer
installation

140

3441.1 Single-phase

3441.2 Three-phase

3441.3 Auto-transfermem

3442.1 Coles

3442.2 Primary and secondary

344%.3 Bushings

3442.4 Taps and changing
mechanisms

3442.5 Cooling equipment

3443.1 "rimary and secondary
voltage

3443.2 K.V.A. output rating
3443.3 Polarity connections
3443.4 Primary taps
3443 5 Ratio changes
3443.6 Impeiance of transformers

3444.1 Polarity
3444.2 Phasing
3444.3 Star connPclions
3444.4 Delta connections



and Mai ritenance UNIT: 3.4 Distribution Systems

Element Cross
Referenceis

Technical Terms

3441.1 Single-phase 17.1 Air cooled

3441.2 Three-phase 171.10 Liquid cooled

3441.3 Auto-transformers "Breath'ng'

3442.1 Cores

3442.2 Primary and secondary

3442.3 8ushings

3442.4 Taps and changing
mechanisms

3442.5 Cooling equipment

17.1

1719.3

1717.7

Tubular coolers
Oil-immersed
Heat dissipation
Convection cooling
Thermosiphon

circulation

2443.1 Primary and secondary
voltage

3443.2 K.V.A. output rating
3443.3 Polarity connections
3443.4 Primary taps
3443.5 Ratio changes
3443.6 Impedance of transformers

1718.4

1719.1
1719.3

171,3

152.8

Additive
Subtractive
Impedance-volts

3444.1 Polar ty 17.1 Polarity
3444.2 Phasing 161.2 Phasing
3444.3 Star connections Star

171.123444.4 Delta connections 171. Delta



Regulatens Suggestion!. for Student Activity

OEC Section 26

"e

MIIII1111..

TRANSFORMERS (A)
compare the design of several kinds of po.. ,r transformers.

D;s

TRANSFORMER BANK INSTALLATION (P)
make a simplified working model of a typical transformer bank

Instillation based upon good practice as cts.ir-ved in several
local Installations.

To show the various classificati
purpose and service, the transfo
authority must be approached in

The importance of disconrectin
the primary with banked transf
time, the significance of the sign



lestions for Student Activity Discussion

3 (A)
lesIgn of several kinds of power transformers.

BANK INSTALLATION (P)
fled working male! of a typical transformer bank

upon good practise as observed in several
Is.

411 /11
To show the various classifications of transformers according to cooling,
purpose and service, the transformer vault in the school may be used. Local
authority must be approached in order to gain entry to the vault.

The importance of disconnecting the secondary load before disconnecting
the primary with banked transformers should be stressed: at the same
time, the significance of the sign, "Danger Elackfeed," must ue understood.

ge/ 141



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.4 ph

Section Element

34.5 Transformer
protection

142

3451.1 Reclosing devices
3451 2 Dropout devices
3451.3 Remote control devices

3452.1 Oil switches
3452.2 Disconnects

3453 1 Arrestors

:.453.2 Grounding conductors



Maintenance UNIT: 3.4 Distribution Systems

Element Cross-
Reference

Technical Terms

3451.1 Reclosing devices
3451.2 Dropout devices
3451.3 Remote control devices

171.4
3414.4
3414.5

iNk
Netwirk protection
Short time delay
Copper fuse links
Interlocks

3452.1 Oil switches 3434.2 Protection tube
Arcing horn
Cooperweld
High tensile strength

alloy

3452.2 Disconnects

1'53.1 Arrestors

3453 ; Grou liog crr,IJctois

111.2 Point discharge

3311.6
3321.2

341.5

AP&



M, Regulations Suggestions for Student Activity
,INr AMMO

OED. Section 36

OEC Section 36 OVER-CURRENT AND UNDER-VOLTAGE PROTECTION (A) (0)
study the construction and operation of drop-out fuse cutouts,

oil fuse cutouts, reclosing fuses, reclosing circuit breakers,
release dev1,:es for under-voltage protection.

The primacy ftrb3 will
betwaen primary and se

Reclosing de'..ices will o
and will reclose after a
or three reclosings to a,

An accidental reverse
is blocked by arrangerm



stions for Student Activity Discussion

NO UNDER-VOLTAGE PROTECTION (A) (0)
uction and oparation of drop-out fuse cutouts.
reclosing fuses, reclosing circuit breakers,
under- voltage protection.

The primary fuses will "blow" if a breakdown of the transformer insulation
between primary and secondary winding occurs.

Reclosing devices will ;,Nan instamiy to protect overhead primary networks
and will reclose after a preset ti ne delay. They will remain open after two
or three reclosings to avoid supplying power into permanent short circuits.

An accidental reverse power backfeed from the transformers to the main
is blocked by arrangements of breakers and relays.

191,S-.' 143



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.4 Dist

Section Element

34.6 Transformer
testing and
maintenance

144 AN

34E1.1 Tests of the dielectric
strength of the oil

3461.2 Pressure tests
3461.3 Temperature gauges
3461.4 Core and coil drying

3462 1 Fluid indice.tors
3462.2 Handling precautions when:

adding,
sampling,
testing,
filtering

3463.1 Condensation of moisture
3463.2 Effect of weather conditions
3463.3 Dust contamination
3463 4 Sealing methods

3464.1 Drying with the oil in the
tank

3464.2 Drying with the oil removed
3464.3 Internal heat
3464.4 External heat



d Maintenance UNIT: :4.4 Distribution Systems

Elemt Cross-
Reference Technical Terms

3461.1 Tests of the dielectric
strength of the oil

3461.2 Pressuru tests
3461.3 Temperature gauges
3461.4 Core and coil drying

171.7 Dielectric.

1115.3

Sediment

3462.1 Fluid indicators
3462.2 Handling precautions when:

adding,
sampling,
testing,
filtering

3463.1 Condensation of moisturA
3463 2 Effect of , .eather conditions
3463.3 Dust contamination
3463.4 Sealing methods

1115.2 Oxidation
Ambient

3464.1 Drying with the oil In the
tank

3464.2 Drying with the oil removed
344.3 Internal heat
3464.4 External heat



Regulations Suggestions for Student Activity

TRANSFORMER TESTING (P) (0)
perform a series of basic tests required on transformers before

they are put Into service.

A hydro maintenance char
shop.

Discussions in class shoul
overhead and underground

Although a transformer re
electrical apparatus, neglec
to serious trouble.

Oxidation and moisture co
the ambient temperature w

Rubber or materials contal
or gaskets.



fi

4estions for Student Activity Discussion

1.9TESTING (P) (0)
es of basic tests required on transformers before
ervIce,

A hydro maintenance chart could be used to check a transformer in the
shop.

Discussions in class should outline the advantages and disadvantages of
overhead and underground services.

Although a transformer requires fess care than almost any other type of
electrical apparatus, neglect of certain fundamental requirements may lead
to serious trouble.

Oxidation and moisture contaminate the oil. Operating transformers above
the ambient temperature will prevent condensation.

Rubber or materials containing rubber should not be used for stoppers
or gaskets.

. 145



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.5 A.

Section Element

35.1 Elements of a
motor control

system

146

3511.1 Code book
3511.2 Motor control references
3511.3 Block diagram of circuits

3512.1 Types of switches and
breakers

3512.2 Requirements and regulations
3512.3 Sizes and ratings
3512.4 Location considerations

3513 1 Rating determination
3513.2 Methods and types

3514.1 Location
3514.2 Types
3514.3 Purpose
3514.4 Sizes and ratings

3515.1 Regulations
3515.2 Purpose
3515.3 ) ypes
3515.4 Resetting
3515.5 Locations

3516.1 Available voltages
3516.2 Environment
3513.2 Functions
3516.4 Detemilnation of size

3517.1 Physical characterise cs
3517.2 Advantages



d Maintenance UNIT: 3.5 A. C. Motor Controls

Etement

3511.1 Code book
3511.2 Motor control references
3511.3 Block diagram of circuits

Cross-
Reference Technical Terms

Mr-

3.2 Motor controller
Overcurrent protection
Overload protection
inherent protection

3512.1 Types of switches and 3414.5 Non-fused
breakers Arc shield

35.2.2 Requirements and regulations
3512.3 Sizes and ratings 3414.1
3512.4 Location considerations 342.3

3513.1 Rating determination
3513.2 Methods and types

3514,1 Location
3514.2 Types
3514.3 Purpose
3514.4 Sizes and ratings

3515.1 Regulations
3515.2 Purpose
3515.3 Types
3515.4 Resetting
3515.5 Locations

3516.1 Available voltages
3516.2 Environment
3516.3 Functions
3516.4 Determination of size

3 17.1 Physical characteristics
351',2 Advantages

3414.4 Electro-mechanical device
342.3 Time delay

Dual element
High rupturing capacity

Across-the-line
142.2 Undervoltage protection

Undervoltage release
362.1 Therm?! cutout

Integn.I protection device

3414.5 Sustained overload
35.2 Eli -metal

Thermal cutout
Reset
Dashpot
Overload relay
Amble it temperature
Inve,se time

cnaracteristics
Eutectic protection

Hazardous location
1.4 General purpose enclos ire

Combination starter

Goo/



Regulations Suggestions for Student Act'vity Dit

MOW .1111=4111

OEC Section 28,
App.Indix B

OEC Sect ion 14
OEC Sectioa 28

OEC Sec' ion 28
OEC Sect ion 14

OEC Sec ion 28

The student should become f
handle locking mechanisms an
the introduction of the motor co
instruction around the line Biagi
of the Ontario Electrical Code.

MOTO1 COM:101. SYSTEM (E) A combination switch and contr
study the system elemerts of a motor control circuit to show . study of the elements of a moto

their interrelationship, significance and functions. (A combina-
tion starter may be used )

OEC Sec- ion 28 OVERLOAD PROTECTION (E)
Investigate the operation of the tilppfng chore ;teristics of over-

load devices.

OEC Section 28



ons for Student Activity Discussion

The student should become familiar with the disconnecting door and
candle locking mechanisms and their respective safety application. During
the introduction of the motor control elements. the teacher should build the
instruction around the line diagrams as presented on page 413, Appendix B,
of the Ontario Electrical Code.

YSTEM (E) A combination switch and controller serves as excellent equipment for the
dements of a motor control circuit to show . study of the elements of a motor control system.
3, significance and functions. (A combine-
ed.)

ION (E)
ration of the tripping characteristics of over-

dirit4 1,17



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.5 A.

Section Element

35.2 Conductors
and protection

devices

35.3 Manual
starting switches

148

3521 1 Protection required
3521 2 Conductor calculations

3522 i Construction and physical
charac'eristics

3522 2 Calculations based on
code book

3522 3 Employing a fustat for
single-phase motors

3522 4 Supporting devices for
fustat inserts

3522 5 Advantages of fuses and
time-delay fuses

3523 1 Time limit versus
instantaneous action

3523 2 Determination of setting

3524 1 Calculations of feeders,
sub-feeders and conduit

3524 2 Fuse sizes

3531 1 Physical cha'actenstics
3531 2 Size and voltage rating
3531 3 Applications

3532 1 Types of drum switches
3532 2 Internal connections
3532 3 Typical circu
3532 4 Applications

3533 1 Theory of operation
3533 2 Sizes and ratings
3533 3 Applications

35:4 1 Theory of operation
353i 2 Sizes and ratings
35:1 3 Applications



qd Maintenance UNIT: 3.5 A. C. Motor Controls

Element

3521 1 Protection required
3521 2 Conductor ce;culations

Cross-
Reference

Technical Terms

3522 I Construction and physical
characteristics

3522 2 Calculations based on
code book

3522 3 Employing a fustat for
Single-phase motors

3522 4 Supporting devices for
fustat inserts

3522 5 Advantages of fuses avid
time-delay fuses

34142 Tamper resistant
3414.4 Fustat

3523 1 Time limit versus
instantaneous action

3523 2 Determination of setting

142.2 Tripping elements
Magnetic breaker
Thermal breaker

3529 1 Calculations of feeders.
sub-feeders and conduit

3524 2 Fuse sizes

342.3

3531 1 Physical characteristics
3531 2 Size and voltage rating
3531 3 Applications

1741.1 Across-the-line starter

3532 1 Tyoes of drum switches
3532 2 Internal connections
3532 3 Typical circuits
3532 4 Apolicationt

17.4
36.2

Drum controller
Clockwise
Counter-clockwise

3533 1 Theory of operation
3533 2 Sizes and ratings
3c33 3 Applications

1731.3 Single-phasing

3534 1 Theory of operation 17.3 Triple pole.
3534 2 Sizes and ratings 36.2 double throw
3534 3 Applications



Regulations Suggestions for Student Activity Discu

OEC Section 28

IMM 4111.=

OEC Section 28 TIMF-DELAY FUSES (A)
OEC Section 14

OEC Section 14

OEC Sr ction 28

study the application and design of time-delay fuses.

INSTALLATION OF A SINGLE -PHASE MOTOR (P)
connect a single-phase motor and select the correct overload

ieater coil.

OVERLOAD RELAY (P)
illustrate the operation of an overload relay which energizes an

indicator light.

The topic of motor grouping provide
calculating feeder and conduit sizes

OEC Section 28

OEC Section 14

OEC Section 28

The instructor should outline the we
line starter without a "no-voltage"
mine the location of motor windings
be a meaningful exercise.

SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR REVERSING (P) The students must learn the star.
wire a drum controller which is used to reverse a single-phase switches.

motor. Advantages and limitations of the n
discussed during the study of this ty

C.S.A.

Jai

THREE-PHASE MANUAL STARTERS (P)
plan and construct three-phase manually controlled motor cir-

cuits. These circuits should follow approved wiring practices
and &row the students experience in selected fuse and heater
coil sizes.

OVERLOAD PROTECTION (E)
demonstrate single-phasing and its results cn overload protec-

tion by removing a fuse from the stove three-phase motor
project while the motor Is In nperation.



estions for Student Activity Discussion

L.

5ES (A)
cation Ind design of time-delay fuses.

MWS11=111MW

)F A SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR (P)
Ile-phase motor and select the correct overload

rY (P) The topic cf motor grouping provides an opportunity to assign problems in
eration of an overload relay which energizes an calculating feeder and conduit sizes.

MOTOR REVERSING (P)
introller which Is used to reverse a single -phase switches.

Advantages and limitations of the manual across-the-line starter should be
discussed during the study of this type of controller.

01W
The instructor should outline the weakness of the single-phase across -the-
line starter without a "no-voltage" release. Use of a multi-tbster to deter-
mine the location of motor wf.iciino end to analyze a drum controller would
be a meaningful exercise.

The students must learn the standard terminal Identification on motor

ANUAL STARTERS (P)
Puct three-phase manually controlled motor cir-
Jits should follow approved wiring practices
dents experience In selected fuse and heater

'ECTION (E)
rigle-phasing and its results on overload protec-
t a fuse from the above three-phase motor
'rotor is in operation. le7. 149



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.5 A. C.

Section Element

35.4 Magnetic
acrossthe-line

starters

M=MEMENMMIIIMEMIN

3541 1 Pre-wiring within the
startew

3541 2 Identification and function
of internal parts

3541 3 Numbering sequence for three
auxiliary coniizctions

3541 4 Dual voltage coils

3542 Types of push buttons
3542 2 Hand, automatic and off

control
3542 3 Pilot control by thermostats.

aquastats and sensing devices
3542 4 Jogginv switches
3542 5 Control transformers
3542 6 Limit switches and electrical

interlocks

3543 1 TNO magnetic contactors
employing one set of
overload relays

3543 2 Methods of rotation control
3543 3 Single and multiple contact

push lxittons
3543 4 Electrical and mechanical

[titer locks

35.5 Reduced
voltage starters

150 gor

3551 1 Applications
3551 2 Supply vollage factor
3551 3 Advantages

3552 1 Sizes
3552 2 Methods of dissipating heat
3552 3 Percentage taps
3552 4 Manual versus automatic



Maintenance UNIT: 3.5 A. C. Motor Controls

Etement Cross -
Reference

Technical Terms

3541 1 Pre-wiring within the
starter

3541 2 Identification and function
of internal parts

3541 3 Numbering sequence for three
auxiliary connections

3541 4 Dual voltage coils

112.5

Sealing
Shaded pole
Solenoid

35,,2 I Types nt push buttons
3542 2 Hand, automatic and off

control
3542 3 Pilot control by thermostats,

aquasts an'l sensing devices
3542 4 Jogging switches
3542 5 Control transf,rmers
3542 6 Limit switches and electrical

interlocks

Transfer stations
Sequence operation
Limit switches
Mechanical interlocks

142.2 Electrical interlocks
Aquastals

17.1 Thermostats
Jagging
Control transformer

343 1 Two nagpetic contactors
employing one set of
01 et Foad relays

3543 2 Methods of rotation control
3543 3 Single and multiple contact

push buttons
3543 4 Electrical ane mechanical

interlocks

112.5

142.2

Plugging

3551 1 Applications
3551 2 Supply voltage factor
3551 3 Advantages 171.10

Taps
Open and closed

transition

3552.1 Sizes
3552.2 Methods of dissipating heat
3552.3 Percentage taps
3552.4 Manual versus automatic 1.4

Percentage tap

era,



Regulations Suggestions for Student Activity

Local supply outhority
OEC Section 12

Section 28

C.S.A.

Canadian Electrical
Iiannfact,irera
Association

FORWARD-REVERSE SWITCHING OF MOTORS (P)
connect a forward-reversing magnetic starter, the circuit to in-

clude directional Indicating lights. The circuit should be de-
veloped to incorporate the use of limit switches.

INTEGRATED MOTOR CONTROL CIRCUITS (P)
wire variations of circuits involving: one push-button station,

two push-button station!, start-stop Job station, combinations of
push-button stations, maintained contacts, trisnsfer stations
employing automatic operation from sensing devices and indi
cator lights.

Across-the-line magnetic st
regard to design and constrt:
attempted will depend on t
should include manual contr
with auxiliary devices. As t
encouraged to design more c

Reversing controllers can b
cults, thereby illustrating a

REDUCED VOLTAGE STARTERS (P) (0)
wire and analyze the operation of redJced voltage starters of

several types.

Students should become far
reduced-voltage starting. Lc
dents from understanding thr
methods used to satisfy loca
as a research project.

The local supply authority w
reduced voltage starters mus



estions for Student Activity Discussion

ASE SWITCHING OF MOTORS (P)
yard-reversing magnetic starter, the circuit to in-

indicating lights. The circuit should be de-
'orate the use of limit switches.

TOR CONTROL CIRCUITS (P)
s of circuits Involvii.,1: one push-button station,
stations, start-stop job s:,41on, combinations of
ions, maintained contacts, tronsfer stations
'Inc operation from sensing devices and indi-

&Li

Across-the-line magnetic starter circuits offer many possibilities both in
regard to design and construction of control circuitry. The projects that are
attempted will depend on the availability of equipment. At first, circuits
should include manual control with start-stop stations, or maintain contact
with auxiliary devices. As the student develops confidence he should be
encouraged to design more complex circuits,

Reversing controllers can be incorporated into standard three-phase cir-
cuits, thereby illustrating a simple, economical method of motor reversing.

AGE STARTf.RS (P) (0)
Sze the operation of reduced voltage starters of

Students should become familiar with the principles and advantages of
reduced-voltage starting. Lack of equipment should not prevent the stu-
t:ents from understanding the problems of I-load voltage starting and the
methods used to satisfy local requirements. This topic could be undertaken
as a research project.

The local supply authority will determine at what horsepower motor rating
reduced voltage starters must be used.

4/, 151



DIVISION Installation and Maintenance

35.5 Reduced
voltage starters

(continued)

152 ,,,1/42.

3553.1 Theory of opeiation
3553.2 Tap changing methods
3553.3 Three auto transformers

method
3553.4 Two auto transformers

method
35515 Automatic timed control

starter
3553.6 Open and closed transition
3553.7 Timing mechanisms

3554.1 Principle of operation
3554.2 Advantages and disadvantages
3554.3 Typical applications



I Maintenance
it

UNIT: 3.5 A. C. Motor Controls

Element Cross.
Reference

3553.1 Theory of operation
3553 2 Tap changing mc..hods
3553.3 Three auto transformers

method
3553.4 Two auto transformers

method
3553.5 Automatic timed control

starter
3553.6 Open and closed transition
3553.7 Timing mechanisms

3554.1 Principle of operation
3554.2 Advantages and disadvantages
3554.3 Typical applications

171.10

171.13

Technical Terms

1!,11.1=111M

Escapement devices
Compensator

171.12 Wye-delta starting



Regulati )ns Suggestions for Student Activity Di

OEC Secti on 28
Table 29

C.E.M.A.

3/0

This method of speed control
motor starting.



;gestions for Student Activity

1=171

Discussion

This method of speed control is becoming more common as a method of
motor starting.

0/6 153



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT: 3.6 Elec

Section Element

36.1 Diagnosis of
circuit faults

36.2 Industrial
equipment

154

3611.1 Tests for: shorts, opens,
grounds and continuity

3611.2 Leakage tests
3611.3 Voltage, amperes an-'

resistance measurement
to assist analysis of
malfunctions

:,61t4 Wattage measurement and
calculations

3612.1 Wiggenton type
3612 2 Meggers
3612.3 Ringers
3612.4 Multimeters
3612.5 Ammeters and clamp-on

ammeters
3612.6 Wattmeters

3621.1 Circuit analysis
3621.2 Coil tests
3621.3 Contact maintenance
3621.4 Overload relay malfunctions

3622.1 Circuit analysis
3622.2 Single-phase starting

switch; troubles and
correction

3622.3 A.C. capacitor tests
3622.4 Bearings: types and

application;;, replacing
3622.5 Rotor tests- balancing
3622.6 Stator tests shorts, opens.

polarity



d Maintenance UNIT: 3.6 Electrical Maintenance

Element

3611 1 Tests for shorts, opens,
grounds and continuity

3611 2 Leakage tests
3611 3 Voltage, amperes and

resistance measurement
to assist analysis of
malfunctions

3611 4 Wattage measurement and
calculations

Cross-
Reference

111.4

346.3

12.1

111.6

Technical Terms

Leakage

Insulation resistance

3612 1 Wiggenton type
3612 2 Meggers
3612 3 Ringers
3612 4 Multimeters
3612 5 Ammeters and clamp-on

ammeters
3612 6 Wattmeters

3621 1 Circuit analysis
3621 2 Coil tests
3621 3 Contact maintenance
3621 4 Overload relay malfunctions

12.1

111.4

351.4

1422.3

112.4

112.5

Megger

Contact chatter
Oxidize
Contact pilling

3622 1 Circuit analysis 111.4

3622 2 Single phase starting 17.4

switch, troubles and
correction

3627 9 A C capacitor tests 153.1

3622 4 Bearings types and 153.2

applical ions. r.,,placirg
3622 5 Rotor tests balancing Outof-round
3622 6 Stator tests shorts, opens, Balance

polarity Interne! shorts



Regulations Suggestions for Student Activity

INSULATION TESTS (E)
measure the resistance of moist and dry asbestos-insulated

wire, using meggers.

MOTOR CONTROL CIRCUITS (P)
locate typical faults in a variety of types of motor controls.

L9/ff

SINGLE-PHASE MOTOR STARTING SWITCHES (A)
study the types and applications of starting switches and their

mechanisms.

Dis

Section 36 1 will be integrated th
used by the students in experimer

Appliance servicing should be an
appliances being brought into the

Emphasis should be placed on a
Frequent use of the manufacturer
The protect of motor control ci.cu

SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS (P) A variety of used tractional hors(
trouble-shoot and correct faults on single-phase motors, shop for testing and trouble shoot



!stions for Student Activity Discussion

S (E)
sistance of moist and dry asbestos-insulated
s.

-rinIV
Section 36.1 will be integrated throughout the course. as test equipment is
used by the students in experiments and projects.

Appliance servicing should be an imt.,ortant part of the I. & M. course, with
appliances being brought into the shop to be repaired.

. CIRCUITS (P)
Its in a variety of types of motor controls.

)TOR STARTING SWITCHES (A)
and applications of starting switches and their

EinphJsra should be placed on a systematic check on the cirr.uit faults.
Frequent use of the manufacturers service manuals should be encouraged.
The project of motor control circuits should be integrated with Unit 3.5.

)TORS (P) A variety of used fractional horsepower motors should be available in the
I correct faults on single-phase motors, shop for testing and trouble shooting.

155



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance UNIT:

Section

36.2 Industrial
equipment
(continued)

IMMANNIIMENNY

36.3 Domestic
appliances

156 ...,5ege

3623.1 Bearing lubrication
3523.2 Servicing requirements

and environmental
conditions

3623.3 Motor operating
temperatur es

3623.4 Belt tent,ion and bearing
types

3623.5 Single-phase motor and
polyphase motor maintenance
comparison

3631.1 Methods of supply and
control

3631.2 Local by-laws
3631.3 Singly heater unit
3631A Two-heater unit, flip

flop thermostats

3632.1 Circuit analysis
3632.2 Detcrmination of the

circuit requirement for
counter top-wall oven unit

3632.3 Multi-heat switching



li Maintenance UNIT: 3.6 Electrical Maintenance

Element Cross.
Reference

Fundainentals

3623 1 Bearing lubrication
3623 2 Servicing requirements

and environmental
conditions

3623 3 Motor operating
temperatures

3623 4 Belt tension and bearing
types

3623 5 Single-phase motor and
polyphase motor maintenance
comparison

173.3

173.4

Sleeve bearings
Radial load
Thrust load

Ambient temperature
Vapour proof
Explosion proof
Hermetically sealed
Variable patch pulleys
Centrifugal switch

3631 1 Method:, of supply and
contol

3631 2 Local by-la Ns
3631 3 Single heater unit
3631 4 Two-heater unit flip

flop thermostats

111.6 Flip-flop thermostat
Immersion
Strap-on
Circulation

3632 1 Circuit anaysi
3632 2 Determination of Ihe

c.rcu it requirements for
counter top wall oven unit

3632 3 Multi-heat switching

111.4
111 6
341.3

Multi-heat switch



Technical Terms Suggestions for Student Activity Dis

MOTOR MAINTENANCE (P)
maintain all motors in the technical department on a scheduled

basis.

Preventive motor maintenance n
school. Mairtenance charts shout

Supply authority APPLIANCE THERMOSTATIC CONTROL (P)
demonstrate the operation of a simple contact thermostat. A

further study would include the operation of a multi-contact
thermostat and the circuitry as related to water heaters.

MULTI-HEAT SWITCHES (P)
develop a circuit using a multi-heat switch and lamps to Indicate

switching and heating sequences.

The shop equipment should inch
equipment has a great deal of v
with the integration of electrical



aims for Student Activity Discussion

ANCE (P)
)rs in the technical department on a scheduled

AOSTATIC CONTROL (P)
operation of a simple contact thermostat. A

kf include the operation of a multi-contact
circuitry as related to water heaters,

Preventive motor maintenance might include the motors throughout the
school. Maintenance charts should be kept on all motors.

CHES (P)
using a multi-heat switch and lamps to Indicate

Ong sequences.

The shop equipment should include at least two major appliances, This
equipment has a great deal of value in electrical circuitry analysis along
with the integration of electrical and mechanical principles.

34
157



DIVISION 3: Installation and Maintenance

Section

363 Domestic
appliances
(continued)

158 \g ez.#-

3633.1 Determination of circuit
requirements

3633,2 Neutral conductor behaviour

3633,3 Safety interlocking devices
in the dryer

3633.4 Analysis of dryer problems

3634.1 Branch circuit requirement!

3634.2 Safety regulations

3634.3 Low-voltage circuitry

3634.4 Primary and limit controls

3634 5 Oil burner circuitry



i,lintenance UNIT: 3.6 Electrical Maintenance

Element..--
Cross.

Reference
Technical Terms

3Ps.1 Determination of circuit
requirements

3633 2 Neutral conductor behaviour

3633.3 Safety interlocking devices
in the dryer

3633.4 Analysis of dryer problems

3634.1 Branch circuit requirements

3634.2 Safety regulations

3634.3 Low-voltage circuitry

3634.4 Primary and limit controls

$634.5 Oil burner circuitry

111.6

Safely interlock

111.4 Limit control
Ignition transformer
Airstats
Protectoslat
Mercury switch



Regulatit ns Suggestions for Student Activity

PROGRAMMED SWITCHING (P)
study a washer or dryer switch and its related circuitry.

The intent is not to teach apple,
with typical circuits and their re::
should, however, be in the room.



jestions for Student Activity Discussion
...1111,

SWITCHING (P)
r or dryer switch and its related circuitry.

The intent is not to teach appliance repair, but to familiarize the student
with typical circuits and their respective analysis. Some types of appliances
should, however, be in the room.

159


